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PREFACE

Change is inevitable; all that is uncertain is its rate. In thit

time of rapid change in the library and infOrMation service environment, it

should follOW that the demand for personnel resources will also change.

This study reflects the results of an investigation of the magnitude of

change in the employment of librarians, projected through 1990.

The last such study was reported in the 1975 publication LibrqKY

Manpower: A Study-of-land-and Supply; prepared by the Bureau of Labot

statistics for the U ;S. Department of EducatiOn'S National Center for

Education Statistict (NCES) and Division of Library Programs. That study

was conducted in response to a waning de06nd for librarians in the early

1970's f011Owing a period of shortage in the late 1960'S. The current

study comes at a time when the deMand in terms of traditional librarian

positibht grows slowly but when additional grOWth is anticipated in

non-traditional information professional positions; Significant changes

appear imminent, and the current study provides a baseline from which to

measure those changes.

Thit project was funded by the NCES and the Office of Libraries and

Learning Technologies (OLLT) of the U.S Department of Education. The

request for proposal was written by NCES with the assistance of the Bureau

of Labor Statistics, and NCES conducted the study. King Researdh, Inc. was

the study contractor. Project officett air the Study were Helen Eckard of

NCES e-3 Robert Klassen of OLLT.

In acknowledging the contributions of the many participants in the

project, it is only fitting to begin with Ms; Eckard. As the primary

PrOject Officer she was heavily involved at all stages. From the writing

of the RFP onward, she molded the basic study concept and then managed its

diverse components. She faced each new obstacle in our path squarely, with

a determinatibh to overcome, and was an unfailing source of support and

counsel to project operations.
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NuMerous others also played a role in the study. The Plannihg

Committee, comprised of J. James BroWn (National Sciende Foundation), Anne
Kahl (Bureau of Labbr Statistics), and Margaret Myers (American Library

Association), provided invaluable comment and support. In addition, other

individual-8 throughout the library and Federal statistical communities

provided helpful data and ideas. The LAMA StatiSticS for Personnel

Committee of the American Library Association, chaired by Richard E.

Mllson, reviewed the draft report. We are grateful to all of the many

individuals who worked with us, and of course to all of the libraries and

library schools who cooperated in both the pretest and full scale surveys.

At King Research, Nancy A. Van House was the initial Project

Director and was responsible for much of the early conceptualization and
design effort. When she moved to a faculty position at the School of

Library and Information Studies, University of California Berkeley, Dr. Van

House continued as a project .consultant and worked particularly on the

modelling of supply in the form of new library program graduates. Other

project consultants included Michael D. Cooper, University of California

Berkeley, and Jack Rutner, Joel Popkin and Associates. Dr. Cooper

involved throughout the study with projecting employment of public, school,

and academic librarians and Dr. Rutner provided methodological support.

Other KRI staff members included Vernon E. Palmour, Donald W. King, Joan

Foley. Helen Kurtz, Colleen Schell, and Ellen Sweet. The extensive survey

operations were coordinated by Ms. Sweet and Mrs. Kurtz, and Mr. King

served as project statistician, working with Abraham Frankel of NCES. Data

processing was done by Joan Bull of Westat, Inc.

Nancy K. Roderer

Project Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Library Human Resources Study was designed and undertaken to

project the supply and demand of profeSSiOnal librarians through 1990.

These projections will serve as sources of input into the decision-making

processes for government - hicies and programs in education for librarians,

library services, and library research; They will alsO serve as an infor-

mation device for librarians, libtaty educators; library employers, and

potential labOr market entrants, especially in terms Of providing an early

warning system for library latiOr market imbalances, to reduce suppIy-demand

adjustment problems.

The study required a description of the current library labor

market, including its dYnaMict and the sources of suppply and demand;

estimation of the sizes of the current supply and demand and their rates of

change; and forecasting Of the market into the future. Methods used

included an extensive literature review to identify existing data, the

collection of new data by means of two surveys, and the development of

regression models to project future Suppply and demancL

The surveys conducted were addressed to library schools and to

libratiO8 as employers of librarians. The Libtaty Schobl Survey, which was

sent to all of the approximately 275 library education programs identified,

covered applicants, admissions, completions, and placement of graduates

from 1977/78 through 19e0/81. The Employer Survey was sent to a sample of

2,335 of the estimated 43,600 libraries in the United States. It covered

number of employees by type, the sex and educational status of librarians,

and information on transfers into and out of the library; Numbers of

employees were obtained over the 1978-1982 period and the remaining data

were obtained for 1981 or 1982.

Forecasting models were developed using a variety of methodt as

appropriate to the data available. To project library employment, public,



academic, school (public and private), and special libraries were examined

separately. Regression models incorporating relevant variables for each

library type were developed and were fit to historical data and then used

to predict future demand. To project the new supply of librarians coming

from library schools, models based on Freeman's theory of occupational

choice were developed. The approach used relies on multiple regression

models in which supply is related to salaries, and salaries to market

conditions. Other aspects of the supply and demand of librarians were

projected based on current data and historical trends where available.

The study provides a clear picture of the current employment situa-

tion in libraries. In 1982, there were approximately 136,000 full time

equivalent librarians employed in libraries, with 48 percent employed in

school libraries, 23 percent in public libraries, 15 percent in academic

libraries, and 14 percent in special libraries; Librarians made up about

45 percent of total library staffs, with 5 percent being Other profes-

sionals and 50 percent technical, clerical and other support staff. About

80 percent of employed librarians had some sort of library degree or

certification, with the majority having an MS degree. Individuals with

RLS degrees made up about 12 percent of all employed librarians, and thi)se

with school library certification but no library degree accounted fOr abbUt

7 percent of the total.

Some 23,000 librarians were hired and about 17,000 left libraries

in 1981. About 34 percent of those hired came from academic programs,

while 44 percent came from other library employment. Twenty-two percent

came from other kinds of employment or were previously unemployed. Of

librarians leaving libraries, 37 percent went on to library employment, 15

percent to other employment, and 48 percent retired, returned to school,.

became unemployed and so on. About 4 percent of those hired came from

non-library infornation professional positions, and about 9 percent of

those leaving went to this type of position.

Looking at the current library school picture, we find that there

were about 4,200 graduates of accredited MLS programs in 1980/81, 800



graduates of nonaccredited MLS programs, 300 graduates of BLS programs, and

1,700 individuals who completed preparation for school library

certification without receivinc a library degree. Of the total of approx-

imately 7,000 graduates, about 80 percent went on to library employment,

about 4 percent to informatiOn professional employmenti 6 percent to other

employment; and 10 percent to student or unemployed status.

Study projections show the overall supply and demand situation

through 1990. On the demand side, the number of positions in libraries is

expected to increase modestly into the early 1980's and then level off

through 1990. ThilS the decade of the 1980's is expeted to show an even

smaller increase in librarian empIoyMent than the rather stable 1970's,

with no anticipated return to the boom period of the 1969's. Employment in

school libraries is projected to &Cr-66Se frOM 63,000 librarians in 1980 to

60,000 in 1990, primarily due to the decline in school enrollmehtS. Fol.=

lowing a period of slight increases, decreases are also expected in aca-

demic library staffing with about 20,000 academic librarians projected as

employed both in 1980 and 1990. PUblid library employment in the 1980's is

anticipated to increase from 30,000 in 1980 to 35,000 in 1990, and special

library employment ShOUld also increasei growing from about 18,000 in 1980

to 23,000 in 1990. In total, librarian employment is estimated at 131,000

in 1980 and projected to be 138,000 in both 1985 and 1990.

A8 the number of jobs stays fairly constant in the 1980'8, the
1716-< _

number of ihdi uals completing library education programs and seeking

employment is also projected to remain fairly constant through the decade.

MIS degrees from accredited programs are expected to reverse their decline

of the 1970's and begin to increase again, bUt not rapidly; by 1990 their

number will be the same as in 1969. MIS degrees from nonaccredited pro-

grams will follow the same pattern. Sch-O-01 library certificates and RLS's,

however, will decline steadily; offsetting the increase in the other areas.

By 1990, our projections indidate that the mix of library program comple-

tions will have changed from 59 percent for accredited MLS programs to 73

percent.



The effect of the employment patterns anticipated is that most job

openings created in the 1980's, especially in the latter part of the

decade, will occur as a result of retirements and deaths rather than new

positions. The number of job openings, like the number of graduates enter-

ing the labor force, will increase slightly and then decrease.

While the trends are expected to be similar for employment and

graduates, the rates of change in the two differ sufficiently that it is

anticipated that the job market will first continue to improve over the

situation of the late 1970's and then, in the latter part of the period,

again decline. This statement reflects the job market for traditional

librarians, and could be counteracted by increasing movement of library

program graduates to non-library information professional positions.

The non-library information piofessional market is intriguing, but

little information is available; This study ir-xeased what is known about

-this market' bUt much remains Unknown. The major difficulties are that it

is a new warket for library program graduates, so that we have little past

information and no idea of how far librarians have penetrated into this

potential market; and that it is a market with fluid boundaries, employing

graduates df1ibraryi business, and computer science programs, who are
,

competingiforymany of the same jobs, making it impossible to project the

number of jobs that will be filled by librarians.

4



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to project the supply and demand for

professional librarians through 1950. Developing these projections

required a description of the current library labor market, including its

dynamics and the sources of supply and demand; estimation of the sizes of

the current supply and demand and their rates of change; and projection of

the market into the future.

Library human resources projection serves three functions: (1) as a

tool for eValtiating and providing direction for government policies and

programs in education for librarians, library research, and library bet

vices: (2) as an early warning system for library labor market ithbalancesi

which may reduce adjustment problems: and (3) as an infOrmation device for

libtatiana, library educators, library emplOyersi and potential library

labor market entrants.

Recent changes in librarianship make this study particularly neces-

sary at this time. From the 1960't to the 1970's, the library labor market

changed from a shortage of librarians to an excess of them, catching

librarians and library educatort by surprise. More recently, demographic

and economic developments, such as the declining school-aged population and

tax limitation measures, have affected the demand for personnel in educa-

tion and public services generally, and in libraries specifically. Recent

technological changes in libraries, such as the widespread automation of

cataloging and proliferation of multi=type library networking, also have

implications for the number of individuals demanded and the skills that

they will need.

5 Su



Perhaps the most significant recent development in librarianship;

however; has been the movement of librarians into nonlibtary positions.

Within the prOfession there is a growing recognition that; on the one hand;

traditional job opportunities for librarians are in short supply, While on

the other hand, their information skills are of use in a variety of set-

tings; Librarians are assessing the transferability of their infOrmatiOn

skills. Library Schools are beginning to broaden their curricula to cover

management of information in other-than-library settings. Thit trend

toward information management could have important implications for the

number and kinds of jobs available to the graduates of library training

programs.

Other developments have affected the pool of librarians available.

WOmen't labor force participation has skyrocketed in the last decade; which

is of great importance to a profession in which women are a majority. If

more librarians are remaining in the labor force for a larger proportion of

their working years; fewer people will be needed to replace theM. c^ the

Other hand, the educated women who have traditionally been the mainstays of

the library profession are moving increasingly into a wider variety of

occupations, which may reduce the number in the library profession.

The major product of this study is quantitative projections of

librarian supply and demand. In developing these projections; however;

other kinds of information of use to the 2;_braty oomittinity and library

teSearchers have been complied and reported. Theexisting data on the

library labor market have been identified, as have the missing pieces, and

some of the missing information has been collected. A model of the library

labor market which identifies and quantifies the sources of supply and

demand and describes their dynamics haS beeri developed. The study has also

included the identification of methods of projecting librarian supply and

demand appropriate to the information available, the precision needed at

each step, and the social and economic factors that affect the market for

librarians; Finally; these projections have been combined into an overall

abSe3tteht of future librarian supply and demand. The model and the projec-

tion methods can be used to replicate this research; to develop projections

fOr a segment of the library market, such as a state; or to refine and



Modify projections over time to account for changes in social and economic

conditions or in the data available; The identification of the factOrS

that affect the market also pinpoints areas that need to be monitored to

anticipate changes in the market;

1.2 Definition andSawe

This study is concerned with the market for professional

librarians. The traditional library labor market consists of librarians;

libraries, whidh employ them; and libraryschoolsi which educate theM.

Traditionally, this market has been relatively closed: most people employed

as libtarianS have had Master of Library Science (MLS) degree8 or the

equivalent, and most MLS-holders have been employed in libraries. Because

in the past there was a shortage of trained librarianS, however; not every-

one currently working as a librarian has a library degree, so this study is

not lklited to consideration of MS recipients. Librarians are therefore

defined by what they dO rather than by their educational backgroUndS. (This

is consistent with the earlier Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) study of

library human resources [233].)

Specifically, a librarian is defined as a library staff member

doing work that requires professional training and skill in the theoretiCal

and/or scientific aspect of library work, as distinct from its mechanical

or cleridal aspect. A library is an organizatiom which maintains and Con-

trols an organized collection of printed materials, other graphic

materialS, and/Or nonprint media; provides a regular staff Which acquires

and organizes materials, facilitates use of the collection, and delivers

services to the library's clientele; and maintains an established schedule

in which the services of the staff are available to the clientele.

LibrarieS, hOwever, are not the only narket for graduates of

library education programs, and would=be librarians are not the only stu-

dents who enroll in such programs; With the contraction of the library

labor market during the 1970's and the growing importance of information in

business, individuals with professional library training are increasingly



employed in non-library positions, especially in the private sector, which

make use of their reformation skills; Many these are librarians who

have found other employment as an alternative to libraries. Some, however,

are people with no interest in working in libraries who have found that

library schools can provide them with the Skill8 they need for other kinds

of employment.

TWO definitions of "information professional" are used in the

literature. In a general sense, the term refers to all people -/ho work

With information. By this definition, librarians are one subset of infor-

mation professionals. The other definition refers to a category that

parallels librarians bUt includes only people working with information in

non-library settings. For this project, the first, more general definition

is used in order to stress the similarities between information profes-

sionals in- library and non-library settings; The term "non-library

information professional" is used to refer to those using infOrmatiOn

Skills in settings other than libraries.

The development of the information professional has been a major

change in the library profession; and has taken place during the las.

decade. The magnitude of its effect on librarianship and library education

remains to be seen, but it is something that must be considered in any dis-

cussion of the library profession.

Quantitative projections, however, require a relatively constrained

supply and demand. When jobs can be filled by librarians or by people with

other kinds of education, as is the case with non-library information pro-

fessional positions, both the array of jobs available and the group of

people qualified to fill them are too fluid to be able to make solid pro-

jections. One can only speak of the niimbr of jobs that might be available

to librarians. Furthermore, employer:, are only beginning to become aware

of the potential uses of graduates of library education programs, so that

even identifying positions in WhiCh library education would be of use is

difficult. Quantitative projections in this study, therefore; are limited

to librarians in library positions, bUt a qualitative evaluation of the

potential non-library market for graduates of library programs was per-

formed.



In addition to librarians, libraries employ teChnidal and clerical

workers and professionals who are not librarians, such as computer special-

ists, archivists, curators, etc. The supply and demand for library

personnel other than librarians was not projected; Without specific

educational requirements, such as the MILS; the supply of non-professional

libtaty personnel is virtually infinitely elastic; requirements vary, but

usually anyone with a high school diploma is a potential library worker.

FOt Comparable reasons, the supply and demand for professional library

personnel who are not librarians has not been included in this study.

Figure 1 deScribe8 the labor market as defined for this

study; The sources of demand for librarians are various types of libraries

plus non=libtaty information professional positions. Sources of supply

include library school graduates plus individuals %;ith library education

not currently in the library labor market; From this pool, additions to

the supply of librarians will be those library school graduates who actu-

ally enter the library labor market, reentrants, delayed entrants, and

occupational transfers. In addition, reductions in the current supply

created by deaths, retirements, other labor force departUres, and occupa-

tional ttanSferS create a demand for librarians to replace those leaving

the profession; Unless there is a shortage of librarians, additions to

supply will equal demand.

This study employs standard labor market terminology and defini=

tions. All individuals are either in the labor force or not. Because a

person's intent cannot be measured, individuals are classified by their

actions. To be in the labor force is' to be employed or unemployed, that

is, not employed but actively seeking work. Anyone not employed and not

actively seeking work is out of the Jabot force, whether he or she is a

full-time student, retired, out of the labor force due to family responsi-

bilitiaS, or simply not interested in seeking work, temporarily or

permanently. When someone out of the labor force begins to seek wcrk, he

she is said to enter the labor force. If the person was in the labor

'e, left, and then returned, he or she is a reentrant.

9
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The same definitions are applied to occupational employment; A

person is in an occupation if he or She is employed in it or unenployed and

actively seeking work. Unemployed librarians are those with no employment,

in libraries or elsewhere, Oho are seeking employment. If someone takes a

job in another field, she or he has left the occupation. In fields like

teaching and librarianship, where many people are unable to find jobs in

the field of their choice but do find another kind of job, measuring the'

labor force is particularly difficult. It is not possible to distinguish

those who have taken a lternative employment but would reenter the occupa-

tion should a job become available from those who have chosen a new

occupation with no intention of returning; As a result, those people with

library training or experience who are employed in other occupations cannot

be counted as unemployed librarians; The term "reserve pool" has been

applied to these individUals who could potentially reenter an occupation,

but measuring the reserve pool is very difficult because it is not knOWn

hbk4 many of thOSe with library training would actually reenter the

profession, given the opportunity.

Underemployment is a problem, not only in librarianship, but in the

labor force as a whole, but it is extremely difficult to identify and to

measure. Underemployment consists of people working feOer hours than they

would like (e.g., someone who wants to work full-time 'Jilt can only find a

part=tite jOb), or employed in jobs that do not make use of or pay commen-

surate with their skills, training, and/or experience., Underemployment

among librarians would include those with library training who wish to work

as librarians but are working in non-professional library positions or in

other occupations (as in the reserve pool concept) under the conditions

listed above.

1.3 Exjztina_nata_saitherAbrAryjAbDzMarketandLibraryEducation
Programs

Higtorical and current data on the employment of librarians are

available from a number of sources. Coverage is not complet3, however, and

the various sources differ in how they define their data elements and in

the time periods covered. The major sources of data are the Bureau of the
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Census, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the National Center for Education

Statistics; In addition, professional associations collect some data from

certain segments of the library lahor market, and some researchers have

collected and analyzed data of use to this project.

The most comprehensive data source, in terms of nUmbers of indi=

viduals included, is the decennial Census of Population. It collects data

on individuals, including their occupations, incomes* and demographics.

Unfortunately, the results of the 1980 Census were not available in enough

detail in time for this project, and the 1970 Census is now rather old.

The other major difficulty with the Census is that it is based on

self-reporting. One result of self-reporting is "job inflation ", that

people tend to classify themselves in higher status jobs than would an

objective interviewer. For librarians, it is possible to reduce some of

this effect by limiting consideration to librarians with four or five years

of college, but this is still imprecise. Not all librarians have Master's

degrees, but many people with Bachelor's and even Master'S in other field8

work as nonprofessionals in libraries;

Another data source is the Current Population Survey (CPS), con-

ducted by the Bureau of the Census for the BUreau of Labor statistics. It

is an on-going monthly survey of a probability sample of households that

represents approximately one individual in 1,500. It collects data on

demographic and labor force characteristics of the U.S. population. The

BLS uses it to estimate employment, unemployment, and labor force partic-

ipation.

The CPS, like the Census, relies on individuals' identification of

their job classification; It does make use of trained interviewers, Which

Should reduce the job inflation to a certain extent. The data do, however,

reflect a lower proportion of individuals with five or more years of col-

lege than identified in this study, and it thus appears that there is some

inflation; In addition, betause the sample is small and librarians such a

small part of the total, the CPS figures for librarians suffer from a high

sampling error. For example, the 1980 annual average CPS figure for

librarians is 182,000 with a standard error of 15,000, giving a 95 percent

12



confidence interval of approximately 153,000 to 211,000 2/. The data on

unemployed librarians are even less precise because the sample is so small.

The CPS was not designed to be a longitudinal survey, but the BLS

has been experimenting with using it as one. The sample design is such

that a household is in the sample tor four months, out for eight, and back

in for four, so it is possible to compare its responses from the first four

months with those for the last four a year later. Not all households

remain in the sample, due to refusals and to the fact that a household that

changes its residence is lost. The PIS has been using these matched data

to estimate labor force movement by occupation. The data are discussed

under Replacement .Demand (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.4).

Another major BLS survey, the Occupational Employment Survey (OES);

tries to get around the problems of self-reporting by interviewing

employers instead of households. It therefore covers only employed indi-

viduals and the information collected is limited to the ntiMber of people

employed in a given occupation and industry; Not all occupations -are

covered in all industries, however, and the survey is done on a three-year

rotation, so that an industry is surveyed only once every three years. The

Fu.S is switching from the CPS to the OES as the basis for its industry-

occupation matrix, which is an important component of its long term

projections. The MS's 1980 OES-based estimate of the number of jobs held

yy librarians (not including sChool audiovisual specialists, who are

counted separately) is 134,000 as opposed to the CPS's 182,000.

The BLS and Census surveys cover the entire population from which

information on librarians can be extracted. AnOther source of data speci-

fic to libraries and librarians is the National Center for Education

Statistics (NCES). NCES performs periodic surveys of libraries; Each

survey is of a specific type of library, and collects information on the

individuals employed and on the institution; The NCES surveys are the most

comprehensive sources of information about the nation's libraries. However,

not all types of libraries are surveyed; those that are, are surveyed at

2/ Personal communication, Phil Rones, BLS.
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different times, and the data elements on the various surveys haVe not beeh

strictly comparable across types of libraries and over time.

In addition to the current library labor force, data were needed

for this study on library education programs. The new graduate8 tepteent

potential additiOn8 to the library labor force; The number of new gradu-

ates is a major factor in determining the future supply and deMand balance.

FUtthettbre, changes in the composition of this group, such as their sex

and race, will eventually translate into changes in the composition of the

library labOr force as a whole.

Another reason for collecting data on new graduates is that tie

economic status of new graduates is a much more sensitive indicator of

supply and demand within the profession than that of the eiiitting labor

force. Freeman [63] lists several reasons for this. One is that all new

graduates are active on the job market at about the same time, while few

older workers are, making the position of new graduates more immediately

sensitive to supply-demand imbalances. Another is that employers find it

easier to alter new hiring patterns and starting salaries; for example,

they are more likely to not hire or to hire at lower salaties than to lay

people off or reduce their salaries. Finally, more information is avail-

able to both employers and individuals on the economic circumstances of new

graduates for example on placement rates and starting salaries -- and

they act accordingly. Information on the economic status of librarians who

are not recent graduates is more difficult to come by and to interpret.

This is true in all fieldS but especially so in librarianship, where there

is same information on new graduates but less systematic data delleCtiOn on

salaries among the experienced workforce, and even less data on unemploy-

ment.

Professional library education programs are generally Master's

leveli although some Bachelor's and non - library degree programs exist. The

non-library degree programs are generally within departments of educationi

and award a degree in education or no degree at all, but a teaching cer-

tificate or equivalent. The American Library Association (11,419 accredits

Master's level programs, which are then qualified to be members of the
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Association of American Library Schools (AALS) 2/. Some nonaccredited

Master's programs are associate members of AALS. More data are available

for accredited Master's programs than for nonaccredited Master's programs

Lhat are associate metbers of AALS. Prior to this study, very few data

existed on other nonaccredited Master's programs, Bachelor's programs and

library certificate programs.

AALS has begun an annual comprehensive survey of its members and

associate members. The survey has been performed three times, with the

results now in print [14-16]. The ttsults cover faculty, students, cur-

riculumo income and expenditures, and continuing professional education.

The information on students covers enrollment; profiles on the students

themselveso inclUding demographic and educational background; placement;

and finance, including scholarships and costs of attending school.

The American Library Association's Office for Library Personnel

Resources also surveys library education programs [4-6]. It surveys a

wider range of programs; including non Master's programso but does not make

a concerted effort to identify all of them. Its response rate among organ-

izations other than accredited MLS programs is about 30 percent, and it

maket no effort to characterize nonrespondents; It collects data on the

number, sex and race of graduates by type of program.

Another source Of data on numbers of graduates is NOES' survey of

Earned Degrees Conferred [253-255]; It counts graduates in library science

at bOth Bachelor's and Master's levels, regardless of accreditation, but it

misses those in certificate programs or those earning a degree in another

field such as edUcatiOn.

For longitudina3 information on new graduates, the best source is

the survey of accredited MLS programs performed annuallly since 1950, firtt

by Donald Strout, then Carlyle Frarey, and currently Carol Learmont [49-57,

87-95, 143-155]. The survey is notable for its consistency over time, and

2/ To become the Association for Library and Information Science
Education (ALISE) in 1983.
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is the only source of detailed information on the library labor market for

so long a period of time 1/. It surveys accredited Master's programs only;

but collects data on sex, placement by type of library, and salaries. The

respondents are schools, not individuals, and so the proportion of gradu-

ates for which there are data varies, depending on the proportion of its

StUdent8 for which each school can report.

1.4 Previous Research

It is surprising that so little research has be'n done on librarian

supply and demand, given the amount of discussion of the job market in the

professional literature. However, several key studies have been performed

on which this study was based; Some other studies of the library labor

Market that are not ,.specifically supply and demand projections are also

relevant to this project. A third area of reseach relevant to this project

is that ur supply and demand in other occupations; the methodology of Which

can be applied to the library profession.

Research into library human resources has been characterized by a

growing methodological sophistication and scope; Demand studies began by

trying to project demand using fairly straightforward methods; but later

studies looked at factors that affected demand and developed some causal

MOde18. Very little research has been done on the supply of librarians,

however.

In 1969, Bolino [24] performed a qualitative analysis of trends

affecting library employment; and a cross-sectional analysis of the number

of academic librarians employed as a function of the characteristics of

colleges and universities and of their geographical locations. His study

is significant for its attempt to find mathematical relations between

numbers of librarians employed and other factors. Then, in a study birhilat

to Bolino's, Baumol and Marcus [21] performed a cross-sectional analysis of

1/ Because this survey is published in Library Journal, and the authorship
has changed over time, we are referring to it as the LI survey.
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United States Office of Education (USOE) statistics or colleges and univer-

sities, including an investigation into institutional characteristics as

determinants of staff size; Unfortunately, as they acknowledge, the data

available to them were seriously flawed. Anothar attempt to project the

demand for a particular group of librarians was the U.S. Office of Educa-

tion's projections for school librarians and school media specialists

[320]. These projections were based on enrollment and on several different

Student-librarian ratios.

The current study is most closely related to one performed in 1975

by the Bureau of Labor StatisidS (BLS) LLUitAtiliatilt_t_
Demandgrais (F.S.53 Bulletin 1852; hereafter referred to as Bulletin

1852)]. The purpose of this study performed for NCES was to fill in gaps

in data on the employment of librarians and to present a comprehensive view

Of library human resources through the mid-1980's. It projected require-

ments for professional librarians in public, school, academic, and special

libraries, and for library attendants and assistants; it projected the

supply of librarians; and it discussed numerous qualitative issues relatd

to staffing patterns, job functions, education and training needs, human

resources problems in the library field, and factors that affect library

human resources requirements;

The information was derived from existing statistics from the Mc,

the BUreau of the Census, and the National Center for Education Statistics

(NCES); from a search of the relevant literature for quantitative discus-

sions of library manpower; and from about 100 interviews of library

employers. The demand projections were based on Ms projections of the

economy as a whole; Replacement needs were estimated by applying standard

working life tables to Census data on the sex and age of librarians

currently employed; Su ply projections were based on NOES projections of

earned degrees and of tie PlOportion of graduates entering the labor

market.

It would seem appropriate at this time to assess the accuracy of

the projections of Bulletin 1852. To do this, rates of growth are

compared. Bulletin 1852's basic projection was for a 23 percent increase
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in the number of librarians employed between 1970 and 1980. The BT;S' own

current estimate is that the actual increase was 23 percent. (The rrent

Population Survey shows a greater increase of 50 percent.) Bulletin 1852

also expected that 103,000 Bachelor's and Master's degrees in library

science would be awarded between 1970/71 and 1979/80; NCES' Survey of

Earned Degrees Conferred, which is the basis for the BLS' projections,

shows the figure to be around 82;000. At the time that Bulletin 1852 was

written, no one foresaw the decline in library science degrees that began

in 1975 and is continuing;

Another significant study was Copper's of the demand for librarians

in California [37]. Cooper's objectives were to project the demand fot

librarians in California and to develop a method of predicting demand for

librarians which could be applied to other geographical areas. He did not

directly project supply, although he did examine the available data on

California's many library schools.

Cooper identified variables external to libraries that explained

changes in the levels of employment of librarians in each of three major

settings; public, school, and college and university libraries; His was a

causal model; that is, he tried to identify demand variables that explained

employment of librarians as a function of the need for them. The variables

that he tested included per capita income, school enrollments, expenditures

on local government and schools, and the like. Aftc:x identifying likely

variables, he tested their relationship to the employment of librarians and

developed regression equations for each type of library. He then chose

projected values of the independent variablesi as developed by such

agencies as the California Department of Finance and the statewide college

and university administrative offices, and used his model to predict

employment levels in 1985.

A 1977 report by the Library ASsociation of Great Britain [94]

projected supply and demand for librarians in that country. The authors

reviewed a nuMber of factors which have and will influence demand for

librarians. These include government public expenditure plans; the growth
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Or tedUction in the nutber of institutions, for example through amalgama-

tion; the development of automated systems; the use of clerical staff for

non-professional duties which are currently performed by professional

staff; population changes, particularly changes in the proportion of the

population which is receiving education; the tendency to fill full-time

posts on a part-time basis; increased development of school Abraries/

resource centers; changes in the demand for library or information ser-

vices; changes in the level of industrial research and development; and the

evolution of new forms of service; With this comprehensive list of factors

in mind the report goes on to develop a rather simple model for estimation

of demand. That model says tnat the demand at any time is the difference

betdeen the total number of established posts and the posts frozen or held

vacant.

A recent study that included librarians within the context of the

larger information economy is the Occupational Survey of Information Pro-

fessionals (hereafter referred to as OSIP) performed by the University of

Pittsburgh and King Research [40]. OSIP did not develop projections, but

it is relevant to this study because it tried to estimate the total current

employment of information professionals, including librarians. It

developed a taxonomy of the scientific and technical information field in

terms of the functions performed, and surveyed employers to derive esti-

mates of the total personnel involved in addressing these functions in four

major employment sectors: federal agencies, state and local government,

colleges and universities; and private industries. Employers were asked

for numbers of professional employees performing information functions in

any of 23 subunits, one of which was libraries. They were also asked to

list job titles for these indiVidual8.

The Occupational Survey of Information Professionals found

1,641,000 information professionals in the United States. Librarians

appear in OSIP primarily as professionals whose job titles can be grouped

together under the library workfield and/or who are working in library

subunits. OSIP found that 159,800 infotmation professionals can be clas-

jsified in the library workfield based on their job titles. Of these,

24,900 also work in a library subunit. About 48,000 individuals are in the
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library workfield bUt not in a library subunit, and can be considered non-

library informat-ion professionals.

A number of studies have been perfozmed on specific groups of

librarians, including a recent survey of a sample of members of the Ateri.-=

can Library Association (ALA) undertaken by EStabtook and Heim [45] . This

collected current and some retrospective data on race, sex, age, employment

status, positions held, type of library, professional involvement, and

salary. While results cannot be extrapolated to the whole libraty-Wbrk

force, the data give a good indication of the demographics of a large

subgroup. Other studies have also been done on various association

tethert, including ALA, the Special Libraries Association, and the Medical

Library Association.

1.5 Methodology

Projecting the supply and demand for librarians required that a

model of the library labor market be developed, including the sources of

supply and demand for librarians, and that the interactions among the var-

ious components be deScrib,Jd. Figure 1 presents the components of this

model; The current values of the various parameters of the model were then

identified, using existing data or data collected specifically for thit

project. Finally, the values of these various parameters were estimated

and used in the model to project the future conditions of the libraLy labor

market.

Projections -7-ere deVelOped using a variety of methods; There are

three general kinds of projection techniques: qualitative, time series,

and causal. The chdice of the most appropriate method for projecting a

given parameter depends on the amount and quality of the historical data

available, the time period to he projected, the precision needed, and any

expectations about how future tends will be related to past fFcts. Each

of the three kinds of projection methods was used at various points in thiS

study's analyses.



Qualitative techniques are used when data are scarce, or when there

is reason to believe that future trends will differ from past. Essentially,

these methods consist of various ways of bringing together in a systematic

way expert opinion on future events, combining the best judgements of

knowledgeable people. The quality of the projections developed depends

entirely on the ability of these experts to foresee future daxelopments.

They are Jnly of use when other methOds fail.

Time series analysis uses past data to identify trends, which are

then extrapolated into the future, on the assumption that past trends will

continue. This is more likely to be true over the short term than the

long. Time series methods cannot predict turning points or changes in

trends; which are by definition discontinuous with past experience. Thi8

method can be useful, however, when it is believed that future performance

will be consistent with past experience.

A more sophisticated way of relating past and future performance is

to use causal models. Causal tbdels relate the past performance of the

values to be projected to other factors, then project future performance as

a function of expectations about these independent variables. Causal hUman

resources models relate past supply and demand to other social and economic

factors, then use projections of these exogenous variables to determine

future supply and demand. Causal models are the most powerful and the most

complex. They also require the most data, since they need historical data

on both dependent and independent variables, and then need projections of

the independent variables ,Nn which to base the projections of the dependent

variables. Causal methods are better than the others at anticipating

changes in trends, when such changes are a function of other, predictable

Changes in the larger system.

Causal methOdS of human resources projection are particularly use-

ful in a changing market, which appears to be the case in librarianship;

Cooper [37] modelled demand in the California library labor market by

dividing it into sectors by type of library and testing tue historical

relationships between employment in each sector and other social and

economic factors. In California, for example, he found employment in
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school libraries to be a function of enrollMent; in public libraries, of

population; and in the University of California system, of enrollment and

faculty size; For each of these independent variables, he then us(d pro-

jections develOped by state agencies to generate projections of the deMand

for librarians.

In this project, a model of the library labor narket which identi-

fied sources of supp:.y and demand was developed and then the values of each

of these components were projected. Different projection methods were used

for the different components, depending on the data available, assumptions

about the relationship of one component to other social and economic

variables, and the sensitivity of the projections to changes in components.

1 . 6 DataReziir ement 8

To model the library labor market and project supply and demand,

data were needed on the current library labor market and on library educa-

tion programs. The data needed were of three kinds:

1. Baseline data on the present library labor market; for example,

the size of the current librarian labor force.

2. Historical data, to establish trends; for example the size of

the librarian labor force at various_points in time, from which

to derive rates and directions of change and historical rela-

tionships;

3. Data on factors belieVed to influence the values of various
parameters of the library labor market model for use in the

causal models:

a. Historical data, to establish past relationships;

b. Current values;

c. Projections, that is; expectations about future values on
tdlich to base projections of the library labor market;

The study relied as much as possible on data already available from

other sources including previous NCES surveys, professional associations

such as the American Association of Library SchoolS, and other research.
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Some of the information required was not available uniformly across types

of libraries and for all professional library education programs, so pri-

mary data collection was undertaken as part of thiF study. This was done

by means of two surveys as part of this project: one/of professional

library education programs, hereafter called the Library School Survey; and

an Employer Survey of public, school; academici and special libraries;

The sections of this report that follow discuss the results of

these two surveys in detail and present a projection of librarian supply

and demand. Chapter 2 treats the current library labor market and includes

pertinent data from other sources as well as the new survey results. The

next chapter covers the demand for librarians, i.e., projections of future

librarian employment in the different types of libraries. Supply is

addressed in Chapter 4, which investigates library program graduates and

other sources of entrants into professonal library positions. The final

chapter interprets both the current data and the projections in order to

summarize the outlook for the library labor market and discusses these

interpretations in light of their implications for the profession as a

whole.
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CHAPTER 2

THE LIBRARY LABOR MARKET

by

Nancy K. Roderer

2.1 Past Trends

Little information is available an the market for librarians gen-

erally. However, since 1950 Library Journal has published an annual survey

of library placement [49-57i 87-93, 143-155]. This survey, which has

become more comprehensive over the years, is a valuable source of informa-

tion about the market for beginning librarians over time. This information

plus that available from various other sources enables us to reconstruct

the market for librarians since the early 1950'8.

The market for new graduates is a good proxy for the more general

library labor market. In any occupation, the market for new entrants is

,generally more responsive than that for experienced workers; Libraries are

unlikely to li.y off employees or cut their salaries, but they can and do

reduce their hiring and not increase starting salaries over time; Further-

more, when jobs are scarce, employed experienced workers are more likely to

simply hang onto the jobs they have. Although they may be underemployed or

in less-than-ideal jobs, they are not unemployed. Most new graduates have

no choice but to job hunt, however poor the market may be at that particu-

lar time. Conditions in the market for new library school graduates can

therefore be expected to accurately reflect the state of the market for

librarians generally.

Zfi J. survey data are somewhat biased in covering accredited MLS

programs only. If employers prefer graduates of accredited MLS programs to

those of nonaccredited programs or those with less than a Master's degree,
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the market for these other groups will be more volatile; When employers

can pick and choose; the other groups may experience higher unenploynent,

whereas When graduates are in short supply employers may have to hire whom-

ever is available;

The data available indicate that until the 1970's the U.S; did not

have enough librarians to fill the jobs a:iailable; but since then there has

been an excess of librarians; All through the 1950's and 1960's, the

library literature bemoaned the shortage of librarians == which- the annual:

LI survey attributed at least in part to relatively low salaries; It

appears that the only MIS graduates who didn't go to work in libraries

immediately upon graduation were those who didn't choose to. Jobs were not

scarce; people to fill them were.

In the mid-1960's several indicators of change appeared. In 1965;

the proportion of library school graduates placed in library positions

began to decline (Table 1); Around 1967 librarian starting salaries began

to decline relative to others' (Table 2), although librarian starting

salaries were still higher than average salaries for all women and for pro-

fessional women, suggesting that a woman entering a profession could do

better in librarianship than in most others 1/.

In 1969, for the first time the LJ survey noted that new graduates

were having trouble finding jobs. The country was in a recession that

year, but the tight market for librarians continued oast the rece3sion's

end; In 1970, the rapid growth in. the number of MIS degrees awarded

started to slow. Degrees awarded by accredited MLS programs had increased

by 200 percent between 1960 and 1970; although the number of degrees

awarded by accredited programs did not begin to decline until 1976, in 1970

the growth rate slowed. (Total Master's degrees in librarianship, from

accredited and nonaccredited programs, began to decline a little earlier;

in 1975 Table 3.)

2/ The table data cannot be strictly compared. Since starting salaries
are generally lower than overall salaries, however, the conclusion
reached appears valid;
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TABLE 1--Placement RateL, of Graduates of Accredited MLS Programs in the

United States: 1964-1981

Ye_r_

Percent
Graduates
Placement
Not Known

Percent of Those Whose
Placement is Known

Percent
GradUate8
KnOWn to Be
'n Library
Positions

In Library
Positions

Not In Libtaty
-iPosit ons--

5.71964 16.4 94.3 78.9

1965 12.4 93.6 6.4 82.0

1966 15.0 93.9 6.1 79.7

1967 15.6 93.5 6.5 78.9

1968 22.0 92.9 7.0 76.2

1969 26.0 92.9 7.0 68.7

1970 26.0 91.3 8.7 67.6

1971 29.3 86.9 13.6 61.4

1972 30.7 87.6 12.4 60.7

1973 28.8 84.3 15.7 60.0

1974 33.7 85.8 11.8 60.3

1975 30.6 82.1 17.8 63.3

1976 26.5 75.9 24.0 55.8

1977 21.5 77.0 22.9 60.5

1978 23.9 81.1 18.9 51.6

1979 22.1 83;3 16.7 64.9

1980 19.2 80.8 19.1 65.3

1981 24.7 82.6 17.3 62.1

NOTE:
Data for responding accredited U.S. SchoolS only.

SOURCES:
[49-57, 87 -93, 143-155].
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TABLE 2--Mean Starting Salaries for IA'rarians and Median Salaries fdt PrOfettidnal
Workers and All Workers: 1955-1981

Year
Librarians' Average
Starting Salaries 1/2/

MedianSala-ries 3/
Professional Workers All_NorkerS

Male --Female male- -Female

$ 3,500 $ 4,2521955 $ 3,900 $ 5,382 $ 2,719

1956 4,190 5,847 3,650 4,466 2,827

1957 4,450 5,990 3,810 4,713 3,008

1958 4,683 6,513 40146 4,927 3,102

1959 4,862 6,835 4,385 5,209' 3,193

1960 5,083 6,848 4,384 5,417 3;293

1961 5,360 7,339 4,961 5,644 3;351

1962 5,661 7,357 4,863 5;794 3,446

1963 5,939 6,613 4,998 5;978 3,561

1964 6,176 8,004 5,150 6,195 3,690

1965 6,467 8,233 5,574 6,375 3,823

1966 6,925 8,945 5;826 6,848 3,973

1967 7,323 9,523 6,307 7,298 4;273

1968 7,714 10,151 6;691 -- --

1969 8,292 11;266 7,309 8,494 5,041

1970 8,734 11;806 8;878 9,015 5,385

1971 9,013 12,164 8,346 9,450 5,658

1972 9,312 13,029 8;796 10,258 5,993

1973 9,510 13,945 9,095 11,186 6,421

1974 10;062 14,453 9,587 11,874 6,897

1975 10;505 15,555 10,627 12,791 7,569

1976 11,012 16,401 11,081 13,533 .8,171

1977 11,130 17,520 12,009 14,698 8,687

1978 12,382 18,998 12,547 15,779 9,443

1979 13,093 20,705 13,659 17,141 10,260

1980 14,170
1981 15,597

Data not available.
1/ Recalculated from Library-Journal-data. Libtary-jtOrnal-Survey salary average

for 1955-79 is the average of the _schools' averages; recalculated to weight
each school by number of graduates placed.

NOTE:
Data are not strictly comparable. First column gives average, starting
salaries while remaining columns give median salaries of all workers in a
group, both starting and already employed. Column 1 includes both male and
female starting librariang.

SOURCES:
2/ [49=57, 879 , 143-155].
a/ [160=185].
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TABLE 3--MaL,Lor's Degrees Awarded in the U.S., by Field: 1950-1978

Total Master's Social Science Library Science

Year -17- DegreeS Master's 1145ter's

1950 2/ 58,219
1951 2/ 65,132
1952 2/ 63,587
1953 2/ 61;023
1954 2/ 56;823 -
1955 2/ 58;204
1956 2/ 59;294
1957 2/ 61;955 -
1958 2/ 65;614
1959 2/ 69,584

19603/ 77;692
1961 3/ 81;590 11,758 1,931

1962 3/ 89;414 13,023 2,140
1963 3/ 95;470 14;725 20363

1964 3/ 105,551 16,546 2,717

1965 3/ 117,152 18,696 3,211

1966 3/ 140,548 22,541 3,916

1967 3/ 157,707 25,919 4,489

1968 3/ 176,749 28,598 5,165

1969 A/ 193,756 32,169 5;932

1970 9/ 208,291 33,878 6;511

1971 A/ 230,509 37,200 7;001

1972 A/ 251,633 40,454 7;383

1973 A/ 263;371 42,585 7;696

1974 A/ 277,033 45;591 8;134

1975 A/ 292,450 48;514 8;091

1976 A/ 311,771 49;773 8;037

1977 4/ 317,164 51;774 7;572

1978 A/ 311,620 50;586 5;914

-- Data not available.
31 Years are academic years. 1950 is academic year 1949/50, and so forth.

SOURCES:
2/ [319].
.3/ [277].
A/ [280].
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Also around 1970, the Current Population Survey unemployment rate

fOr librarians started rising (Table 4). The CPS data are unreliable for

so small an occupation. FUrthermore; the CPS definition of unemployment

eliminates people trained as librarians working at somethihq else because

they cannot find a library job, and new graduates who have not yet held a

professional position. The CPS also relies on self=tportingi which intro-

duces another source of error. However the trends in the CPS unemployMent

rates are probably fairly accurate, and they rose between 1970 and 1976.

In the early 1970's librarians' starting salaries continued to

decline relative to others; in 1975 they fell below the average for profes-

sional women (see Table 2). Also in 1975, the number of graduates of

accredited library programs finally began to decline (Table 5), although

the number of Master's degrees in all fieldS continued to increase until

1977. From a peak of over 6,000 degrees in 1974, the number of MLS degrees

awarded by accredited programs dropped precipitously to 4,670 in 1980; the

drop was sharpest between 1975 and 1978.

In 1976; the CPS unemployment rate for libtarian8 peaked and the

library placement rate for new graduates bottomed out. The market appears

to have reached its nadir. The la survey added categories for underem-

ployed graduates in temporary and non-professional positions in libratit,

a sign that underemployment was perceiVed as significant. Placement of new

graduates in libraries and the CPS unemployment rate both began to improve

in 1977.

2.2 The Current Market

Considerably more comprehensive data are available on the current

library labor market, based on the results of two surveys conducted as a

part of the Library Human Resources project reported on in this publica-

tion. Surveys were conducted of libraries of all types, including public,

academic, school, and special, acid of library school programs leading to

Master'S and Bachelor's degrees in Library Science and to qualificationfor

certification as ,thool librarians. The detailed methodology followed in
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TABLE 4--Unemployment Rates for Librarians and Selected Other Workers:
1963-1980

Teachers Professional All
Except College and Technical Civilian

Year Librarians 1/ and University 1/ Workers Workers

1963 1.9 1.2 1.8 2/ 5.7 2
1964 1.8 1.5 1.7 2 5.2 2/

1965 1.6 1.3 1.5 2/ 4.5 2/
1966 0.8 1.4 1.3 2/ 3.8 2/
1967 1.5 1.3 1.3 2/ 3.82/
1968 1.3 0.9 1.2 2 3.6 2/
1969 1.9 1.2 1.3 2/ 3.5 2/
1970 1.3 1.2 2.0 2/ 4.9 2/
1971 1.9 1.8 2.9 2/ 5.9 2/
1972 3.2 1.9 2.4 2/ 5.6 2/
1973 3.1 2.0 2.2 2/ 4.9 2/
1974 3.3 2.0 2.3 2/ 5.6 2/
1975 2.7 2.5 3.2 2/ 8.5 2/
1976 3.7 2.8 3.2 2/ 7.7 2/
1977 2.4 3.1 3.0 2/ 7.0 2/
1978 1.7 2.6 2.6 2/ 6.0 2/
1979 2.7 2.7 2.4 2/ 5.8 2/
1980 1.5 2.6 2.5 3/ 7.1 1/

SOURCES:
2/ Unpublished U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data derived from the

Current Population Survey.
2/ [231];

3/ [230].



TABLE 5--Degrees Awarded by Accredited MILS Programs, by Sex: 1955=1980

Accredited ELS's
Year Male Female Total

1955 1/ 1,351

1956 / 1,264

1957 1/ 1,399

1958 1/ 1,263

1959 1/ 1,544

1960 V 1,710

1961 V 1,715
1962 1/ 1,925

1963 1/ 2;188

1964 2/ 2,568

1965 V 2,891

1966 2/ 3,338

1967 1/ .--~- 3,746

1968 2/ 4,355

1969 1/ 4,513

1970 17 5,150

1971 1/ 5,451

1972 V 5,794

1973 1 6,059

1974 2/ 1,376 4,947 6,323

1975 2/ 1,390 4,929 6,319

1976 2/ 1,350 4,695 6,045

1977 3/ 1,094 4,404 5,498

1978 2/ 975 3,749 4,724

1979 .4/ 975 3,829 4,804

1980 5/ 912 3,758 4,670

1981 _6/ 922 2,787 3,795

-- Data not available.

NOTE:
Data are for calendar years from 1955 to 1973 and academic years from

1974 to 1981.

SOURCES:
2/
2/
.3/

.4/
5/

ft/

[49-57,

[4].

[51,
[14] .

[15]
.

[16].

87-93, 143=155].
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conducting these surveys is described in Appendix A; the results, which are

discussed in this section, served as one of the bases for projecting future

supply and demand.

Results of the Employer Survey reflect the current status of

libraries as employers of librarians; other professionals; and technical,

clerical, and other support staff. The types of libraries covered are pUb-

lic; academic; school, including both public and private school libraries;

and special, including Federal libraries, libraries serving State govern-
.

ments, independent research libraries, State library agencies, and other

special libraries serving predominantly the business sector; For each of

the categories of personnel employed by these libraries, bOth the total

nuMber of employees and the total number of full-time equivalent (FTE)

positions were identified. To determine the academic background of

employed librarians, the survey obtained data on their educational status.

Also looked at and reported here are data on the movement of librarians

from educational programs to jobs, among various jobs, and otherwise in and

out of the labor force; These data, obtained by looking at the previous

status of librarians hired by librarieS in 1982 and the subsequent status

Of librarians leaving libraries in 1982, provide detailed information on

the labor force movement of professional librarians for the first time.

The current employment situation defines the current 'demand for

librarians (at least by libraries) and the bulk of the current supply. A

major addition to supply consists of library school graduates, investigated

via the Library Sthool Survey. This survey covered boith ALA-accredited

programs leading to the MLS 2/ and also nonaccredited MLS programs, BLS

programs, and programs leading to eligibility for school library certifica-

tion but not to a library degree per se. The data, then,

2/ Used generically in this study to represent Master's degrees in library
science including Master of Library Science (M.L.S.), Master of Arts
(M.A.), Master Arts in Librarianship (M.A.L.), Master of Arts in
Library and Informa ion Science (M.A.L.I.S.), Master of Arts in Library
Science (M.A.L.S.), Master of Law Librarianship (M.L.L.), Master of
Library Studies (M.L.S.)i Master of Science (M.S.) , Master of Science
in Librarianship (M.S.L.) , Master of Science in Library Media
(M.S.L.M.), Master of Science in Library Science (M.S.L.S.), and Master
of Science in Library Service (M.S.L.S.).
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comprehensively cover the major educational programs preparing professional

libratiant. FrOM both the Employer Survey and the Library School Survey,

the relationships among the various degrees and positions in different

types of libraries become evident; Also covered in the Library School Sur=

vey and contributing to an understanding of the current supply of library

Sch001 graduates are data on placements, again covering graduates of each

type of library edudation program.

In both the surveys conducted, most data items were obtained over a

five year period; generally 1978 through 1982. These data give a clear

indicatiOn Of recent hend8 and, when combined with earlier trend data,

bring the picture of library supply and demand up to date. In cases where

data were previously not available, the survey results provide for the

first time sane basis for projecting future trends in these areas.

2. 2 . 1 Librsarimat)LI.Lit2La r ians by-Libraiet

In considering the current employment patterns of librarians; one

looks firsts at the institutions in which they are employed. For

librarians employed by libraries, there are four Major categories of

employers == the public library, the college or university (academic)

library, the school library, and the special library. Current estimates of

the number of each of these types of libraries, as estimated in the

Employer Survey, are given in Table 6. In all, there are nearly 44,000

libraries 3/. Elementary and secondary school libraries make up well over

half of the total, including both public school libraries (defined as a

library or library system within a local education agency) and private

school libraries (for the most part individual libraries). in the survey,

nearly all local education agencies were identified as having at least one

Staffed library or media center. About 70 percent of private School8

reported having a staffed SdhOO1 library or media center;

3/ Calculated not in terms of individual facilities,__ but in terms of

distinct systems or centers for each library type within the Employer

Survey;
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TABLE 6--Number of U.S. Libraries by Type: 1982 2/

Library Type Number
Percent
of Total

Public 8,140 19

Academic 2,960 7

School 25,230 57
Public School Districts 11,670
Private 13,560

Special 7,350 17
Federal and State 1,710
Other 5,640

TOTAL 43,680 100

2/ Ftom NCES/OLLT Library Human ReSourteS Employer Survey, 1982.

TABLE 7--Librarian Positions in Full Time Equivalency by Type of Library:
1978-1982 2/

Type of Library

Year Public Academic School Special
Total

Employment

1978 30,050 19,900 60i820 15,640 126,420
1979 29,890 20,360 62,750 17,040 130,040

1980 30,410 20,410 , 62,420 17,480 130,720
1981 _ 30,720 20,410 61,210 17,660 130,000
1982 2/ 31,100 21i220 65,200 18,600 136,120

2/ From NUS/0MT Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.
2/ 1978=1981 data were reported directly as totals -by survey respondents

while 1982 data were calculated as the sum of full time employees plus
full time equivalency of part time employees plus unfilled positions.

4
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The second largest category of libraries is public, Making up

nearly 20 percent of the total. The total count of special libraries is

about 7,500 and there are about 3,00C academic libraries. These nUbbekS,

of course, do not reflect the tremendous variation in size that exists both

within and among the various types of libraries.

The heart of the demand picture is the number of currently employed

librArianb. These data are ShOWn for the years 1978 through 1982 in Table

7. The Employer Survey defined librarians by their job responsibilities

rather than their educational qualifications, indicating that those to be

considered as librarians were "library staff Members doing work requiring

professional training and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect

of library work, as distinct from its MeChanical or clerical aspect." Using

thi8 definitiOn, about 136;000 librarian positions (expressed in full time

equivalents), were identified as existing in 1982. This number is

consistent with other estimates of total library employment as developed by

the Bureau of Labor Statistids (134,000 in 1980) [233] and the Occupational

survey of Information Professionals (126,000 in libraries in 1980) [40]. It

is, as expected, loWer than the estimate of 182;000 for 1980 from the

Current Population Survey; the CPS data are based on indiVidbal self=

reporting and include respondents with less than a college education, who

would generally not be considered professional by tiv?. definition8 used in

this study.

LOOking at librarians' positions by type of library, it is seen

that about half of the librarians work in school libraries, about one-

quarter in public librariesi and about 15 percent each in academic and

special libraries. Over the laSt five years, there have been very modest

increases in the total number of employed librarians and in employment in

each library type. The greate8t increase has been in the number of special

librarians -- 19 percent over five years, equivalent to an average annual

increase of abeitit 4 percent. In public libraries the average annual

increase has been less than 1 percent and in acadebic and school libraries

the increases have averaged slightly over 1 percent.

Table 8 gives a breakdown of full time equivalent librarian employ-

ment by geographic region as well as library type. Total employment has
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TABLE 8- Librarian Positions in Full Time Equivalency by Type of Library
and Geographic ica: 1978-1982 1/

Type of Library

ZN.;.! t i rid 4 . II I ,ar.. '1

Total
If 9 I /11;-.1

North Atlantic

1978 10,740 6,620 14,200 7,520 39,080
1979 10,180 6,830 15,040 8,530 40,580
1980 10,200 6,840 14,960 8,910 40,910
1981 10,090 6,910 14,240 8,810 40,050
1982 100100 7,160 14,910 9,310 41,900

Great Lakes

1978 8;300 4,740 18,570 3;520 350140
1979 8,460 4;800 170520 3;470 34;250
1980 8,580 40760 170010 30260 34;370
1981 80900 40690 16,650 30430 33,670
1982 9,170 4,740 17,810 3,620 35,340

Southeast

1978 40500 40050 180420 20050 29,020
1979 4,700 4,130 18,850 20180 290860
1980 4,930 4,180 18,960- 2,290 30,360
1981 40940 4,200 18,900 20380 30,420
1982 4,240 4,410 19,660 2,570 30,880

West and Southwest

1978 6,520 4,480 10,310 2,550 23,860
1979 6,560 4,600 11,870 2,870 25,900
1980 6,710 4,630 12,000 3,030 26,370
1981 6,780 4,600 11,910 3,030 26,320
1982 7,070 4,910 13,240 3,100 28,320

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Hunan Resources Employer Survey, 1982.
2/ North Atlantic region includes - CT, DE, DC, ME, MD, MA, NH, NO, NY,

PA, RI AND VT.
Great Lakes region includes - IL, IN IA, KS, MI, MN, MD, NE, ND, OH,
SD and WI.
Southeast region includes AL, AR FL, GA, KY, LA, MS t.1C SC, TN, VA
and WV.
West and Southwest region includes - AK, AZ CA CO, HI, ID mr, NV,
N4, OK, OR, TX, ur, WA and WY.
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increased in each region, but only very slightly in the Great Lakes. Aver-

age annual increases for thePNorth Atlantic and Southeatt regions have been

just under 2 percent, while the West and Southwest's employment of

librarians grew at a rate equivalent to 4 percent per year. The latter

includes substantial growth in the number of school librarians.

The Employer Survey also gathered data on other library employees,

including other professionals anti technical, clerical and other support

staff. Ettitates of employment for these two groups are given in Tablet 9

and 10; Other professionals were defined as "persons who though not

librarians are in library positions normally requiring at least a

Bacnelor's degree in some other field," for example, curators; archivists,

computer specialists, and subject bibliographerb. The total estimated

number of other professionals in libraries in 1982 is 16,008, with about 39

percent of these individuals in special libratiet, 20 percent in school

libraries, 26 percent in public libraries and 15 percent in academic

libraries. Increases in the number of other professionals have been some-

what greater than in the number of librarians, with the former increasing

an average of about 5 percent per year and the latter 2 percent.

As shown in Table 10, there were an estimated 155,000 technical,

clerical and other support staff positions in liEitatia8 in 1982. About 32

percent of these were in Sc!-,001 libraries, 30 percent in public libraries,

24 percent in academic libraries, and 15 percent in special libraries;

Rates of increase over the last five years were comparable overall to those

for librarians and about the same for each type of library.

Table 11 gives the total library employment, including librarians,

other professionals; and technical, clerical and support staff over the

1978 through 1982 period. In total; 38 percent of library positions are in

School libraries, 27 percent in public libtatia, 15 percent in special

libraries, and 20 percent in academic libraries. As with the component

employee categories, the most striking aspect of these data is the very

sloW increase over time.
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TABLE 9--Other Professional Positions in Full Time Equivalency by Type of
Library: 1978=1982 j/

TY12e -of-Library--

Year Putlic icadernic------Seheel-Special-
Total

4,770

-Employment

13,6001978 3;990 2,170 2,670
1979 4;230 2,350 3,060 5,920 15,610

1980 4;320 2400 3,240 5,950 15,910
1981 4;300 2,570 3,450 5,960 16,280
1982 4,290 2;500 3;190 6,280 16,260

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer Survey; 1982.

TABLE 10--TechnicaI; Clerical and Other Support Staff Positions in Full
Time Equivalency by Type of Library: 1978-1982 .1/

TYpe-of Library

Year Public-----Academic- S:hoo..1-- -Special
Total

Employment

1978 43,770 33,440 45,680 19,860 142,750
1979 43,400 34,180 47,250 21,280 146,110

1980 44;230 34,410 47,640 21,280 147,560
1981 43;580 35,540 47,610 20,460 147,190
1982 46;760 36;570 49,360 22,530 155,220

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources EMployer Survey, 1982.



TABLE 11Total Library Positions in Full Time Equivalency by Type

Library: 1978-1982 1/

Type Of Library

Year Public Academic School

Total
EmploymentSpecial--

40,2701978 77,810 55,510 109,180 282;770

1979 77,570 56,890 113,060 44,240 291,760

1980 78,960 57,220 113,300 44,710 294,190

1981 78,600 58,520 112,270 44,080 293,470.

1982 82,150 60,290 117,750 47,410 307,600

1/ From NCES/OLLPLibrary Human ReSource8 Employer Survey, 1982,

TABLE 12Total U.S. Library Employment by Type of Library and Staff Category:

January 1, 19821/

EMPloyee Category

Library Type
TotalPublic academic School- EL&dail._

Number/1Number/1 NumIzeril NuMber/A Number /$.

Librarian 31,100/38 21,220/35 65,220/55 18,600/37 136,120/44

Other Professional 4,290/5 2,500/4 3,190/3 6,280/17 16,260/5

Technical, Clerical
and Other Support
Staff 46.760/57 36.570/61 49;360/42 22 ;53Q/45 25.320/50

111DTAL

307,600/100
82,150/100 60,290/100 117,750/100 47,410/100

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.

NDTE:
Numbers may not add due to rounding.
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Data for each of the three employee categories in libraries were

collected in terms of full'time employees' part time employees, fUll time

equivalency of part time employees, and unfilled positions. For

librarians, about 11 percent of all librarians are part time and work, on

the average, about 43 percent of full time. Thus the numbar of individual

librarians employed is somewhat greater (about 7 percent) than the number

of filled full time equivalent positions, a factor which must be taken into

account in looking at relative supply and demand for librarians. About 5

percent of other professionala and abbut 32 percent of technical, clerical,

and other support personnel are part time, so that the factor of part time

personnel is more significant in the latter category.

Table 12 gives totals and the percentage breakdown of library

employees by employee category. Overall, 44 percent of library positions

are professional librarians, 5 percent are other professionals, and 50 pen--;

cent are technical, clerical and other support staff. Not surprisingly,

the proportion of other professionals is higher in special libraries, while

the proportion of technical, clerical and other support staff is higher in

public and academic libraries. These relationships were observed over the

time span of 1978-1982 in the EMployer Survey to test the hypothesis that

libraries are converting professional positions to support positions, that

is, that the proportion of support positions has increased while the pro-

portion of library positions has decreased. The data showed no significant

changes in the relevant proportions; if such a change took place it is sta-

tistically imperceptible.

A significant characteristic of the library labor market is the

large number of libraries employing one or only a small number of

librarians. This has implications for career patterns and ultimately for

the kinds of people who enter librarianship. One indication of the size of

libraries in terms of professional staff is the average number of

librarians per library. As shown in Table 13, this ranges from 2.5

librarians in special libraries to 7.2 librarians in academic libratiO8

With the overall average being about three librarians per library. These
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TABLE 13--Average Staff Size by Type of Library: January 1, 1982 1/

LibraryZy0--
Average Staff Size Public_ Academic ,school

Librarians 3.8 7.2 2.6

Other Professional .5 .8 .1

Technical, Clerical
and Other Support
Staff -L5=i3 -12:A 2_,Q

TOTAL 10.1 20.4 4.7

Speca3 All

2.5 3.1

.9 .4

la

6;5 7;0

2/ Frdm NCES/OLLT Library Human Rpsources Employcz 4ufv-y, 1982.

TABLE 14 Number of Employed Librarians by Sex and Type of Library:
January 1, 1982 2/

Employed Librarians
___JJEALY-_alY19e---

TotalPublicAtadeMi- School Special

FeMale 29,040 13,770 61,080 14,620 118,510

male 4,160 7,410 6,060 3,730 21,360

.PerCent Female 87 65 91 80 85

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.
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averages, of course, include some very large libraries as well as a large

number of small libraries. Overall, 99 percent of libraries employ fewer

than 40 librarians;

Table 13 also gives the average employment of other professionals

and of technical, clerical and other support staff by type of library. On

the average, there are less than one other professional and about four sup-

port staff members per library.

Table 14 give.; a breakdown of librarian employees by sex; These

data are useful in looking at fUture library supply and demand because they

allow us to consider differential labor force participation rates, death

and retirement rates, and so on as established separately for males and

females. The data are also interesting in and of themselves, since they
---

provide up-to-date information for librarians in all types of libraries.

According to the Employer Survey data, 85 percent of all librarians

in 1982 were female. The percentage by type of library varies from 65

percent for academic libraries to 91 percent for school libraries. This

pattern is very much the same as that of 1970 as reported in the BLS study

of library manpower [233]. In that study, it was reported that in 1970

about 60 percent of male librarians and 26 percent of female librarianS

were employed in academic or special libraries. The 1982 data, according

to the Employer Survey, reflect corresponding percentages of 52 percent and

24 percent. There is some slight movement among males away from special

library employment to school library employment, and among females from

SchOol library employment to academic and special library employment.

Ih the EMployer Survey, the educational attainment of employed

librariLns was also determined; Librarianship is not a closed profession,

that i8; not all individuals with library degrees work as librarians and

not all practicing librarians have library degrees. This means that

employed librarians can, and to some degree do, come from a labor pool

considera5ly larger than library degree recipients alone. In this Study,

data were obtained on the educational background of all employed
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librarians; To obtain data on changes in employment patterns, for example;

more emphasis on the MS; it would be necessary to lock at the educational

bac'cground of new employees over a period of time. These data were not

collected in the Employer Survey.

A8 shown in Table 15, about 80 percent of all employed librarians

have either library degrees or certification. This proportion varies from

70 percent in public libraries to 95 percent in academic libraries. Libtaty

degrees or certification programs considered included the MIS (alone or in

Combination with another graduate degree), four- and five-year BadhelOr'S

degrees, school library certification, and other library degrees (includes

Ph.D.; D.L.S., etc.). Data on school library certifications reflect only

those employees wih SdhbOl library certification who have not also earned a

BLS or MLS; In these categories, 75 percent of employed librarians with

some type of library degree or certification have MIS degrees, 13 percent

have BLS degrees, 8 percent have school library certification, and 4 per-

cent fall in the "tther" category. 7ourteen percent of library degree

holders have both an MS and another ':,z_aduate degree; thOSO are found pri-

matily in academic and school libraries and, in academic libraries, make up

about.30 percent of all librarians.

As would be expected, most employees with school library certifica-

tion are found in school libraries. Presumably, a large proportion of the

other MLS and BLS degree holders working in school libraries are also

certified, so that the total number of employees with certification is

about 55,000.

The proportion of library employees without a library degree or

certification is 18 percent overall and ranges froM 5 percent in academic

libraries to 27 percent in public libraries; There are about 10,000

employed librarians without library degrees who have Bachelor's degreeS in

Other fieldS and about 6;000 who have graduate degrees in other fieldS. An

additional 9,000, mostly in public librarieS, have various other degrees or

no degree.
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TABLE 15==Eddeational Status of Employed Librarians by Type of Library:
January 1, 1982 1/

Library DegreeDattjfAcate Public

FITS Only

MLS Plus Other Graduate
Degree

MLS, Other Degree Status
Unknown

4-year Bachelor's in
Library Science (BLS)

5th Year Bachelor's in
Library Science (BLS)

School Library Certificate

Other Library Degree or
Certificate

NO Library Degree or

SUBTOTAL

Tirnr
1! 71-_Wa....

18,520 12,550 22,240 10,770 64,080

1;130 6;160 5;830 2,300 15,420

1;120 290 3;370 340 5;120

780 250 10;660 380 12;070

200 400 1;720 80 2;400

440 130 8,590 110 9,270

LOU. 350 2,890 240 4,490

23,200 20,130 55,300 14,220 112,850

Graduate Degree 330 540 3,780 1,180 5,830

Bachelor's Degree 2,670 390 4,830 1,920 9,810

Other 6,040 80 2,19G --8-1-0 :31,ILI2,12

SUBMTAL 9,040 1,010 10,800 3,910 24,760

Unknown 960 40 1,040 :220 --2.-260

TOTAL 33;200 21;800 67;140 18;350 139,870

Percent with Library Degree
or Certification 70 95 82 77 80

Percent without Library
Degree or Certification 27 5 16 21 18

Percent Unknown 3 2 1 2

1/

* Less than 1 percent;

From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer- Survey, 1982;
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Earlier estimates by the Bureau of Labor Statistics suggested that

no more than 40-50 percent of all librarians employed in the U.S. had a

Master's degree in librarianship. In 1982, according to the Employer Stir=

veyi 60 percent of librarians had MLS's. Even accounting for differences

in methodology, there is a clear indication that the proportion of

librarians with MLS's has incread.

Also obtained from libraries or librarians' employers was informa-

tion on individuals- hired by the libraries in 1981 and ihdividualS leaving

the libtarie8 in 1981. These data give a good picture of the movement of

librarians among different libraries and different library types and

between libraries and other occupations; The data obtained are shown in

Tables 16 and 17.

The estimated number of librarians hired by individual libraries in

1981 was 23,000, with an estimated 17,200 leaving the same libratieS, fOt a

net difference of 5,800. Of the total new hires; 34 percent came directly

from library schools, 44 percent from other library employment and 22 per-

cent ftbiTi other sources. Of particular interest among the employees coming

from other library jobs were about 1,400 library technical, clerical or

Other support staff members promoted by libraries to professional positions

(6%). No doubt some of these were individuals with professional library

training who were temporarily in nonprofessional positions. Others

represent nonprofessionals without specified education promoted into pro-

fessional positions. Les8 than a thousand new library employees came from

infbrmatibn professional positions outside of libraries.

AtOng librarians leaving positions (Table 17), 37 percent went to

other library positions, 15 percent to other types of employment; and 49

percent did not go on to another job; The last category includes 22

percent not employed and not seeking work, which would include both retire-

ments and people leaving the labor force -)rariIy. Among the librarians

leaving for other employment, about 1,500 went on to non-library informa-

tion professions;



TABLE 16-- Previous Status of Newly Hired Librarians in U.S. Libraries:
1981 2/

-Previous-Statua L1171111
Irnlvs

. -Percent

MLS 3;740 16
4-year BLS 920 4

School Library Certificate 1,690 7

Other Academic Programs -1,57-0 _____/

SUBTOTAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 7,920 34

Public Library 1;530 7

Academic Library 1;620 7

School Library 3;780 16

Special Library 1;800 8

Library Technical, CleriCal or Other
Support Staff Employed by the Same
Library and Promoted to Another
Position 1.350

SUBTOTAL LIBRARY EMPLOYMENT 10,080 44

Non-Library Information Professional
Position 940 4

Any Other Employment 2,130 9

Unemployed but Actively Seeking Work 1,690 8

Unknown or Other 250

SUBTOTAL OTHER 5k010

TOTAL 23,010 100

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human ReSourceS Erploye- Survbyt 1982.
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TABLE 17--Subsequent Status of Librarians Leaving U.S. LibratieS: 1981 1/

Subsesient Status Number

10540

Percent-

9Public Library
School Library 2,790 16

Academic Library 770 4

Special Library la220

SUM- AL LIBRARY EMPLOYMENT 6,320 37

;i- Library Information ProfesSional
Position 1,470 9'

Any Other Employment 1 070

SUBTOTAL OTHER EMPLOYMENT 2;540 15

Returned to School _ 850 5

Unemployed,_ba_Actively Seeking Wbrk 10140 7

NOt_Employed and not Seeking Work 30850 22

Died 920 5

Unknown or Other 1;630 _2

SUBTOTAL NOT EMPLOYED OR OTHER 8;390

TOTAL 17,250

___41

100

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.
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In the movement of librarians to new positions, the number of

transfers to the same type of library and the number to other types of

libraries is noteworthy; These data are shown in Table 18. About 37 per-

cent of those leaving libraries and 44 percent of new hires went on to or

came from other library positions; Of these, about 5,500 or 73 percent,

went to the same type of library and the remaining 27 percent to other

types of libraries. School librarians are most likely to stay in the same

type of library, although a Small number do go on to each of the other

library types.

Table 19 shows movement between library positions and non-library

information professional positions; About 9 percent of those leaving

libraries and 4 percent of new hires went on to and came from non-library

information professional jobs respectively. This means a small net

transfer to information professional position from already employed

librarians. In the section below, movement of new graduates of library

education programs to information professional positions is covered.

Librarian Supply: Graduates of Library Education Programs

As indicated earlier; the current employment in libraries

represents the demand for librarians and the bUlk of the supply. The major

source of additions to supply is library school graduates, described by the

Library SCh000l Survey. This survey was adMinistered to all Sch0o18 that

could be identified which award Master's or Bachelor's degrees in Library.

Science or offer programs leading to school library certification without a

MLS or BLS degree; In all, a total of 113 Master's programs, 52 Bachelor's

programs; and 212 school library certificate programs were identified in

275 schools, with a number of schools offering more than one program.

The picture of library school programs which emerged ftom the sur-

vey is a clear one of declining applicants, admissions, and graduates

across all types .of programs over the years studied. Table 20 gives appli-

cant and admission data by program and year from 1978 (the 1977/78 academic
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TABLE 18--NUMber of Librarians Chabging from Employment in One Library to
EMployment in Another, by Type of Library: 1981 v

Previous 1;ibrary DrplQyelicZicadernieragl.
New Employer

Total

Public 1,020 150 310 160 1,640

Academic 120 700 60 350 230

School. 140 90 2,850 130 3,210

Special 140 129 300 930 1.490

TOTAL 1,420 1,060 3,520 1,570 7,570

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.

TABLE 19 Number of Librarians Moving Among Library and Noin=Libraty
Information Professional Positions: 1981 I/

OriginalPbEdtitn

Information Professional

Public Library
Academic Library
School Library
Special Library

All Library Types

Nw_PoSition

Public Library
Academic Library
School Library
Special Library

All Library Types

Information Professional

Number

100
140
480
220

940

260
180
710
320

1,470

NOTE: Net movement to information professional positions is 530.

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human ResourCe.s Employer Survey, 1982.
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year) through 1982. Over the five year period, admissions to Master's pro-

grams (both accredited and nonaccredited) declined 26 percent, or 5 percent

per year on the average. Over the same period, admissions to Bachelor's

programs declined 39 percent and admissions to school library certificate

programs 21 percent. The Bachelor's degree admissions are both quite low

(310 in 1981/82) and declining rapidly, reflecting a phasing out of this

degree. The factors involved in the declines in admissions to Master's and

school library certificate programs will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this

report

Table 20 also shows the proportion of applicants who are admitted

to library schools or programs. This proportion is higher -- around 90

percent for nonaccredited MIS, BLS, school library certificate programs

than for accredited Master's programs. For accredited Master's programs,

there has been a slight increase in the proportion of applicants admitted

over the last five years, froM 74 percent in 1978 to 78 percent in 1982.

Data on admissions include students who do not attend a particular

school to which they are admitted, do not attend library school at all, or

do not complete the program: Table 21 gives the total number of library

program completions, again by degree program and year. Of the nearly 7,000

people completing library programs in 1981, about 60 percent received

Master's degrees from accredited programs, 24 percent school library

certificates; 11 percent Master's degrees from nonaccredited programs, and

5 percent Bachelor's degrees. Rates of decline are similar to those for

admissions 31 percent over five yea--; for Master's degr-,?.s (accredited

programs), 37 percent for Master's degrees (nonaccredited programs); 35

percent for Bachelor's degrees, and 35 percent for school library

certificates. The average annual decrease for Master's degree completions

is about 6 percent.

Table 22 gives a breakdoihn of program completions by geographic

region. The decline over the 5 year period in total graduates was greater

in the Great Lake and North Atlantic regions than in the Southeast and West
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TABLE 20--NOnter of Applications and Admissions to U.S. Library Education
Programs by Type of Program: 1978-1982 21

Program and Year 2/

Master's in Library Science
(Accredited)

Percent of
Applicants

Applicants Admissions Admitted

1978 11,480 8,530 74
1979 10,720 8,160 76
1980 9,360 7,270 78
1981 8,600 6,660 77
1982 8,080 6,310 78

Master's in Library Science
(Nonaccredited)

1978 1,280 1,160 91
1979 1,180 1,120 95
1980 1,300 1,130 87

1981 1,010 960 95

1982 900 860 96

Bachelor's in Library Science

1978 590 510 86

1979 470 420 89

1980 490 440 90

1981 470 410 88

1982 360 310 86

School Library Certifications

1978 3,090 2,740 89

1979 3,060 2,710 88

1980 2,560 2,320 90

1981 2,370 2,030 85

1982 2,430 2,170 89

All Programs

1978 16,440 12,940 79

1979 15,430 12,410 80

1980 13,710 11,160 81

1981 12,450 10,060 81

1982 11,770 9,650 82

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources_Library School Survey, 1982.
2/ Years are academic years 1977 is academic year 1976/77, and so

forth.
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TABLE 21--NUmber of U.S. Library Eddcation Program Completions by Type of
Pr6grami 1977-1981 1/

Program and Year 2/ Completions_

Master's in Library Science
(Accredited)

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

6,080
5,500
5,050
4,510
4,200

MaSter'S in Library Science
(Nonaccredited)

1977 1,230

1978 = 1,180

1979 1,040

1980 780

1981 770

Eachelbr't in Library Scienc

1977 480

1978 420

1979 400

1980 370

1981 310

School Library Certifications

1977 2,620

1978 2,380

1979 2,190

1980 1,980

1981 1,700

All Programs

19/7 10,410

1978 9;480

1979 8,690

1980 7,640

1981 6,980

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Library School Sdrvey lib2,

2/ Years are academic years. 1977 is academic year 1976=1977, and

forth.
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TABLE 22 U.S. Library Education Program Completions by Region and Type of Program:
1977-1981 1/

Number of Completions 1'

Master's in Master's in
Library Library
Science _ Science

(Accredited (Nonaccredited
'-o Y----Programs)------Prograffsl

Bachelorus
In Library
Science

School
Library_

Certificate Total

North Atlantic
1977 2,050 240 110 450 2;850
1978 2;020 190 110 400 2,720
1979 1;760 160 110 350 2,380

1980 1,620 150 80 320 2,170
1981 1,350 150 80 230 1,810

Great Lakes
1977 1,920 330 130 850 3,230
1978 1,590 320 120 720 2,750
1979 1,450 300 100 630 2;480

1980 1,340 270 90 540 2,240

1981 1;250 240 70 420 1;980

Southeast
1977 1,090 400 190 690 2,370
1978 910 430 150 650 2,140
1979 960 420 150 590 2,120

1980 770 310 150 600 1,830

1981 820 340 110 540 1,810

West and Southwest
1977 1,020 260 50 630 1;960

1978 980 240 40 610 1,870
1979 880 150 40 620 1;690'

1980 780 50 50 510 1,390

1981 780 40 50 510 1,380

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human_ Resources Employer Survey, 1982.

2/ North Atlantic region includes CT, DE, DC, ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI AND
VT.
Great Lakes region includes - IL, IN, IA, KS, MI, MN, MD; NE, ND; OH; SD and WI.
Southeast region includes AL, AR, FL, GA, KY, LA, MS, NC, SC; TN, VA and WV.
VA,St and Southwest region includes - AK; AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NV, NM, OK, OR,
TX, ur, WA and WY.
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and Southwest regions. The West and Southwest's slower decline in gradu-

ates, especially from school library certification programs, parallels the

greater growth in employment in school libraries in that region.

The Library School Survey also investigated the number of programs

in each year and the average number of graduates per program. Evidence was

obtained both on programs initiated over the 1977-1981 period and on pro-

grams discontinued, but for the most part, the net number of programs

remained abodt the same. With regard to program size, Bachelor's and

school library certificate programs are, on the average, quite small with

generally less than 10 graduates per year; The average number of graduates

from a Mastet'S program ica8 about 45 in 1981, down from 68 in 1977.

in program size reflect the overall declines in total numbers of

Fable 23 breaks down library program graduates by sex. Just over

z.ucent MLS graduates are female with a slightly higher percentage

from, nonaccredited than accredited programs.. It has been shown earlier

that about the same percentage of employed librarians with MLS deg are

femalei suggesting little change in this proportion over the ye, A

somewhat higher percent of Bacheltor'S graduates and school library certif-

icate program completions -- about 95 percent for the former and 90 percent

for the latter == are female. Again, these results are similar to those

for all employed librarians with those degrees.

The Library SchbOl SUrVey went into detail on placements of library

school graduates; The categories used were similar to those used by Lear-

mont's LJ survey, which covers accredited MLS programs, but data were

obtained on graduates of all library programs. Results are summarized in

Tables 24 through 26.

Table 24 shows the number and percent of graduates from each pro-

gtath type taking library and information professional positions, going to

other employment, and not Obtaining employment in some sense. "Not working"

in this table includes full time students, thobe unemployed and seeking

work



TABLE 23 U.S. Library Education Program Completions by Sex and Type of
Program: 1977-1981 2/

Percent
Program and Year Women Men TKxtAi Women

Masters in Library Science
(Accredited and Nonaccredited)

1977 5;910 1;400 7;310 81
1978 5;330 1;350 6;680 80

1979 4;920 1,170 6;090 81
1980 4;320 970 5;290 82
1981 4,080 890 4,9765 82

Bachelor's in Library Science

1977 455 24 479 95
1978 396 26 421 94
1979 378 24 402 94
1980 342 26 368 93
1981 290 17 307 94

School Library Certifications

1977 2;370 250 2,620 91
1978 2,160 220 2,380 91
1979 1,970 230 2;190 90

1980 1,800 180 1,980 91
1981 1,560 140 1,700 92

All Programs

1977 8,740 1,670 10,410 84

1978 7;890 1,600 9,480 83

1979 7,270 1,420 8,690 84

1980 6,460 1;180 7,640 85
1981 5,930 1,050 6,980 85

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Library School Survey, 1982.
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TABLE 24--Emplcyment Status of U.S. Library Education Program Completions by
Type of Program: 1977-1981 2/

Progra

Master's In_Libtary
Science (Accredited
and Nonaccredited)

Employment Status
Library and
Information
Professional Other
witions liwigyment Natdgcking2Z

.0.: Lt. k k.L.111,11" II k-

1977 6,213/86 314/4 729/10 7,256/100

1978 5,748/85 340/5 665/10 6753/100
1979 5,334/87 308/5 511/8 6,163/100

1980 4,682/88 274/5 509/9 5,415/100
1981, 4,268/85 231/4 500/9 4,999/100

Bachelor's in Library
Science

1977 392/82 34/7 51/11 477/100

1978 324/77 52/12 45/11 421/100

1979 335/83 27/7 40/10 402/100

1980 280/77 37/10 48/13 365/100
1981 213/69 35/11 59/19 307/100

School Library
Certifications

1977 2,036/90 167/7 71/3 2,274/100
1978 1,948/88 189/3 73/1 2,210/100

1979 1,741/87 175/9 94/1 2,011/100

1980 1,578/84 172/9 139/7 1,889/100

1981 1,328/82 154/10 134/8 1,616/100

All Programs

1977 8,641/86 515/5 851/9 10,007/100
1978 8,020/85 581/6 783/8 9,384/100

1979 7,410/86 510/6 645/8 8,576/100

1980 6,540/85 483/6 696/9 7,669/100

1981 5,809/84 420/6 693/10 6,922/100

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Library School Survey, 1982.
2/ Not working includes full7time students, those unemployed and seeking

Jcr%, and those unemployed and not seeking k.
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and those unemployed and not seeking work. Over the five year period

covered, 86 percent of MLS graduates obtained library and information pro-

fessional positions, as did 78 percent of BLS graduate-, and 86 percent of

school library certificate program completions; This proportion declined

for BLS and school library certificate completions over the 1977=1981

period, but did not do so significantly for MLS graduates;

In Table 25, the graduates of library programs going to libtary or

information professional positions are broken down by library type; Gradu-

ates of MLS programs go about equally to professional positions in public,

academic, sChool and special libraries, with an additional 5 percent going

to non-professional library positions and 5 percent to non-library informa-

tion professional positions. The pr(, ,:ions going to different types of

libraries have remained fairly constant over the 1977-1981 period; As

expected, Brs graduates and school Lbrary certificate completions are most

likely to go to school libraries with small percentages also going to other

types of library and information professional positions;

According the library schools surveyed, in 1981 about 3,900 MIS

graduates, 170 BIS graduates, and 1,300 school library certificate comple-

tions went into professional library positions. From libraries' data on

hiring of new graduates, an estimated 3,700 MLS graduates, 92.0 BLS gradu-

ates, and 1,700 school library certificate completions went to professional

library positions.. Ih addition, anOther 1,600 new graduates of other

library programs were reported as hired. The discrepancies in data for BLS

and school library certificate programs suggest that the Library School

Survey may not have reached all such programs, or that library schools and

employers used somewhat different definitions of library programs; Since

most of the direpancy is related to individuals going into school

1Mraries, it appears likely that some employers counted students from

media programs as coming from library programs.

Librarian unemployment can be defined in different ways depending

on the perspective chosen. Earlier in this chapter, the BLS unemployment

rates for librarians were given. These reflect the proportion of persons

considering themselves to be librarians who were previously employed and
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TABLE 26--Labor Force Status of U.S. Library Education Program Completions Not Employed
as LibrarianS: 1977-1981 1/

Labor Force Status

Total
Seektmg

Employment

_Librarian
Unemployment
Rate Range

Unemployed
and

Seeking

Employed
as Library

Na
Professional

En?loved
CV_:-Je
t ) aryWork

All L.
Grade

?rOgraiti

1977 445 389 515 9,601 5 14

1978 335 444 581 4 15

1979 223 395 510 3 - 14

1980 260 33 483 4 = 14

1981 249 251 420 5,423 4 = 1:

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Library School Survey 1982.
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TABLE 27--Projections of U.S. Library Education Program Completions by Type

of Program: 1982-1986

Pr-PA-if-am-and Year 2/

MaSter's in Library Science

(Accredited)

Number of
Corrpletions_

1982 4,190

1983 4;240

1984 4,390

1985 4,450

3986 4,630

Master's in Library Science
(Nonaccredited)

19 82 720

1983 800

1984 850

1985 910

1986 1,000

Bachelor's in Library Science

1982 270

1983 270

1984 330

1985 340

1986 360

School Library Certifi,a,.ions

1982 1,620

1983 1,580

1984 1,840

1985 1,970

1986 2,020

All Programs

1982 6;810

1983 6,890

1984 7,410

1985 7,670

1986 8,010

NOTE:
Completions as projected by the library schoo18.

1/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human ReSources Library School Survey, 1982.
,^4
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CRAFTER 3

PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND

by

Michael D. Cooper

This chapter discusses the methods used and the

projecting the demand for librarians to 1990: In

separate were developed for public, academic;

libraries. Also addressed is the potential demand

non-library information professionals.

results Obtained in

projecting demand,

school and special

for librarian8 as

The demand for librarians is taken as the tota.L projected employ-

ment by libraries in a given year. The bulk of these positions will

generally be filled by individuals remaining in the same position or moving

from one library of a given type to another of the same type. Additional

demand is of two types: the first due to increases in the number of

positions and the second due to individuals leaving library employment;

The number of positions gained (or lost) by Jacreases (decreases) in the

number of positions is called growth demand; The number of po:itions made

available by individuals leaving library employment is called turnover or

replacement demand, and includes positions made available by death or

retirement; other labor force departures; and occupational transfers.

Table 28 gives the employment patterns in the various types of

libraries over the period 1978 through 1982 with projections to 1990;

Percentage increases for the periods 1978-1982, 1982-1986 and 1986-1990 are

given for purposes of comparison. As shown, there were overall increases

in staffing for all types of libraries in the 1978-1982 period, but very

small increases. The total iacrease of 8 percent over the period is

equivalent to only about 2 percent per year.

C
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TABLE 28--Libratian Employment in the United States by Type of Library,

with Projections: 1978-1990 j/

Type of Library

Year Public

College
and

University
Public
School

Non-Public
School Special Total

1978 30,100 19,900 50,600 10,200 15,630 126;400

1979 29,900 20,400 51,100 10,700 17;100 130;000

1980 30,400 20,400 50,600 11,800 17,500 130,700

1981 30,700 20,400 49,200 12;000 17;700 130,000

1982 31,100 21,200 51,600 13600 18,600 136,100

Projections

1983 31,300 23,100 51,500 13;600 10;100 138,600

1984 31,100 22,700 51,200 13;600 7.9;600 138,200

1985 31,300 22,400 50;400 13,600 20,200 137,900

1986 31d8';;1 22,100 48;500 13,600 20,700 136,700

1987 32,46-c 21;700 47;600 13,600 21,200 136,500

1988 33,00n 21,200 47,400 13,600 22,800 137,000

1989 33;500 20,700 46,800 13,600 22,400 137;000

1990 33,700 20,500 46,800 13,600 22;900 137,500

Percentage Increases

1978=1982 2 2 33 20

1982-1986 4 -6 12

1986-1990 -7 -4 11

Less than 1 percent.

I/ From NCES/OLLT, Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.
Projections developed by King Research, Inc.
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Projections for 1982-1986 suggest even smaller increases and, in

the case of school librarians, a decrease in employment. Very modest

increases are expected in public and special librarian positions. Overall;

the net increase in employment is less than 1 percent; equivalent to .1

percent per year For 1986-1990, positions are expected to decrease for

school and academic libraries and to increase slightly for public and

special libraries. The overall rate of change for 1986-1990 is an increase

of 1 percent.

3.1 Public Library Employment

Most puplic libraries are operated by local governmeits and are

subject to the some fiscal constraints as police departments; welfare

agencies, and park and recreation departments. Data on total expenditures

for state and Jocal government and expenditures in selected categories;

including libraries, are shown in Table 29. The average annual rate of

growth of total expenditures for state and local governments from 1960 to

1979 was about 10 percent in current dollars. During the same period

library expenditures increased at an annual rate of about 9 percent in

current dollars. in the last five years, though, library expenditures have

increased at only 7 percent per year in current dollars, which equates to 1

percent in constant dollars.

The major source of public library revenue is property tax; Between

1960 and 1980, property tax revenues increased at an average annual rate of

about 7 percent in current dollars (Table 30) and 4 percent in constant

dollars (data not shown). As,a proportion of total revenue, property tax

revenue has dropped from 42 percent in 1960 to 25 percent in 1980. many

other sources of revenue have been developed for local governments;

including special assessment districts; and these serve to broaden the

revenue base. Nevetheless, loca' -Jovernment expenditures on libraries have

increased less rapidly than other cP.tegories of government expenditures.

OVerall employment at the local government level increased from

1960 to 1979 at e average annual rate of 4.3 percent (Table 31). The
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TABLE 29-Selected Expenditures by U.S . state and Local Governments:
1960-1979 (4illionS of Current Dollars)

Year
Total

Expenditures

Expenditure CategOty

Education
PUblid
Welfare Police

Parks and
Recreation Libraries

1960 .1/ 60,999 18,719 4,404 1,857 770 278

1961 2/ 67,023 20,574 4,720 2,017 857 368

-)62 2/ 70,547 22,216 5,084 2,130 886 340

1963 3/ 74,698 23,729 5,420 2,231 902 375

1964 2/ 80,579 26,286 5,766 2,366 1,022 401

1965 3/ 86;554 28;563 6,315 2,549 1,104 444

1966 .3/ 94,906 33,287 6,757 2,716 1,187 486

1967 4/ 105,978 37,919 8,218 3,04 :291 518'

1968 4/ 116,234 41,158 _9,857 3,410 1;412 573

1969 4/ 131,600 47,238 13,110 3,901 1;645 634

1970 4/ 148,052 52,718 14,679 4,494 1,888 700

1971 A/ 170,766 59,413 18,226 5,228 2,109 761

1972 5/ 188,825 64;886 21,070 5,976 2,323 814

1973 5/ 205,336 69,714 23,582 6,710 2,561 877

1974 5/ 226,032 75,833 23,085 7,289 2,951 968

1975 .6/ 269,215 87,858 28,155 8,526 3,462 1,119

1976 // 304,229 97,216 32,604 9,531 3,864 1,249

1977 1/ 322,780 102,805 35,941 10,380 3,871 1059

1978 7/ 346,786 110,758 39,140 11;306 5,270 1,J62

1979 // 381,867 119,448 41 998 12,207 5,896 1,505

SOURCES:
1/
2/
a/
4/
5/

.6/

Because of rounding, details may not add to totals.

[186], pp. 20-21.
[187], pp. 20-21.
[188], pp. 18=19.
[189], pp. 18-19.
[190], pp. 16-17.
[191], pp. 16-17.
[193], PP. 16.
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TABLE 30--Revenues of U.S. Local Governments by Source: 1960-1980
(Millions of Current Dollars)

Source of Revenue

Total Individual Sales and
Total General Income Gross Receipts PrOperty

Year Revenue Revenue I/ Taxes Taxes Taxes

1960 2/ 37,324 33;027 254 1;339 15;798
1961 2/ 40,483 35,899 258 1,432 17,370
1962 2/ 43,147 38,346 309 1,456 18;414
1963 2/ 45;586 40;558 311 1;574 19,145
1964 2/ 49,578 44;084 376 1;806 20;519

1965 2/ 53;408 47;528 433 2;059 21;817
1966 2/ 59;268 53;172 472 2,041 23,836
1967 2/ 64,608 58,235 916 1,956 25.186
1968 2/ 70;171 63;181 1;077 1;932 26,835
1969 2/ 79,274 71,943 1,381 2,470 29,692

1970 2/ 89,082 80,916 1,630 3;068 32;963
1971 2/ 100;993 91;964 1;747 3,662 36;726
1972 2/ 114;791 105;243 2;230 4;268 41;620
1973 2 129;119 118;392 2;406 4;924 43,970
1974 2/ 143;132 131,434 2,413 5,542 46,404

1975 2/ 159,726 146,307 2,635 6,468 50,040
1976 2/ 178,338 162,931 3,127 7,156 54,884
1977 2/ 196,458 179,045 3;754 8,278 60;267
1978 3/ 214;518 194,783 4,071 9,326 64,058
1979 4/ 234,630 211,986 4,309 10,579 62;453

1980 5/ 258;298 232;453 4;990 12;072 65;607

1/ General revenue includes all revenue of government except utilities,
liquor stores, and insurance-trust revenues.

SOURCES: --

2/ [196], pp. 52=53.
3/ [192], pp. 17.

4/ [193], pp. 17.
5/ [194], pp. 17.
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TABLE 3I--FTE Employment in Federal, State and Local Goverments in the

United statei 1960-1980

FTE Employment
(Thousands)

Year
Federal
Civilian State Local

1960 2,428 1;353 4,217

1961 2,413 1,435 4,210

1962 2;480 1,478 4,480

1963 2;524 1,558 4,724

1964 2;519 1,639 4,947

1965 2,510 1;751 5,186

1966 2,617 1,864 5,399

1967 2,883 1,946 5,509

1968 2,979 2;085 5,795

1969 3,002 2,179 5,981

1970 2;997 2,302 6,226

1971 2;899 2,384 6,422

1972 2;882 2,487 6,750

1973 2,822 2,547 7,031

1974 2,825 2,653 7,199

1975 2,877 2,744 7,354

1976 2,879 2,799 7,407

1977 2,855 2;903 7,688

1978 2,875 2,966 7,758

1979 2,897 3,072 7,871

i9R0 2,987 1/

-- Indicates data are not available.

SOURCE;
1/ [2' -8.
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r trene public libraries show the average annual increase from

19%1 to 1979 In local library employees was 3 percent; aboUt half the

size ...)f the increase in local government employees (Table 32) .1/

There is considerable variety in estimates of the number of

professional librarians employed in public libraries (see Table 32). The

most comprehensive and consistent estimates were made by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics. Those show a 5 percent annual increase in employment

from 1960 to 1978. The Library Human Resources Survey, conducted for this

report, shows public librarian employment maintaining a relatively stable

level of 30,000-31,000 full time equivalents during the period 1978=1982.

3.2 College and UniveryiLibrary Employment

The rapid growth in enrollment in two-year public c011eges began to

10701 off in 1975 and since then it has increased much less rapidly.

Similarly, the 1970's saw a reduction in the grog .h rate of four-year

public college and university enrollment. Thcoughout the 1960's and 1970'8

enrollment in private two and fouur -year. and universities remained

relatively constant compared to thti: -c;ountorpart public institutions

(Table 33).

The average annual rate of groWth of instructional staff :1 all

colleges and universities was about 5 percent during the period 1960=1980

(Table 34). However, since 1975 it has declined to 1 percent, indicating

that the effect of declining birth rates and enrollmentS is beginning to be

felt.

Expenditures of colleges and universities have increased from $44

million current dollars in 1969 to $54 million in 1978 (Table 35). This

represents a 2 percent average annual decline in constant dollar terms;

Fortunately, college and university library operating expenditures Crable

1/ Local library employees include all library workers: professional,
paraprofessional, clerical, managerial, maintenance, etc.
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T,16 32- Number of Public Library Employees in the United States:

1960-1982

LOCal Library

Public Librarians 2/ Employees 2/

Year
__Digest
Ed.Stat.1/

OE Stat;
of FL's;

BLS
Estimates

Survey
Estimates FTE Total

1960 19;500 A/ 10,748 22/ 17,700 2/
-- ==

1961 19;800 9/ 18,300 5/ 42,000 _51 54,798

1962 20,200 A/ 12,355 10/ 19;000 / 44,000 5/ 57,295

1963 20,400 9/ 21;000 5/ 46,000 5/ 63;114

1964 20,800 A/ = 22;700 5/ -- 49,200 5/ 67;700

1965 21,200 9/ 14;040 11/ 24,000 .e/ 51;441 5/ 71,549

1966 21,600 .4/ -- 24,700 3/ ...._ 54;349 5/ 74,487

1967 -- -- 25,000 ft/ 51;508 5/ 74,603

1968 -- 8,498 15/ 25,000 i$/ 53,711 5/ 74;881

1969 25,700 _' 55,636 5/ 77,473

1970 24,400 3/ 26,300 9/ 56,545 5/ 79,218

1971 26,000 _8/ 57;139 5/ 78;266

1972 27;000 5/ __ 58,836 5/ 81;120

193 -- 29;300 $./ -- 62,486 5/ 88;116

1974 36,135 i3/ 29,500 13/ 64;179 5/ 89,589

1975 30,000 14/ 63;736 5/ 89,639

1976 30,110 5/ -- 63,985 Li 90,101

1977 31,000 $/ 64;581 5/ 92,566

1978 -- 33,000 5/ 30;100 141 65,540 5/ 91,477

1979 29;900 14/ 65,305 5/ 93,812

1980 30;400 14/ 66,000 5/ 96,561

1981 30,700 IA/ --

1982 31,10014/

-- Indicates data are not available.

NC7TE:
This table consolidates estimates of the number of librarians- employed

in the United Stateb_from various sources; Column 1 is from the Digest

of Educational-Statittibs, column 2 is from the Office- of EdUcation

Statistics of Public Libraries; column 3 is from estimates by the

Bureau of Labbr Statistics, column 4 is from the resUltS of the Library

Human ReSOUrce8 Survey and columns 5 and 6 are Census data on

government employment.
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TABLE

/ The definitions of professional librarian vary with the data sources
and may not be comparable; Fot examen le; the Office of Education,
defines professional positions as those requiring the occupant_to
perform work that requires education; training; and skill in the
theoretical or scientific aspects of library work as distinct from its
merely mechanical and clerical aspects; The definition used by the BLS
Library Manpower study distinguishes professionals on the basis of
duties performed, not on the basis of educational background. The
Census data is self-enumerated, depending on the respondent's own
defihiticin of his position._ The size. of the communities surveyed
differs between sources and may not be comparable. In _general,
statistics for_ FTE public librarians (Columns 1-4) represent libraries
serving populations of at least 25,000 or 35,000.

2/ -Local Library Employees refers to non-librarian and librarian staff.

1/ Estimates based on OE Statistics of Public Libraries (Column 2) with
expansion for libraries serving less than 25,000 or 35,000.

SOURCES:

4/ [299], p. 118.
./ [216]-[219].
3/ [199]-[214] .
2/ [233]; p. 2.
3/ Librarians tech memo for 1980-81 Occupational Outlook Handbook, by Lisa

Dillich, April 15; 1979; also a memo from Lisa Dillich on October 16;
1979: Revision of 1978 Employment Estimate and 1990 Projection for
Librarians;

9/- (2971i p. 166;
[323]; p. 4. Includes only filled professional positions.

11/ 1322], p. 3. Includes only filled professional positions.
12/ The sum of FTE filled professional positions as reported in a) [325],

p. 4; b) [326], p. 6; c) [324], p. 6.
11/ [290]; pp. 1-3.
14/ NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Employer Survey; 1982.
15/ [309], p. 8. Includes only employees holding 5th year librarianship

degree.
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Table J-,3 Enrollment in U.S. Institutions of Higher Education: 1960-1979

Institution Type

Pub3ic Institutions

Year 2-Year 4 -Yeat

1960 1/
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966

_1967
1968
1969

1970
3971 5/
1972 5/
1973 5/
1974 L/

1975 1/
1976 it/

1977 tt
1973 B/
1979 3/

393,553
456;31 2/
519,257 2/
551;308 2/
620,8 :9 2/

7'47,890 2/
840,000 2/
966,000 2/

1,169k635 2/
1,412,610 2/

1,519,762 2/
2,366,612
2,553,533
2,804,594
3,298,871

3,850,990
3,765,907
3,912,968
3,882,823
4,069,462

Private Institutions

2-Year 4-Year

1,742,137 60,064 1,414,257.

1;872,531 3/ 61,544 2/ 1,470;187

2,054,463 2/ 70,272 2/ 1,530;944

2,514,540 4/ 73,481 1;626,538

2,846,849 A 90,009 1,722,303

3,231,706 4/ 103;547 2/ 1,817,721

3,508,917 a/ 105,000 2/ 1,935,955

3,850,028 5/ 109,000 2/ 1,986,720

4,261;017 4/ 112,358 2/ 1,962,081

4;484,258 A/ 115,819 2/ 1,991,973

4,908,372 .4/ 1104220 2/ 2;042,533

4,488,073 124,808 2,045,538

4i569342 117;401 2;057;511

4,672,813 123,223 2,092,667

4,750,724 129,771 2,142,173

5,045,024 150,973 2,243,725

4,946,727 150,706 2,258,086

4;994,623 166,016 2,341,413

4;960,378 182,009 2,366;740

5,026,942 180,565 2,430;157

SOURCES:

1/ [246], p; 73.
2/ [249], p. 98.
2/ Computed by subtracting

in colUith_l from total_
reported in [245], p. 74

A/ Cbtiputod _by subtracting
institutions

6;

2;

2.

2.

number of
88.

_5/ [257], p;
_6/ [259], p;

7/ [258], p.

$7 [260], p.

the number of 2-year
number of institutions

the Aumber of 2 -year
of higher education, a
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TABLE 34--Full and Part Time Instructional Staff in U.S. Colleges and
Universities: 1960-1980

Year
Total

Instructional
Staff

1960 27F,000 e
1961 292,000
1962 312,000 e
1963 331;000
1964 367;000 e

1965 412;000 e
1966 445;000
1967 484;000
1968 523;000 _

1969 546;000 e

1970 573,000
197' 590;000 e
19- 590;000
IS 634;000 e
19 695;000 e

1975 781;000 e
1976 793,000
1977 812;000 e
1978 809,000 e
1979 822;000 e

1980 840,000 e

e Indicates data estimated by source.

SOURCE: [252], Table 98.
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TABLE 35Expenditures by U.S. Institutions of ULgher Ealcation: 1969-1978
(Millions of Current Dollars)

InStitUtion Type

Year
All

Institutions
Total
Public

Total
Nonpublic

1969 44.0 28.2 15.8

1970 46.3 29;7 16;6

1971 48.0 31.4 16.6

1972 49.7 32.6 17.1

197' 50.9 33.7 17.2

1974 51,0 34.2 16.8

1975 51.1 34.7 16.7

;76 :32.8 36.0 16.8

1977 54.3 36.8 17.5

1978 54.2 36.5 17.5

SOURCE: [.", pp. 112-115.
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36) have kept pace with inflation, increasing at 3 percent per year in

constant dollata.

The humljer of college and university librarians increased f.:rom

9,700 in 1961 to 23,308 in 1977, an average an:l!lal rate 7 percent.

However-0 the Library Human Resources Survey resultu sha; the number

increasing at only 2 percent 1978-1982 (Table 37)i a significant

reduction in the growth rate.

achpol-Liibrrau-Ets:dAcIalignt

POWic school enrollment reached a peak in 1971 and has been

a linl , Although not as pronounced, the trend in non-public

schoe. is the same: it has been declining since 1966 but showed

a Slij: ',Jptui,; in 1976 (see Table 38). Other indicators show the same

general pattern. The number of puplic elenentary schools has declined from

91;P.3 in 1960 to 62;644 in 1977; while the number of public secondary

schools has remained relatively constant (Table 39) and the number of

touchers in putJiz. schools grew steadily until 1975 but then, in rPsponse

to lagging enrollment; started to decline (Table Public school

expenditures, as shown in Table 41, showed a modest avera annual constant

dollar increase of 4 percent in the period from 1965 to 1977.

In su=ary, declining enrollments have already hit public ele-

mentary ooJs and no doubt will soon have an impact on public secondary

schools. Further, the decline in number of teachers nas already begun.

Only constant dollar expenditures for schools are mede2tly in-creating.

Throughout this period of decline in enrollment, the number of

pb]ic school librarians has increased steadily by about 10 percent per

year (1964-1976); Only during the period from 1978 to 1982 did their

number level Off at about 50,000 to 51,000 (see Table 42).
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TABLE 36--C011ee and University Library Exper-litures: 1960-1979

(Thcu2ands of Cu rent DoarS)

Library
Year Expenditures

1960 1/ 135;384
'.961 2/ 158;900

1962 .3/ 177;362

1963 2/ 213,000

1964 4/ 236,718

1965 5/ 275;000

1966 1/ 346;248

1967 --

196 I/ 493 ;266

1969 L/ 584;847

1970 1/ 652,596
1971 2/ 737,533

1972 1/ 764,481
1973 $./ 840,727

1974 2/ 938,622

1975 1.0,/ 1,001;862
1976 21/ 1;223;723

1977 12/ 1;250,314

1978 13/ 1;348,748
1979 14/ 1,426,614

Indic are not available.

SOURCES:_

1/ [2 _35; 11/ [265], pp. 12-15.

2/ I3_
--i

V. [266]. op. 8-11.

2/ [247, i'; 114.-.7.-__, 1g/ [249], pp. 141;

.4 [248]; p. 130. ii/ [267]; pp. 4-7;

5/ [7], P. 6-9. 12/ [268]. Pp. 4-7;

./ [305]; p. 62. 13/ [269], pp; 12.

//. [306], p; 44. 14/ [270], Pp. 12-15.



TABLE 37--Namber of Employees in U.S. College and University
Libraries: 1961-1981

Total
Year Professionals

Total
Non-Professionals 1/

1961 2/
19621/
1963 V
1964 A/

1965 5/
1.9c
upv-7

L9f:, u/

1969 a/

1970
1971 LI/
1972
1973 II/
1974

1975 I:2Y
1976 1._;:

1977 13/
J978 lAi
1'379 _IV

1580 lAy
1981 14/
1982 14/

9;700
10;328
11;200
11;862

12,500
13,000
18,285
19;451
20;149

21;349

23;513

23,530
23;104
23;308
19900
20;400

20,400
20;400
21,200

Indicates data are not
4)URCES:

1/ IhHudeS WuJeht assistants
and maintenance staff.

2/ [303], p. 5.
1/ [321] p; 11.

4/ [303]; p. 18.
51 [7]. p; 6-9.

Estinc,tyci in [-];

L' [2741, p. 5-7.

9;800
10,772
12;100
13,298

14;500
16,000 5/
23;435
24;054
25;001

26,862

30,919

33,306
33;748
33;779

-_)4;

34,400
35,500
35,400

V [304]; pp. 65;
9/ [305], pp; 17.
.10/ [306], pp. 12;

---11/ [2711; pp. 9-19
11,_ [272] ; pp; 5;
13/ 1-2731, pp; 5.
14/ NC0402LLT Library Human

Resources Employer SurVey, 1982.
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TABLE 38--Ehroliment in Public and Nonpublic Schools in the United States:
1961-1980 (Thousands)

Year

Type of Control

POblic Nonpublic

1961
1962
1963

37;260 1/
39;746 2/
41,025 3/

1964 42,280 a/ 6,700

1965 42,87.5 3/ 6,305 5/
1966 :3;039 fi/ 6;700 2/
1967 43;892 fi/ 6,b00

1968 44,944 5/ 6,000 2/
1969 45,619 fi/ .5,700 10/

i970 45;909 fir/ 5;732 fil

1971 46,081 ./ 5,600 5/

1972 45;744 fi/ 5,100 I./

1973 45;429 fi/ 4,900 11/
1974 45;053 ./ 4;'00 2/

1975 44,791 fi/ 4,600 1/
1976 44;316 fi/ 5,300 12/
1977 43,731 5/

42,900 fi/

P.)79 41;578 13/

1980 40,700 lqi

Indicates data are not available.
SOURCES:

1/ [245], p. 31; p. 34. 9/ [299], p. 30; p. 34.

2/ [247], p. 30; p. 42. 2/ [300], p. 31.

1/ 1248], p. 36; p. 45. I0/ [301], p. 31.

A/ [297], p. 5. 11/ [246], p. 31; p. 41.

5/ [302], p. 33-34. 12/ [249], p. 47.

/ [250], p. 36-37. 13/ [252], p. 36; p. 50.

7/ [298], p. Table 27.
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TABLE 39Number of Public Elementary and Secondary
States: 1960-1977

Elementary Secondary
Year Sch0018 Schools

1960 1/ 91;853 25;784
1961
1962 1/ 81,910 25;350
1963
1964 // 77;584 26,431

1965 _
--

1966 1/ 73,216 26;597

1967
1968 I/ 70,879 27,011

1969

1970
1971 I/ 65,800 25;352
1972
1973 2/ 64,94E 25,922
1974 I/ 65,070 25,906

1975 3/ 63,619 25;697

1976 1/ 63;242 25;150.

1977 1/ 62,644 25,378

Indicates data are not available.
SOURCE : ::

I/ [250], P. 61.
2,/ [247], P. 53.
3/ [249], P. 62.
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TABLE 40--Numper of TI; School TeacLers: 1960=1978

Total Teachers
Year (Elementary and Secondary)

1960 1/
1961 2/
1962 ;'
1963
1964 2/

1965 2/
1966 3/
1967 A/
1968 5/
1969 1/

1970 5/
1971 5/
1972 _6/
1973 2/
1974 _8/

1975 11/

1976 3/
1977 //
1978 //

1,408,093
1,461,055
1,507,592
1,577,777
1,648,184

1;716;285
1,788,105
1,854,700
1,893,954
1,902,248

2,013,506
1,956,845
2,103,000
2,155,448
2,165,538

2:196,%27
2,186;000
2,197,477
2,176,000

SOURCES:

i/ 1261], P. 15.
2/ [262], P. 21.

3/ [263], P. 8.
1/ [264], P. 6.
5/ [285], P. 35.

[286], P. 14.
// [250], P. 53.
3/ [288], P. 15.



41--Exoenditures of U.S. Public and Nonpublic Elementary and
Secondary Schools: I/ 1962-1981

(Billions of Current DolL.rs)

Year
All

Schools

Total Expenditures

Public Nonpublic

1962 2/ 20;9 18.4
1963
1964 2/ 20.9 21.5

1965 A/ 26.7 23.6 3.1
1966 A/ 29.7 26.3 3.4
1967 A/ 31.8 28.3 3.5
1968 4/ 37.0 33.0 4.0
1969 4/ 39.6 35.5 4;1

1970 A/ 45.4 40.8 4;6

1971 A/ 49.3 44.3 5.0

1972 A/ 53.7 48.1 5.6
1973 4/ 58.0 51.9 6.1
1974 4/ 63.8 56.9 6.9

1975 A/ 68.4 61.1 7.3
1976 4/ 75.0 67.1 7.9

1977 4/ 81.6 72.7 8.9
1973 A/ 90.8 81.5 9.3
1979 5/ 97.6 86.8 10.8

1980 _6/ 107.1 95.4 11.7

1981 .2/ 116.3 103.5 12.8

Indicates data are not available.

I/ Amounts are not strictly comparable: some figures include only
expenditaies for regular school_ some figures also include "other"
schools (such residential schc for exception children, federal
schools for Indians, etc0. When possible source footnotes explain
Lhe basis of the figures;

OURCES:
2/ [298] 18. Excludes "other" schools.
/ [300] . 18. Exdludes "other" schocils.

A/ [280], P. 171=173._
5/ [250], p. 23. Incluc.,?s "other" schools.

[2511, r. 23. Excludes "other" schools.
";_/ [2S:!.1, p. 18. Excludes "other" schools.
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TABLE 42-=Number of FTE Librarians Employed in U.S. Elementary and
Secondary Schools: 1964-1982

./7 of Librarians (FEE) 1/

Y6at Tot

Public

Nonpublic
TotalElementary Secondary

1964 2/

1965
1966 2/
1967 A/

23;586

28,451
35;856

1968 _5/ 33,534 22;970 10,564
19 69

1970 4/ 39,753 25,171 14;582
1971 _2/ 43,912
1972 3/ 41,477 29;142 12,335
1973 --
.1974 9/ 44,178 29,995 14,183

1975
976 1.-,_; 47;41 35,528 11,883

1977
1978 1-/ 50-646 10;186
1979 11/ 51,086 11;661

1980 ii/ 50;633 11,786
1981 11/ 49,199 12;015

1982 11/ 51,577 13,630

Indicates data are not available.
The number of FTE librarians/media specialists include8 the 50
states and 7 C. StaZ..tticS from the outlying- areas (i.e.; Guam,
Puerto Rito) have been Subtracted from the totals.

SOURCES:
2/ [310]; pp. 35-36.
1/ [311]; pp. 30-31;
A/ [307]; p; 9;

5/ [312], pp; 30-31;
.6/ [313], pp. 32-33;
2/ [308], p. 34.
$/ [293], pp. 34 -35.
2/ [294], p. 32-33.
10/ [295]* O._ 34.
il/ NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Ertployer Survey, 1982
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Si_pcjal Libraxy__ D;LQNnef-at

term special library as used in this report covers diverse

group of libraries in,:luding special libraries serving business and

industty; Federal libraries; special libraries serving State goveinnents,

State library agencies, and independent research libraries. Until now;

there have been very few data collection efforts covering this group of

libraries, either in total or in part.

The Employer Survey conducted as a part of this study obtained, for

the first tune, reliable estimates over time of the number of libraria

efiployed in special libraries. These estimates are shown in Table 4 .

Obtained for an estimated universe of 7,330 libraries, the data suggest n

average of about 2.5 librarians per library in 1982.

The number of librarians in specirll libraries increased abour 19

percent over the 1978 -19P2 peribd, equivalent to an average annual inc;_&:ase

of about 4 percent; 7;4- ,iumber of special libraries appears to be r....sely

related to research and r1.2velopment funding, and this variable was used in

piojeCtnj the demand iibr -inns. Results as shown in Tabs 43

suggest a contintid inc th ..nand for special librarians to a

rand^ of 22;000 to 24 ;OG( is an eight year increase of 'ti to

27 percent, equivalent to average annual increases of 2 to 3 percent.

3;5 Employment of

The development in the last decade of the information professional

r-mcePt has been a major change in the library profession. Ei.-ciSting

programs have incorpo,rated the concept and new programs have been developed

to train individuals fOr inforMatiOn positions outside the traditional

library environment.

The Occupational Survey of Information Professionals (OSIP),

t)otfothied by the University of Pittsburgh and Kiag Research, Inc., estim-

ated for the firSt time the nutber of information professional positions in

the U.S [40]. In all, a total of 1.6 million information professionals
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TABLE 43-- Number of FTE Librarians Dliploi 'd in Special: Libraries, with

Projections 1/: 1978-1982 and 1983-1990

Number of
Year Special Librarians

1978 15;600
1979 17,100
1980 17;500
1981 17;700
1982 18600

Projections

Year Lod Intermediate High

1983 19,900 19,100 19,200
1984 19,600 19,800

1985 19,900 20,200 20,400
1986 20,300 20,700 21,0 rr

1987 20,700 21,'.30 21;760

1988 21,200 '21,800 22;300

1989 21,700 22;400 23;000

199C 22;100 22;900 23;700

1/ From NCES/01;LT Library Human Resources Employer Survey, 1982.
Projections developed by King Research, Inc;
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were estimated for 1980, including 160 thousand Ln the library workfield

and 126 thOuSand in library subunits; The number performing library

binctions, that is, in the library workfield, but not employed by a library

was about 48,000; This is a reasonable estimate of the non-library

demand which could be met by library school graduates; OSIP did not

colle:-2t, data over time, so there is no way to project the figure of 48

thOUSand beyond 1980. It is generally felt that such positions are:

increasing, certainly more rapidly than the number of library positions.

HoW Ma* of the 48000 non-library information professional jobs in

1980 were held by individuals with library degrees or certificates? OSIP

did not investigate this, and the only related data over time teflect the

libran, program gradUates going into non-library information professional

poitioil; These data are shown in Table 44. ReSultS represent the

aggregate all degree and certificate recipients but are similar fbt the

different proorams. As indicated, the proportion of library program

graduates going. to non-library information professional positions has

inc re. but the absolute numbers suggest that only.a small

percent of all positions in 19E7 were held by graduates of library schools.

In the one yeFir of data available from the Employer Survey (1982), there

Were 1,470 individuals transferring from library to non-library information

piofessional positions and 940 moving in L.he other direction, for a total

not transfer to information prof, sional employment of 530 (see Table 19).

Combined With new graduate:: going into such positions, the total. movement

is thus about 800 individuals.

PkaSed on the above, one might assume that non-library information

professional positions in the future would be filled primarily by other

than library program graduates, with the number filled by lib-rary proctam

graduates increasing in abSoliite terms but not increasing relative to total

ETnpldment; This would be based solely on historical data; and not take

into account new programs designed specifically to prepare the information

professional; Looking at specific library school programs, some respon-

dents to the Library Hunan Resources Survey indicated as much as 18 percent

of their 1981 graduates going to non-library positions. Increases over the
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TABLE 44Employment of Library Program Completions as Non-Library
Information Professionals: 1976-1981 2/

Percent
Number of All

Year Toyed Graduates

1977 360 3.6
1978 330 3.5
1979 330 3.8
1980 290 3.8
1981 270 3.9

2/ From NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Library School Survey, 1982.

TABLE 45Librarian_Separations: 1977-1980 and 1980-1981 (Percent of
Previous Year's EMployment)

Current Status
Employed

Same Different Not in

Years _&clitionOon_DnenTolovedbar. Force Total

1977=1978 2/ 90 4 * 5 100

1980-1981 2/ 87 5 1 7 100

1980-1981 2/ 92 2 1 5 100

* Less than 1 percent.

I/ Unpublished data provided_by Alan Eck, Bureau of Labor StatitticS,
based on sample of librarians -who are college graduates.

2/ PrOM NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources aployer Survey, 1982.
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1977-1981 period have been significant as well, suggesting that the

proportion will continue to grow and could reach as high as 40-50 percent

for individual programs by 1990.

Rather than estimate the number of library program graduates going

to non-library informatim professional positions based on such limited

data, we have CievelopeC demand estimates without taking these positions

into account. It is important to note that excess of supply over demand,

using this approach, reflects graduates who would be availabLe for such

positions. This assumes -- inaccurately we believe that library posi-

tions would be filled before non library ones, but does allow us to readily

observe the effect of different projections of non-library demand; More

structure in and investigations into the information professional field

over time should make projecting this demand an easier task in the future;

3.6 EeplacEni_Ot

RepIaczment demand reflects deaths and retirements by individuals

in library positions, other labor force departures- and occupational

transfers. In the Library Human Resources Survey, this would include all

librarians identified'as leaving library employment (see Table 17) who did

not go on to other library employment; The estimated number of such

individuals in 1981 was 10,930, including 2,540 Who took other employment

and 8,390 who were not employed; Data for the latter estimate weze

Collected in the categories: returned to school, unemployed but --actively

seeking work, not employed and not seeking work, died, and unknown or

other.

Another source of comparable data on replacement demand is the

accession and separation data provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics;

These data are developed from retrospective occupational mobility data and

matched data from different Current Population Surveys [239]; Separation

data, which show proportions of people employed the previous year according

to their current labor force status, are available tor librarians for 1978

and 1981 and are shown in Table 45i along with the data from the Library

Human Resources Employer Survey.
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From the separation data, we :7ind that abbut 5-7 percent of

employed librarians left the labor force in the years for which there are

data; About 1 percent became unemployed and were seeking work, and 2-5

percent transferred to other occupations. The BLS separation data may show

a higher rate of occupational transfer because some interlibrary transfer::

are included. The total separation percentage is an estimated 8=13

percent.

One component of labor force departures, deaths and retirements,

can be estimated independently using worklife expectancy tables [131]

applied to data on th .?. number of librarians in various age groups.

Worklife e xp ectanc y models and projection methods have recently been

revised, and reflect the observed increase in women's worklife

expectancies. While only limited data are available on age distributions

of librarians, primarily from the ALA and SLA surveys [45,132-142],

application of worKlife tables to available age distribution data also

suggests that 4 percent of the employed population is a reasonable estimate

of the death and retirement rate for librarians; This group would be found

primarily in the category "not in the labor force" in Table 45.

No other data are available for estimating librarian replacement

demand. Based on what is known, an estimate of 10 percent of the previous

year's employment is used in the remainder of this report. This figure is

taken as including 4 percent deaths and retirements, 4 percent occupational

transfers, and 2 percent other labor force departures.
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CHAPTER 4

FRAJFCTIONS OF SUPPLY

by

Nancy A. Jan House

The supply of librarians is the pool of qualified individdalS

available to fill librarian positions. Current supply consists of

librarians currericly employed phis those unemployed but Still in the labor

force, that is, actively seeking work. Additional supply from one year to

the next consists of new graduates of library education programs who seek

to enter the library labor force, plus others not employed as libratiah8

but seeking work in the field. Those among the additional supply who do

obtEin employment as librarians become additions to supply. Losses from

supply are those individuals who leave the labor force, die, or change

occupations. ThiS Chapter deals With librarian supply primarily by

estimating additions to supply.

The major component of new supply is graduates of library programs,

including those granting MLS and BLS degrees and those preparing

indiViddal5 for. school library certification. Data on program conpletiOhS

for 1978 through 1981 and projections through 1990, as described in this

chapter, are shown in Table 46.

Program completions have been decreasing in all areas in recent

years; with an overall decrease of 35 percent between 1978 and 1982. This

is equivalent to an average annual decrease of 10 percent. The picture

shows an increase, however, fdt MLS graduates over the 1982 through 1986

period; with an increase of 8 percent (equivalent to 2 percent annually)

projected. Ih the late 1980's; the number of ICS degree recipients is

expected to continue to increase at a rate of 12 percent (equivalent to 3

per-cent annually) For BLS degree graduates, the current decreaSeS ate
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Table 46--Graduates of Library EdUcation Programs, by Type of Program with
ProjectiOn7: 1978-1990

PHIS

Degree
(Accredited
PrOgraffla)

1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
19 87

1988
1989
1990

1978-1982
1982-1986
1986-1990

5,500
5;050
4;510
4,200

3,710
3;700
3,770
3;860
4;020
4;180
4,310
4,450
4,490

-33
8

12

Type of Proaram
MLS

Degree School
(Nonaccredited BLS Library

Program -Degree____Cartilic4tiDG Tot4i_

1,180
1;040

780
770

560
56C
570
580
600
630
650
670
670

420
400
370
310

Projections

330
290
260
240
210
190
170
160
140

Eetctiottaino-reeses

-53
7

12

21
36
33

2;380
2,190
1;980
1;700

1,570
1,440
1;330
1,230
1,130
1;040

960
880
820

34
28
-27

9,460
8,680
7,640
6;980

6,170
5,990
5;930
5,910
5,960
6,040
6,090
6,160
6,120

35
3

3

1/ NCES/OLLT Library Resources Library School Survey, 1982. Projections
developed by King Research, Inc.

2/ Year reflects end of academic year, e.g., 1978 is 1977/78 academic year.
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expected to continue through the 1980's until there are fewer than 150

graduates in 1990. Data in the table on school library certifications

reflect only those students completing programs which prepare them for

:school library certification without also requiring a BLS or MIS degree.

The nunber in thiS group has decreased in the 1978-1982 time period, and

completions are expected to continue to decrease. The combined picture of

MILS, BLS and school library certificate completions shOws a small projected

increase in 1982-1986 and a small projected decrease in 1986-1990;

4.1 CUKILent11PPlY

The Library Human Resources Survey results indicate that 136,000

librarians are currently employed (see Table 12). BecadS0 employers, not

indiVidUalS, were surveyed, there is no direct information on the

unemployment rate among librarians. The Current Population Survey

estimates unemployment by occupation; Table 4 showed its figures for

librarians and related occupations. In 1980, the last year for which data

are available, the CPS unemployment rate for librarians was 1.5 percent.

HOWevet; the CPS data suffer from several shortcomings. First, librarians

are such a small part of the CPS sample that the figures for them are

subject to high sampling error. Second, the CPS definition of an

unemployed librarian is someone who is not currently working, is actively

seeking work, and whose previous employment was as a librarian; That

eliminates all new graduates and all librarianS Who have worked or are

working at other jobs, such as those that need a source of income while

they search for a library position. Finally, the CPS relies on

Self-reporting: many who report themselves as librarianS may not fit the

definitiOh.

Another source of information on unemployment is the Library School

Survey (see Table 26). At the time of the survey, 4 percent of 1981

graduates were unemployed ant seeking work, Another 4 percent were under-

employed in non-professional library positions. An additional 6 percent

were employed neither in libraries nor in non-liiiiary information

positions; an undetermined proportion of theSe are probably in jobs not
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related to their education taken out of necessity rather than choice. That

gives us a maximum of 14 percent of 1980/81 graduates in the labor force

but employed neither as librarians nor as non-library infornation profes-

sionals.

Unemployment is likely to be greater among new graduates than among

experienced librarians. The implication is that the unemployment rate for

the library labor force generally is somewhere between the CPS' 1.5 percent

and the Library School Survey's maximum of 14 percent, or between 2,000 and

17,000 individuals, a rather wide range. A reasonable estimate would be an

unemployment rate of 6 percent; or 9;000 individuals.

Lmong librarians, as in other occupations; there exist workers who

are termed "discouraged workers." Those are individuals who have despaired

of finding an information-related job and who have ceased looking or taken

other employment and therefore are not counted as part of the information

labor force.

Besides discourageu workers there are sane librarians who are

underemployed. That is, they are employed in part-time, temporary, or

nonprofessional library positions, because they cannot find the kind of job

they prefer. Evidence for librarian underemployment comes from the annual

Lyi survey of new graduates, which includes a ,.cunt of individuals employed

in part-time and temporary professional positions and in non professional

positions in libraries.

Unfortunately, even if the number of individuals with MIS degrees

Who are not currently working because they are discouraged, or who are not

working as professional librarians, could be estimated, there would be no

way of knowing how many/ would reenter the library labor market if the

market were to improve. This study's estimate of the current librarian

labor force; therefore; must consist solely of those employed plus those

unemployed and actively seeking work.
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4.2 Supply of Additional Librarians

The supply of additional librarians includes new graduetes of

library education programs who seek library positions, former librarians

wishing to reenter the profession, graduates of past years now wishing to

enter the profession, and those in otner fields who want to transfer to

library positions. Data are available on the number of new graduates, but

not on the numbers of other individuais mentioned that are looking for

library employment. These groups can only be estimated from the number of

individuals in these categories Whb are successful in obtaining work

groups termed reentrants, delayed entrants, and occupational transfers.

Reentrants are people who have left the labor force temporaril yi but are

now returning. Delayed entrants are those who did not enter the labor

force immediately upon graduation from a library education program, but do

so at a later time. occupational transfers are individuals who were

employed in another occupation and change occupations withobt going through

a library education program; Clerical and technical staff promoted to

librarian positions are included in this last category (see Table 16).

4.2.1 New Gr-Dtga

Newly graduated librarians come from several different kinds of

educational programs The Master of Library Science (MLS) degree 1/ is

considered the usual educational requirement for librarians in most types

of libraries: the AMerican Library Association (ALA) only accredits MLS

programs. The MLS is also the most commonly awarded degree: 71 percent of

the people completing library education programs in 1980/81 were MLS

graduates (see Table 46).

Not all MLS programs are accredited by the American Library

Association. Our information indicates that of the 113 master of library

1/ The name varies slightly among schools: e.g., Master of Library and
Information Studies, M,77ter of Library and Information Science, Master
of science in Library Science. See footnote on page 32.
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science programs surveyed, 61 were ALA-accredited. In 1980/81, 18 percent

of MLS graduates were ft-OM nonaCctedited programs.

The next most common educational qualification is the school

library certificate. In most States, school librarians must be certified.

Many students simultaneously meet the requirements for an MLS degree and a

school library certificate; in the survey results reported in this study

these individuals are counted under Master of Library Science; Some pro-

grams, though, only prepare their students to meet the certification

requirements; the students receive no degree or a degree in another

subject, often in education. Ih 1980/81, those people completing school

library certificate programs without completing other library education

programs were 24 percent of total library program completions (see Table

46);

Some Bath-el-Or of Library Science (BLS) programs exist; Table 46

shows that the number of BLS graduates is small and declining.

Several MethOdS can be used to project the numbers of graduates;

The method used here is to project degrees as a fUhdtion of market condi-

tions in librarianship Appendix C discusses the basis for this approach

in greater detail. Ariefly, it has been shown [58-66, 3i 71, 316] that

among the potential entrants to an occupation there are marginal

decision- makers WhO are affected by changes in relative salaries. That is

not to say that salary is the only consideration; only that individuals

consider the total monetary and non-monetary benefits of an occupation. If

individuals are willing to enter an occupation with relatively low

salaries, it is because, for that person, the non monetary benefits of that

occupation (e.g;; interest in and satisfaction with the work) are greater

than in some occupations With higher monetary benefits; Changes in monetary

benefits, will of course, alter some people's deciSiOn8. These benefits,

in turn, Wi3J h-e affected by market conditions, including the demand fOt,

and the supply of libratianS. Ah increase in demand with no increase in

supply will tend to inflate salaries; an increase in supply with no

increase in demand will depress salaries
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The approach used here to simulate supply relies on multip]e

regrossion models in which supply taken to be new graduates is

related to salaries; and salarieS to market conditions. Then projections

of market conditions are used to generate projected salaries, which are in

turn used to project graduates; The advantage to that method is that it

relates occupational supply to external events. To the extent that one can

project changes in those external events, one can project changes in

supply; Furthermore; by describing the relationship between supply and

exogenous variables the regression method identifies factors that should be

watched; Changes in these variables anticipate changes in the librarian

r;orket. The model can therefore serve as a kind of early warning system.

Projections require retrospective data to establish relationships

and trends. Altnough the amount of data on library education programs is

increasing, and the Library School Survey is a major addition, very ]itt]e

information is available for earlier years. The major source of

retrospective data on library education is the annual LJ survey. Because

those data apply only to ALA-accredited MTS programs, our approach has been

first to project degrees from these programs and then to address

completions in other library eclucation programs as a function of MLS's from

acctedited programs EirC past trends.

Projecting the additions to supply from accredited MLS programs

requires projections first of the number of graduates; and second of the

proportion of them who will enter the library market. After testing a

large number of formulations of the basic Freenen model as applied to

librarianship, it was concluded that graduates from accredited library

school programs (Figure 2) are a function of starting salaries (Figure 3)

and of the number of Master's degree recipients in all fields. NCES

projects Master's degrees; to project graduates, projections of librarian

starting sa:laries are also needed.

Three alternative projections of graduates were developed based on

three different sets of assumptions about starting salaries; Appendix C

contains the detailed assumptions and methods. The high alternative is
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based on a regreSSiOn of changes in librarian starting salaries on changes

in professional women's salaries, the number of past MLS graduates; and

state and local government expenditures on libraries, all factors that

provided a good explanation of past starting salaries for librarians; The

low alternative assumes that librarian starting salaries will remain

approximately constant, halting the decline of the 1970's. The

intermediate alternative varies the asssumptions with a slower rate of

growth for library expenditures and constant professional women's salaries.

Tables 47 and 48 present the alternative graduate and salary projections;

Once the number of graduates has been projected, how many of them

will actually enter the library labor market must be decided; Even in the

1950's, when librarians were in great demand, not all MLS graduates

immediately entered the library labor force; Some may have never wanted to

be librarians; some may have changed their minds once they finished their

degrees; some may have delayed their entry for personal reasons.

Furthermore, tne overwhelming majority of library school graduates have

always been women, and women have historically had lower labor force

participation rates than men; Educated women, however, have always had

higher than average participation rates and M-holders are by definition

weIl-educated.

The LJ survey has reported the proportion of graduates laced in

library positions since 1964, when by all indications the maket for

librarians was still strong; At that time, 94 percent of those WhOSe

placement was khoWh were in libraries (see Table 1). Since that time, two

mnjor trends have tended Lo reduce the library olacoment rate. One is that

the market worsened, makinc it more difficult for graduates to find library

positions. The other; more recent; trend is the growing importance of

non-libraty information professional work. During the last few years the

proportial of those whose placement is known who have been placed in

libraries has hovered u.ound 80 percent Wher the market was at its worst,

in the mid-1970's, the figures drOpped to 76 percent. That it has climbed

Since; as the market has improved; indicates that the reduction is not due

exclusively to an increase in the proportion of graduates choosing

non-library information positions.
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TABLE 47--Alternative Projections of Graduates of Accredited MS Programs:
1982-1990

Alternative Graduate Projections

Year Low Intermediate High

1982 3;170 3;710 3;710
1983 3,690 3,70C 3;650
1984 3,740 3,1) 3,750

1985 3,790 3,860 3,870
1986 3,910 4,020 3,810
1987 4,020 4,180 4,360
1988 4,040 4,310 4,580
1989 4,130 4,450 5,230

1990 4;130 4;490 5;770

2/ Projections developed by King Research, Inc;, Library Human Resources
Study, 1982:

TABLE 48--Alternative Projections of Librarian Starting Salaries:
1981-1990 1/ (1981 dollars)

Year

Mternative Salary Projections

Intermediate High

1981 $15,597 $15,597 $15;597
1982 16;970 17;100 16;530
1982 17,910 18,200 18,620
1984 18,270 18,710 20,500

1985 14,831 20,470 24,960
1986 21,480 22,360 28,400
1987 22,030 23,090 31,570
1988 22,360 23,500 34,610
1989 22;560 23;890 37;460

1990 22;650 24,050 40;780

/ Projections developed by Kiny, Research, Inc., Library Human Resources
Study, 1982.
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Given that the MLS is a professional degree, which people are

unlikely to pursue out of sheer interest in the subject with no thought of

future erployment, and that women's labor force participation rates are

considerably higher now than they were in the 1960's [1311, it is reason-

able to expect that about 95 percent of those receiving MIS degrees will

enter the information market. That is, these individuals will want and

actively seek jobs in libraries or other information agencies. That

supposition is based on the early-1960's rates. The remaining 5 percent

will go into other occupations, delay their entry into the labbr force,

continue to study, and s) forth. That does not say that all 95 percent

will find jobs; far from it. Rathet it .;ay that 95 percent will -c...7tivoly

seek information-related work and will take it if they can get it, i.e.,

they will be additiona supply. An undetermined proportion of those

actively seeking informat:on work will, however, fail to find employment

and some will eventually become discobraged and leave the information labor

mrket. BOt if they could find appropriate employment, 95 percent of the

graduates of accredited MLS programs would take it.

Some of those who enter the information profession will want

library jobs, and some will want non-library information professional jobs.

All will be qualified to take library jobs, at least on paper, since all

will be by definition graduates of ALA-accredited library programs; In

practice, some nay pursue courses of study that effectively qualify them

Only for non library positions. It is impossible at this pOinti though, to

segment the new supply into library and non-library. Given the amount of

movement between library and non-library organizations revealed by the

eriployer survey (see Table 19), it appears that there is one market, and

not two, for MIS graduates.

Because retrospective data for a significant period of time are

available only for accredited MLS programs, the supply mbdel projects only

those graduates. New entrants also come from nonaccredited MLS, school

library certifications, and Bachelor of Library Science (BLS) prOgraM8.

Little information is available about nonaccredited MLS programs.
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The Library Human Resources Survey data show the ratio of degrees

from nonaccredited to accredited programs holding at about 15 percent from

1977 through 1980. Lacking any evidence that that rate is changing,

degrees from nonaccredited programs are projected as 15 percent of

accredited, and the same 95 percent labor market entry rate is applied to

them;

4.2.2 wool LlicTalCertificates

In general, the qualification for employment in a public school

library is certification as a librarian by the State Department of Educa-

tion; Requirements for certification vary from state to state and may

include a Bachelor's or Master's degree (in library science, education,

instructional technology or a related field) [48]. In other cases, course-

work but no library degree is required. For this study, school library

certificates refer to those who have state certification to work in a

school library/media center, but lack a library science degree.

Data are not available on the total number of school library

certifications granted; It is known that in 1981 some 11,000 people were

hired by school libraries, including about 5,000 new gra(ivates. It would

be reasonable to assume that most of these 5,000 were recently certified.

The total number of certifications annually is probably larger than this

hUMber, since multiple certifications are not uncommon and some who are

"library certified" will teach;

Current employment in school libraries (1982) is abOOt 66,000.

Againi it can reasonably be assumed that most of these individuals are

certified. Of the 66;000; about 55;000 or 83 percent have some type of

library degree or certification. Seventy percent have a library degree and

the remaining 13 percent have certification but no library degree;

Data on certified individuals who also have library degrees could

not be separately broken out of the total estimates of degree recipients.

To obtain data on those certified but not degreed; library schools were

asked to report these numbers separately. The results obtained are
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presented in Table 49 and show a steady decrease; Over the five year

period, the average annual decrease was about 10 percent.

One approach to projecting school library certificate completions

is to anticipate a continued decrease at the current rate; that is, 10

percent a year. ThiS is shown in Table 49 as the low estimate. An alter-

nate approach is to relate certificate completions to degrees in Education,

assuming that the proportion of Education degree recipients receiving

library certifitatiOn over time will remain fairly constant (as has been

true for the last five years) . Based on this relationship, the decline in

library certificate completions is estimated at six percent per year.

Projectiorrs baSed oh thiS rate are given in Table 49 as the high estimar=ek

and an intermediate projection is establiShed as the average of the high

and the loW.

4.2.3 13a__heauQLIAtroxy_Sci

The major sources Of data on Bachelor of Library Science (BLS)

degrees are the Library School Survey and NOBS' survey of earned degrees

conferred, Which overlap in 1977 and do not agree (Table 50). However, by

any measure BLS degrees are few and becoming fewer. Between 1977 and 1980

BLS degrees decreased by approximately 10 percent per year. At that rate,

by 1990, only abbut 150 BLS degrees will be awarded each year;

4.2.4 BeentrgiltS_i_Dalayed Entrants, and Occupatibda3 2Ei

Some of the entrants to the pool of employed librarians do not come

directly frOM library programs but rather from another occupation or a

period of not working. The latter would include those outside the labor

force (retired, caring for family members, etc.) in addition to those

unemployed. ThoSe MOSt -ecently not in the labor force (but not in school)

are called reentrants or delayed entrants depending on whether they have

ever been in the labor force; Occupational transferb are individuals

coming directly from employment in another profession.

-1- I. k./
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TABLE 49--School Library Certificate Program Completions; with Alternative
Projections: 1977-1990 I/

Year

School Library
Program Certificate

Completions

1977 2;620
1978 2;380
1979 2,190
1980 1,980
1981 1,700

Projections

Year Low Intermediate High

1982 1,530 1,570 1;600
1983 1;380 1,440 1,500
1984 1;240 1;330 1,410
1985 1;120 1;230 1;330
1986 1,010 1;130 1;250
1987 900 1;040 1;170
1988 810 960 1;100
1989 730 880 1,030
1990 660 820 970

NDTE:
Includes only individuals prepared for school library certification but
not receiving library degree;

1/ NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Library School Survey, 1982.
Projections developed by King Research; Inc;
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TABLE 50--Bachelor of Library Science Degrees Awarded: 1960-1981

Year

1960
1963
1962
1963
1964

Library
School

NCE5

429
439
423
462
510

1965 623

1966 642

1967 701
1968 814
1969 1,000

1970 1,054
1971 1,013
1972 989

1973 1;159
1974 1,164

1975 1,069 :..

1976 843 --

1977 781 480

1978 693 420

1979 400

1980 370

1981 310

-- Indicates data are not availab3e.

SOURCES:

i/ [2801;
2/ NCES/OLLT Library Human ReSources Library School Survey, 1982;
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To obtain an indication of the number of reentrants; delayed

entrants, and occupational transfers; we look at accession data provided by

the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These data are derived in the same manner

as the separation data discussed in Chapter 4. The accession results which

are shown in Table 51, reflect the proportion of people employed as

librarians in a given year (1978 and 1981) according to their previous

year's status. Table 51 also gives comparable results from th- Employer's

Survey fOt 1980-1981.

Table 51 shows that about 6 percent of librarians employed in 1981

were not in the labor fOrc,s in the previous year. About 4 percent,

according to the Library School Survey, were new graduates of library

school programs. The difference; 2 percent, is one component of the supply

of additional librarians. To this 2 percent is added the 1 percent

previously unemployed and the 3-4 percent who are transfers in from other

occupations. The total is then in the range of 6-7 percent of all

librarians. For purposes of the model presented in Chapter 5, this

category of additions to supply is taken as 7 percent of all librarians.

4.3 Euture_au;VaY

Projections for each of the categories of library program graduates

are given in Table 52; and projections of resulting potential labor market

entrants (95 percent of graduates, as discussed above) are given in Table

53. Of the three aJternative sets of projections, the high alternative is

the least likely. It assumes that library expenditures will increase

sObstantially, so that librarian salaries will increase, and with them,

graduates. The experience of the 1970's indicates otherwise;

The internedi

in the 1970's is; acc(

back up. That will in

the Mid=1980'S. Under

oscillate indefinitely;

ternative is cyclical.

to this, model, about

increase the number

this alternative, the

The decline in graduates

to begin to turn salaries

of graduates beginning in

market will continue to

What saves it from being a closed system, simply

bouncing up and down, is the effect of the exogenous variables: other
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TABLE 51--Librarian Accessions: 1977-1978 and 1980-1981
(Percent of Current Year's Employment)

Previous Status
Employed

Same Different Nbt in
Year Oc cuo t ion Occupatioa -La-1.Or Force Total

1977-1978 2/ 87 7 1 4 100

1980=1981 1/ 89 4 1 6 100

1980-1981 2/ 89 3 1 6 100

1/ Unpublished data provided by Alan Eck, Bureau of Labot Statistics;
based on sample of librarians who are college graduates.

2/ NCES/OLLT Library Human Resources Erriployer SutVey, 1982.
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TABLE 52--PLo-;ected Library Education Program Completions; High,
InLermediate; and Low Alternatives: 1982-1990 1/

High AltsLrEPtiSe
BLS

School Library
Celtifjcate Total

1982 3,710 560 330 1,600 6,200
1983 3,650 550 290 1,500 5,990

1984 3,750 560 260 1,410 5,980
1985 3,870 580 240 1,330 6,020
1986 3,810 570 210 1,250 5;840
1987 4,360 650 190 1;170 6370
1988 4;580 690 170 1;100 6;540

1989 5;230 780 160 1,030 7;200
1990 5;770 870 140 970 7,750

IlltermediaL Aiterntive

1982 3,710 560 330 1,570 6,170

1983 3,700 560 290 1,440 5;990

1984 3,770 570 260 1;330 5;930

1985 3,860 580 240 1;230 5;910

1986 4;020 600 210 1;130 5,960

1987 4;180 630 190 1,040 6,040
1988 4,310 650 170 960 6,090
1989 4;450 670 160 880 6,160

1990 4,490 670 140 820 6,120

L-K6L-Nteln_4tJY2e

1982 3;710 560 330 1,530 6,130

1983 3,690 550 290 1,380 5,910

1984 3,740 560 260 1,240 5,800
1985 3,790 570 240 1,120 5,720

1986 3,910 590 210 1,010 5,720

1987 4,020 600 190 900 5,710

1988 4,040 610 170 810 5;630

1989 4,130 620 160 730 5;640

1990 4,130 620 140 660 5,550

1/ Projection: developed by King Research, Inc, Library Human Resources
Study; 1982;
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TABLE 53-- Projected Library Labor Force Entrants from Library Program
completions: High; Intermediate, and Low Alternatives:
1982-1990 1/

Year

MLS Degree

BIS-
School Library
-Certificate TotalAccredit0 Nonaccredited-

1982 3053.0 530 330 1;520 5,910

1983 3,470 520 290 1;430 5,710

1984 3,560 530 260 1,340 5,690

1985 3;770 570 240 1,260 5,840

1986 3,620 540 210 1,190 5,560

1987 4;140 620 190 1,110 6;060

1988 4,350 650 170 1,050 6,220

1989 4,970 750 160 980 6,860

1990 5,480 820 140 920 7;360

Intermediate Alternative

1982 3,530 530 330 1,490 5,880

1983 3;530 530 290 1,370 5,720

1984 3;580 540 260 1,260 5,640

1985 3;670 550 240 1,170 5,630

1986 3;820 570 210 1,070 5,670

1987 3,970 600 190 990 5;750

1988 4,100 620 170 910 5;800

1989 4,230 640 160 840 5,870

1990 4,270 640 140 780 5,830

Low Alternative

1982 3,530 530 330 1,450 5,840

1983 3;510 530 290 1,310 5;640

1984 3;550 530 260 1,180 5;520

1985 3;600 540 240 1;060 5;440

1986 30720 560 210 960 5,450

1987 3,820 570 190 860 5,440

1988 3,840 580 170 770 5,360

1989 3,920 590 160 690 5,360

1990 3;920 590 140 630 5,280

Projections developed by King Research, Inc., Library Human Resources
study, 1982.
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salaries in the economy, graduates of all Master's programs, and expendi-

tures on libraries. These variables moderate the link between graduates

and salaries in librarianship. The intermediate alternative is, in our

eStiMaticei, the one most likely to occur.

The low alternative is the most pessimistic. It assumes constant

real salaries which result in little change in the number of graduates.

The links between graduates and salaries, and between salaries and

the economy, mare projections particularly dilficult at this time when the

economy is unsettled. The economic projections in this report are based on

til-0::4-rtiadebytheaireauofEabot-Statistic8andational Center for\ N;

Education Statistics.

None of these alternatives is tied to a particular set of assump-

tions about the demand for librarians. Surprisingly, while a close

connection between graduates and salaries was found there was no

statistical relationship between demand and salaries. This is discussed

further in Appendix C. It appears that librarian salaries are not

determined by relative supply and demand in the library market. That may

explain why the shortage of librarians of the 1950's persisted for so long;

despite the shortage, sa aries remained too low to attract enough entrants.

None of these alternatives makes any explicit assumptions about the

effect of the increasing emphasis on non-library information management on

library education. Quantitative projections can only be based on past

trends, so the past effect of the growth of the field of information

management on library education is incorporated in all these alternatives;

Another way to put this would be to say that the projections made here are

primalily for the library market; to the extent that library science pro-

grams succeed in attracting more students interested in carers outside of

libraries and in placing more graduates of those programs in organizations

otner than libraries, the projections made here will be underestimates.

Under any but the high alternative the market for library education remains

fairly Weak.

I
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The placement data from the Library School Survey indicate that

non-library infornatibh professional positions are a significant but not

major market for new graduates. The Employer Survey data suggest that many

librarians are moving from libraries to other agencies. Part of the

problem may be that library schools are continuing to attract stuclents who

come to them specifically because they want to work in libraries;

experienced librarJans seem willing and able to make the switch out of

libraries.
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CHAPTER 5

Orzfl'IDOK AND IMPLICATIONS

The overall picture of the demand for librarians, as presented in

Chapters 2 and 3, shows the number of positions increasing modestly into

the early 1980's and then declining slightly to 1990; Thus the decade of

the 1980's is expected to show an even smaller increase in librarian

employment than the rather stable 1970's, with no anticipated return to the

boom period of the 1960's. The effect of the employment patterns

anticipated is that most job openings created in the 1980's, especially in

the later part of the decacl2, will occur as a result of retirements and

deaths rather than new positions.

As the number of jobs stays fairly constant in the 1980'si the

nutber of individdals completing library education programs and seeking

employment is also projected to remain fairly constant through the decade.

MLS degrees from accredited programs are expected to reverse their decline

Of the 1970's and begin to increase again, but not rapidly; by 1990 the

number of degrees will be the same as in 1969. MLS degrees from

nonacctedited programs will fo:low the same pattern; School library

certificates and BLS's, however, will decline steadily, offsetting the

increase in the other areas. By 1990, our projections indicate that the mix

Of library program completions will have changed from 59 percent for

accredited MIS programs to 73 percent. These data were presented in

Chapters 2 and 4.

While only very small changes are projected in the nuMber of

graduates of library education programs and in librarian employment,

differences in the rates of change suggest that the job market will improve

modestly in the 1982-1986 period and then tighten in the latter part of the

decade. This statement reflects the job market for traditional librarians,

and could be counteracted by increasing movement of library program

graduates to non-library information professional positions.
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How does the employment picture for librarians compare with thLHI

for oth:- i-jbfessionals? In contrast to the anticipated growth rate of 5

percent fbr librarian employment between 1980 and 1990, employment is

projected to increase 19 percent for elementary school teachers; 23 percent

fbt social workers, and 71 percent for systems analysts. Employment of

college teachers, on the other hand; is expected to decline by 12 percent

and employment of secondary school teachers by 14 percent; 2mpIoyment of

professional and technical workers generally is projected to increase by 22

percent [239].

Employment projections for professionals, as well as for

librarians, reflect only total demand; For a true picture of the future

library labor Market, it is also necessary to examine the relationship of

supply to demand. Table 54 illustrates this relationship for libtarian8

through 1990; reflecting total employment, job openings and the additional

supply of librarians. The data for the 1978-1982 period are based on

survey results from library schools and librarian employers. Data fbr the

two periods 1982-1986 and 1986-1990 are based on projections developed as a

part of thiS StO In the table; total employment is indicated and then

the number of job openings within the total employment is given in terms of

additional positions created and positions available due to individuals

leaving library emPloyment.

The :Iew supply of librarians is expressed in the table as including

graduates of library sucation programs and a category identified as other

additions. Other additions include individuals obtaining library

emplOyMent Who haVe previously been unemployed and seeking work, otherwise

not employed, or working at another occupation; that is reentrants, delayed

entrants and occupational transfers; Strictly speaking; this category

shoUld indliide both indiVidiialt obtaining library employment and those who

unsuccessfully seek to obtain library employment. Estimates are not

available for the latter category and so the table shows only those who do

obtain library employbent. This is in contrast with trig estimate given for

graduates, which includes all those seeking to enter the labor force.
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TABLE 54--Librarian suppiy and Wand

Job Openings New Supply

Excess of

Supply

Total Replace-7 Other Over

Years 1/ Einplopent 2/ Growth :11 ment A/ Total Graduates 5/ Additions J Total Demand 1/

1978-1982 130,600 2,400 12,800 15,200 7,400 9,000 16,400 '1,200

1982-1986 137,50C 1,300 13,100 14,409 5,700 9,200 14,900 500

1986-1990 136,900 -100 13,700 13,600 5,800 9,600 15,400 1,800

1/ Table data reflect annual averages for the periods indicated; 1978-1982 data derived from NCES/OLLT

Library Human Resources Survey, 1982. 1982-1986 and 1986-1990 projections developed by King Research,

Inc.

2/ Tbtal_annual employment in public, academic, hbbl and special libraries;

1/ Annual jOb openings due to increase (or decrease) in employment;

A/ Annual job openings Le to 6-eath; tetiterrient occupational transfers, and others leaving the library

labor force;

/ Library program graduates seeking to enter the labor force each year (95 percent of all graduates).

Includes graduates of accredited and nonaccredited MLS, BLS and school library certificate programs;

Li Other entrants into the library labor force each year; Includes reentrants, delayed entrants, and

occupational transfers;

// Project& number of individuals available annually for other positions, including non-library

infornatien professional positions;



The final table column, labelled "excess of supply over demand", is

the difference between the totals for openings and new supply, thereby

estimating the number of persons expected to require other employment.

Other employment could include work in a field outside of librarianship, as

a non-professional library worker, or as a non-library information

professional.

In the 1978 through 1982 periodi the average librarian e;nployment

was 130,600. Abbut 15 percent of job openings were due to increases in the

number of positions and about P5 percent to replacement demand, including

deaths, retirements, and other departures; The total openings in Iiirari2s

wero the approximately 15,000 positions indicated here plus an estimated

8,000 positions created and filled by transfers between libraries. Based

on these data, the total number of job openings per year would be about

23,000, or 18 peresht of all jobs.

The average number of new graduates of library education programs

over the 1978-1982 period was 7,400. This includes graduates of programs

leading to the MLS and BLS degrees and programs preparing people for school

library certification. About 70 percent of these graduates received

Master's degrees from library education programs (60 percent from an

ALA-accredited programs vs. 10 percent from nonaccredited Master's

programs). About 5 percent of program completions obtained Bachelor's

degrees from library education programs, and 25 percent did not obtain a

library degree but completed a program leading to school library

The other source of new supply, as described above, is other

additions. This is estimated at 9,000 for 1978-1982. Thus the total new

;.)ply averaged 16,400. The excess of supply over demand in these terms,

about 1,200 individuals, includes librarians who took library

non-professional positions, non-library information professional positions,

or positions outside of the information profession, or were unemployed

(voluntarily or otherwise).
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As seen in the table, the situation projected for the 1982-1986

period shows small decreases in the number of job openings and in the

average number of graduates. The decrease in graduates is relative to the

P.:78-1982 average and occurs despite the expectation of increases in

graduates in the late 1980's; this is because the decreases of the late

1970's were greater than the corresponding increases in the late 1980's.

Date for 1978-1982 suggest a somewhat smaller excess of librarian supply

over demand than in the previous period, about 500 individuals annually.

This number is less than might be expected to go into non-library

information professional positions, based cb a 1981 mwement of about 800

with projected increases through the 1980's. ThUs, in this period, an

improved job market is expected. It seems likely that there will be some

increase in transfers into librarianship in the 1982-1986 period, with some

Of those having difficUlty entering the field in the late 1970's now

having a new opportunity, and other positions continuing to be filled.

AS we have projected them; the number of library program graduates

is related to salaries, which in turn are related to the library job market

and other factors. Thus the number of graduates responds to employment

levels and the average nuMber of library program graduates is expected to

increase in the late 1980's. Table 54 shows an anticipated number of 5;800

graduates seeking to enter the labor force over the 1986-1990 period.

Combined with an estimated 9,600 other additions, this yields a new supply

of 15,400. In the same period, library employment is expected to drop; and

Only 13,600 job openings are projected. The difference is 1,800

individuals available for other positions; again including non library

inforration professional positions. Thus; the outlook for the late 1980'5

apuears to be of another period of excess librarian supply within the

traditional library labor market.

What cannot be predicted quantitatively is the effect of movements

by library schools towards the training of non-library information profes-

sionals. This is potentially a large market, conservatively estimated at

one-third again the size of librarianship in 1980 and felt to be growing

rapidly. While currently less than 4 percent of library graduates overall

go into such positions, greater enphasis by individual schools has led to



more placements and opportunities appear to be available. These

opportunities exist fbr the different types of library programs, all of

which currently have about the same level of non-library information pro-

fessional placement.

It is possible that in the near future the higher salaries earned

by information professionals will attract more people into library/

intonation science education programs and more graduates into non-library

inforrotior professional postions. The supply model shows that potential

library students are sensitive to salaries. It is generally believed that

non-library information positions pay more than those in libraries, at

least in part because the non-library positions are also competing for the

well-paid graduates of business and computing programs. As more potential

students learn more about non-library work, more may enroll in library

programs to train for non-library work, and more of those who enroll

intending to work in libraries may decide instead to seek non-library

positions. This could increase library program completions substantially

beyond what has been projected. It could conceivably also present

libraries with serious competition for new graduates, resulting in a

shortage of new librarians available to libratie.

Currently; relatively few new graduates are going into non-library

intonation work. The trend out of libraries is more noticeable among

those experienced librarians who, when changing jobs, leave libraries for

other information positions. One explanation for this is that library

edUcation programs have not successfully marketed themselves to individuals

interested in non-library work. Instead, they may be attracting almost

exclusively people who want to work in libraries, some proportion of whom

either change their career goals while in school or are forced into

non library employment upon graduation by the exigencies of the job market.

Experienced librarians, on tho other hand, having put some time in

libraries, may be more willing to try a career change or may see more

'similarity between libraries and other settings than do new graduates.

Another area in which the projections in this report are tentative

is transfers and reentrants. Without data over time on the effect of
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Changes in the market for librarians on reentrants and transfers, it is

difficult to Make projections. One would assume that individuals are more

likely to reenter or transfer into a profession when lob opportunities are

plentiful. GiVen the relatively somber employment projections, it is

possible that the reentry and transfer projections in Table 54 are high.

On the other hand, it is impossible to estimate how many forther libratianS

are in the population and would be willing and able to reenter the library

labor force should the narket improve. Seme who have left the profession

have done so permanently, never to return, but others have been forced out

by the poor eMpleyn:ent situation of the last few years, and would return if

conditions improved. It is however, impossible to measure the size of this

pool of potential reentrants;

We have chosen to view the key question in this study as the

picture of librarian supply and demand. Librarians, however, are employed

by different types of libraries and tend to remain within those types of

libraries. In 1981, for example, only about 2 percent of all erivioyed

librarians trahSferted frOM one type of libtary to another; There is also

segmentation of librarianship by the type of education obtained 91

percent Of all library-employed individuals with schOO1 libtaty

certification and no library degree are in school libraries, as are 73

percent of library-empIoyed BLS recipients and 66 percent of library

61,mployed graduates of nonaccredited ML programs. MLS recipients nake up

80 percent of all library=etployed individuals from the three types of

programs and 60 percent of the total librarian employment, including 90

percent of academic Jibrarians; 73 percent of special librarians, 63

percent of public librariahs, and 47 percent of school librarians. We can

thus talk about the market for librarians being made up of different types

of libraries == pohn-c, academic, school; and special and of the supply

as generated by the different types of programs.

Table 55 lbbk.: at component_ of projected supply and demand by

library type; The main factor is the differences in anticipated employment

Within the feUt types, with p 'lic and special library employment expected

to increase in the 1980's, academic library onroilnent expected to increase

and then decrease; and school library employment expected to decrease
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TABLE 55-Librarian Supply and Darold by Type of Library: 1978-1980

Library Type

and Years 1/

Nak-Libla4
1978.1982

1982-1986

19861990

Academic LibraZY

1978-1982

1982-1936

1986-1990

.i
&talliblar.Y.

1978-1982

1982=1986

1986-1990

5DecallibrUy

1978=1982

1982-1986

1986-1990

Total

Employment 2/

Openinls

4/ Total

Excess of

SUpply

Over

Deland 1/Growth 1/ Replacement

Other

Graduates 5/ Additions Total

30,400 300 3,000 3,300 1,400 2,100 3,500 200

31,300 200 3,100 3,300 1,200 2,200 3,400 100

32,900 500 3,200 3,700 1,300 2,300 3,600 =100

20,500 300 2,000 2,300 1,400 1,400 2,800 500

22,300 300 2,200 2,500 1;200 1,500 2,700 200

21,200 =400 2,200 1,800 1,300 1,500 2,800 1,000

62,500 1,100 6,100 7,200 3,400 4,300 7,700 500

64,200 200 6,400 6,600 2,400 4,500 6;900 300

61,000 :700 6,200 5,500 2,200 4,300 6,500 1,000

17,300 700 1,700 2,400 1,200 1,200 2,400

19,600 600 1,900 2,500 900 1,300 2,200 -300

23,800 500 2,100 2,600 1,000 1,500 2,500 -100

I/ Table -clJta reflect annual aVerages for the periods indicated;
. 1978-1982 data derived from NCES/OLLT Library

Human Resources Survey, 1982, 1982-1986 and 1986-1990 projections developed by King Research, Inc;

2/ Total annual employment in public, academic, school and special librariB,

1/ Annual job openings due to increase (or decrease) in employment;

4/ Annual job Openings due to death, retirement, occupational transfers, and others leaving the library labor

force.

Library program graduates seeking to enter the labor force each year (95 percent of all graduates). Includes

graduates of accredited and nonaccredited MLSi BLS and school library certificate mtatt. Atsumes a

constant proportion of graduates of each program type seeking positions in each type of library.

f/ Other entrants into the library labor force each year. Includes reentrants, delayed entrants, and

occupational transfers;

1/ Projected number of individuals available annualiy for other positions, including non-library information

professional positions,



generally (see Table 6); From the projected data on employment, the

average job openings due to groWth (or job reductions due to fewer posi-

tions) were calculated and are shown in the second column of the table.

Column 3 shows replacement demand based on the anticipated number of

individuals leaving library employment, and the fourth column gives the

combined number of job openings. The supply of new graduates is based on

the projected graduates from each program type; assuming that within

program types the proportion

will remain about the same

calculated in the same manner

supply is totaled in column 7.

of graduates going to

as it is currently.

as before and shown in

each type of library

Other additions are

column 6, and the new

Coopering new demand expressed as job openings with the supply of

new librarians, we find some excess of supply over den and in academic and

school libraries throughout the 1978-1990 period. There is also a small

excess of supply over demand in public libraries through 1986. In special

libraries, demand is projected to exceed supply. In the 1986-1990 period,

the demand for -ew academic and school librarians will drop dramatically;

With the opportunities being in public and special librarieS (and very

possibly ir> infornotion professional positions).

This provides a partial answer to the question "Where will the jobs

be for new librarians in th,? late 1980'.?" According to our projections,

the jobs will be in school, public, special and academic libraries, in that

order. Due to levels of supply, jobs will be more readily available in

public and especially special libraries; With the projected excess of

supply over demand, jobs for librarians will also need to be found outside

of libraries, such as in non-library infcfmation professional settings.

Another possible difference among types of libraries, which is not

revealed by this study, is in replacement demand; The rate at which people

leave the labor force depends in part on their age and sex. Historically

women have had shorter working lives than men, although the gap has been

narrowing rapidly over the last decade or so and educated women's labor

force participation patterns are now much like men's. The various types of

libraries differ strikingly in their sex composition, ranging from academic
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libraries which are 65 percent female to school libraries at 91 percent.

No data were collected on ages of librarians. Differences :n labor force

departures across types of libratie8 due to differences in tnei,: sex

composition or, more likely, in averaye age would affect the replacement

demand within each type of library.

Jobs will also become avnilElble in the Late 1980's as librarians

tiansfer positions, but transfers within librarianship can be expected to

decrease as the market tightens. The possibility of transfers to other

fields depends, of course, on the situation within those fields; One

traditional market for schobl librarians is teaching, Where projections are

for good opportunities in elementary schools but not in secondary schools

[238]. The outlook for academic: librarians transferring within their own

instititions is not optimistic, since college and university staffs are

expected to decline overall.

A, the number of employed librarians remains steady or decreases in

the 1980's; and the najority of new jobs are associated with replacement

needs, the pattern of job opiIlings will ho different from that which occurs

in periods of expansion; There are likely to be fewer entry level

openings. If, at the same time, new graduates make up a larger portion of

the new supply pool, there is likely to be more competition for these entry

level positions.

One factor not incorporated in our model but of potential impact iS

the number of part time positions; In our model, we assumed a constant

level of part time positions. Part time positions are more common;

however, in public and special libraries. As the proportion of public and

special libraries increases; then; so may the number of individuals working

part time. This would have the effect of redUcing the number of full time

equivalency positions needed to employ the available ipply. The same

Situation might also apl:ear in academic and school libraries as the number

of positions decrease; that is, there could be more part time employment.

Some of this part time employment would have to be considered

underempoymenL, but there has been some increased interest generally in

wider availability of part time and shared positions.
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Another area which this study touched on but did not explore in

detail was the relationship between professional and nonprofessional

library employment. Many believe that libraries have been shifting their

employment mix away from librarians toward less-costly nonprofessionalsi

but the EMployer SOrvey data indicated little change in the relative

numbers of librarians and nonprofessionals employed over the five years of

the survey; Another hypothesis was that libraries are increasingly

prmoting nonprbfessionals into professional positions (without benefit of

additional fornal training), as z. result of challenges to the 1' as a

legitimate job requirement that have been brought in many libraries. The

EmplOyer Survey indicatel that 6 percent of newly-hired librarians had been

promoted from nonprofessional positions in the same library; Given that

nany MIS graduates have taken nonprofessional jobs in the last few years,

some of these no doubt were people with MLS degrees promoted into jobs

commensurate with their training. There are, however, at least some people

making the transition from nonprofessional to professional.

Another hypothesis that was not supported was that the profession

is becoming less female. Given the movement of women into traditionally

male professions in recent years, and the general trend toward decreased

sex-typing, one might expect to see similar changes in traditionally female

professions like librarianship. The relative proportions of men and women

in the profession, however, are substantially the same in the Employer

Survey, the Library School Survey, and the 1970 Census, indicating no

change. The marked difference in sex distribution across type of library,

raaging from 65 percent female in academic libraries to 91 percent in

School librarieS, merits further research.

Not taken into account in the previous discussions is the future

employment situation by geographic area. This is difficult to address;

there are data on graduates and positions by region (see Tables 8 and 22)

but none on mobility patterns among libraries 1/ . If it is assumed that

2/ There are no data on historical patterns of librarian_ job mobility.
However, for_a very good discussion of the mobility of librarians in
relatiOn to "upward job mobility," the reader is referred to [28] in
the bibliography.
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graduates generally stay within the region in which they attend school, the

Library Human Resources Survey results for the 1977-1981 period suggest

small excesses of supply over demand in the North Atlantic, Great Lakes and

Southeast regions and an excess of demand over supply in the West and

Southwest regions. In addition to regional trends, there would also appear

to be local differences in the supply and demand picture, with positions

'lore available in rural areas. As the mix of types of libraries changes in

the 1980(s, with proportionately fewer academic and school librarians, the

geographic distribution of jobs should change as well, suggesting that the

Mobility of individuals may play a factor both now and in the future in

finding professional library employment. In precisely what way this will

happen is unknown, but it seems reasonable that 'Ilhere could continue to be

shortages in rural public libraries;

00r study also did not look in depth at distinctions between dif-

ferent areas within librarianship, such as administration, reference,

cataloging; technical processing ant' so on. Again, no comprehensive data

are available on the current mix of positions in libraries. In the refer-

ence area, though, the market for the academic subject specialist is likely

to decline; while mote positions become available in special libraries in

business, industry, law; medicine and so on. Generally, the average

library size (in terms of number of librarians) will probably decrease in

the late 1980's, requiring a reevaltiation of the mix of tasks to be per-

formed by professional staff. While the need for technical processing

activity is not likely to decline as the volume of information available

increases, auton-ation and networking activities may teduCe the number of

professional librarians needed in this area; As with the total U.S. job

market for the 1980's; individuals with computer-related skills can be

expected to be in clrine; [238].

Perhaps more important than the quantitative projections developed

in this study are the findings of the models that supply and deaand foi

librarians can be predicted from other events, identifying "leading

indicators," in effect, to be watched. Supply is a function of librarian

salaries and total mastor's degrees awarded; Librarian salaries are, in

turn, dependent on expenditures on libraries, professional women's
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salaries, and past nunters of library program graduates. This means that

an exogenous change in any of these variables will presage a change in

librarian supply. For example, if the crisis in government spending at al]

levels depres5u librarian salaries, the profession can expect a continued

decline in supply.

The demand indicators include population and school enrollment at

various levels; Population changes fairly slowly, meaning that library

enployment will also remain fairly stable; Over the longer term, changes

in the birth raue during the la:: decade or so have made it difficult for

the Census Bureau to project population, but the lagged nature of the

relationship between births and library employment gives libraries time to

adapt to changes; The most volatile of the demand indicators is probably

college enrollment, which could change markedly as a result of social and

economic factors that rhight Make a college education less attractive or

less accessible, as w 11 as a result of changes in the size of the

college-age population.

The demand indicator identified for special libraries was research

and development funding. It is also safe to assume that since most

libraries are in business and industry their fortunes will reflect those of

their parent industries. Crowing industries will mean growing special

library employment, with more information-oriented industries (such as

electronics and bio-engineering) creating more jobs than Other-S.

The implications of this study for currently employed and

prospective librarians seem clear. Little change is expected in employment

overall with decreaE;es in school and academic library positions. There

will be strong competition for jobs in the late 1980's. While the study

does not address the specific functional areas in which opportunities will

be best, subject expertise in business and industrial related areas and

computer-related skills are likely to be helpful. With job shortages,

geegrapbic mobility will also b, desirable; For individuals considering

librarianshiL, as a profession, opportunities to carry out similar functions

in a non-library environment should also be investigated.
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The study also has implications for library educators: MLS program

enrollments are projected to increase, but slowly, during the 1980's and

enrollMents in BLS and school library certificate programs are expected to

decrease throughout the 1980's. Responses are needed to new patterns of

demand for librarians and to changes in the types of skills required of

librarians. There appears to be potential for programs currently offering

any level of library training to also take on the training of information

professionals for non-library settings.

For employers of librarians, this study implies that, on the

average, they will not be hiring many librarians. Such job openings as

they have will. result from retirements and from current employees changing

jobs, not from expansion. Although supply will be below its past levels,

it will still exceed demand, resulting in a buyer's narket. The low level

of turnover, however, suggests that libraries will have to place ah

increasing emphasis on staff development. Unable to create new positions,

and with fewer people leaving voluntarily (as the poor market discourages

them from seeking greener pastures), libraries will have to rely more on

retraining and less on hiring to bring in new skills in changing areas such

as automation of library processes and of information storage and

retrieval. Library educators may therefore want to switch some of their

efforts from the training of new librarians to continuing education.

The surveys conducted as a part of this study establiShed the

feasibility of collecting much of the data reIeant to researTh on

librarian employment, especially data on transfers; They also estaLlis:

baseline data on employment by all types of libraries and on graduate3 from

all library education programs. The models developed provide a means of

taking these data and evaluating the supply and demand situation. This is

a function which should be performed periodically for the library prufes-

sion overall, and would also be of interest within specific geographic:

areas and other subdivisions of the field. Finally, the results obtained

from this study provide challenges to library resealcher:3 to explore

aspects of the employment picture in greater depth, addressing such areas

as changes in functional requirements in ]ibraries, librarian mobility

patterns, job transfers by librarians, and monitoring of job openings
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY MI=THOEOLOGY

The Library School and Employer Surveys were conducted to provide

primary data for input into the models of librarian supply and demand

projected through 1990. The two sl:rveys are necessarily complementary:

the former covers graduates as a component of new supply and the latter

addresses employment, or demand, in the various types of libraries. Tb

ensure that the data from the two surveys were consistent, they were

undertaken in parallel.

A.1, SairpIe Development

The first procedure in the surveys' design was the development of

their respective samples, which occurred betwen August 1981 and January

1982. In order to get a true picture of librarian employment and demand in

all kindS Of libraries, the universe of library employers was viewed as

containing nine types of libraries (Table A;1); Sampling was based on

library type; with the National Center for. EdUCatiOn StatiStics providing

the sample designs for types 1-6 and 8. The sources for selection of these

samples were as follows:

Public libraries NCES, LIBGIS III, Public library

universe, 1977.

Public school district libraries/media centers NCES,

Public school systems (LEA'S) universe, 1979/80.

Private school libraries NCES, unpublished non-public

elementary and secondary school survey for 1976/77 through

1978/79.

o College and university libraries NUT, LIBGISAIEGIS

College and university libraries, fall 1979 survey.
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TA31, A.l--Employer. Sample: Library Types

V-1-12frj._

1 PdbliC

2 Public school district

3 Private school

College and university

5 Federal

6 Speciol serving state governments

7 Independent research

"Other" spc-:ial

9 State library agency

Note: Results from types 5-9 were aggregated to produce "special librar
tesults.

1".00
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Federal libraries NCES; survey of Federal libraries,

fiscal 1-ear 1978.

special libraries serving state governments NCEi, LTBGIS

II, survey of special libraries serving state governments,

fiscal year 1977. 1/

o Other special ibraries 1980 Anterican111:2,
33rd edition [11].

Public schools were sampled at the school district level, rather

than the individual school building level. Districts with fewer than 300

students enrolled were excluded; The best lists available for public

school districts and private schools colTered facilities both with and

without libraries. Public libraries and private school libraries of .11

sizes were surveyed: there were no exclusions from their respective

universes on the basis of small size of f.),:-Julation served or small number

Of students enrolled.

Independent- research libraries and state library agencies were

small groups and were included in the sample in their entirety. The

.arses for the remaining two universes were: a current listing of the

7-embers of the Independent Research Libraries Association and the listing

of state library agencies found in the 1981 B-6&54Abillital, pp. 515-518

[121.- Within each other employer type,.a]l large libraries were included

with certainty. The universe of librarian employers was then further

broken down within types 1-6 and 8; other library characteristics as shown

in Table A.2 were used to stratify these samples.

1/ File names that correspond to the sources listed for inpioyer types 1-6
ate:

NCES.XEENBF.LIB.UNIVERSE.A1977.MASTER;
NCES.XEFSBF.MSEG.SDU.A79-80;
NCES;XEENBM;ELSEG;NPSU.IMPUTE;A76-78;
NICES;XEENBM.EDI;HEG;LIB14.A773-79.U.E.;
EDT;FEDLIBA7978;
EDIJ,IB.SPECIAL.STATES.A1977
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TABLE A 2.--Stratification Variables for Library Types (Maximum of 3
variables per type)

(1) Public

(2) PL lie di7trict

(3) Private scl-ool

(4) Cc_ =.nd uniVerS:;.ty

(5) F,

Special serving state

(7) Independent research

(8) Other special

(9) SLite liurary agencies

va-f

Region, Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area; population served

Enrollment; :.on

ReLigious affiliation, type
(e:1 mentary or secondary),
enrollment

Control _(private or public), type
(university, 3 yr. or 2 yr.), staff
size

Size (number of professional staff)
by region: 2 digits together
indicate a single stratum

governments Size (number of professional staff
members)

Not stratified

Number of professional staff
members

Not stratified
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The universe of library schools/programs was determined from a

variety of published lists. In order to avoid cross classification of

schools offering more than one program and so that each program could be

traced back to its source list; library schools were broken down ?lito the

folloWin0 types:

1 ALA-a-c : master'S programs

2 Nonaccr Master's programs; PALS associates

3 Nonaccreclited Master's programs, not AALS associates

4 Undergraduate programs

5 Degree/program unknown

6 School library certification programs

Names of library education programs were culled from the sources below

(numbers correspond to library school types):

ALA October 1981 list of accredited programs; updated
before maileut from March 1982 list.

Directory of the Association of American Library Schools,
1980, updated to 1981.

3 Amulg.an _Library Directoxy__(1980) list_ of nonaccredited
programs (cross-checked against source #2 to remove AALS
associate members).

American Library Association, Standing CoAnittee on Library
Education; November 1980 list: Unirkzyraauate Programs in
Library Eduor-tion (four-year schools), supplemented by all
other undergraduate program r.i.;,tings in the 1980 American
Lii)ra_c_Direftuy=

Programs present in a packet of materials from the Scheel
Library Manpower Project that were not round on any other
lists. (Note: this list was used to supplement the other
1Stings and many metbers on this list were found net to
-offer library education programs).

6 Peterson's Annual GLiJe to Undergraduate Study; 1980
edition; arcl correspondence with State Education Agencies,
1982.

Once both 8etE=t of samples were designed and stratified where

apprcprate, each prospective respondent was then assigned an
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identification number consisting of one digit for-survey type, a three

digit sequential number, and three digits for strata. Next a two digit

state code (using the Office of Education state codes list) was added in

order to facilitate geographic .analysis of the results. The sample

listings, modified in this fashion, were then used as copy from which we

typed mailing labels and created logs;

Developpent of the survey instruments began early in the project

and continued throughout the period during which the sample:, wore designed.

In 1981, the project staff developed drafts of the questiories for the

pretest and then sent these forms to Department of EdOcThh project

Officials and the project advisory board. After completLcn of the

necessary modifications, the forms were submitted cor FEDAC/OtT tcia

which was received in September of 1981. Pretesting commenced with

visits in late September and continued through October with a total of

eighteen conducted; A mail pretest of 81 employers and 22 library schools

began in late October with follewup in Novemtv . Pretest resp-se

statistics are given in Table A;3;

Once followup efforts had been completed, the pretest

questionnaires were then examined to determine the range of numeric

responses and to identify questions that had given respondents diffitulty.

This analysis initiated certain changes in the questionnaires. Full time

work was redefined as that considered full time in the particular library;

this was done to cover employees in libraries that consistently used less

than a 35 hour work week (school libraries, etc.). Due to the fact that

some library schools kept records on a calendar year rather than on an

academic year bacisk it was decided that both forms of data were acceptable

in the Library School Survey; Questions on the educational attainment of

librarians in the Employer Survey were also broadened, taking into account

non-library degrees, etc. Due to respondent difficuJty in providing data

about school library certificate program conpletionsi state Boards of

FdocatiOn Were contacted in the hopes of supplementing survey data. This

provided a few additional names of schools to survey, but no state-level

clata:
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TABLE A;3;-- Pretest Response Statistics

Et4PLOYER SURVEY

Liba-ry Tpe Adjuate_d Sample Usable Response
J

,-

1

2

18(21

19(2)
15(2)

12(2)
3 12(2) 7 (2)

4 18(3) 17 (3)

5 10 (1) 8 (1)

6 3 (0) 3 (0)

7 1(0) 0

8 12(2) 10 (2)

0 0

LIBRARY SCHOOL SURVEY

2

9 (3)

2(1)

7 (2)

7(0)

0

3 (0)

usableRe sip-ease a

9 (3)

2(1)
5 (2)

5 (0)

3 (0)

3 (0)

Nett.: Site visit statistics are indicatrA in ( );
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At this point, full scale survey formS were designed incorporating

the aforementioned changes and one additional alteration: the nioae year"

of the E77lOyer Survey was converted from 1981 to 1982, and the time

,_:overage of all other questions was shifted forc-4atd one year so that the

fin-±.i data would as current as possible. Finally, a second review

process was completed and the full-scale forms were submitted for clearance

in February of 1982. The final survey instruments are included at the end

61 this appendix as Exhibits A.1 and A.2.

A. 3. isu:1,-1,ZiLre_y_rtas,2:1 leer of

OMB cleared the full-scale instruments in early May. MailoutS of

the Employer questionnaires began nearly immediately and were made in

successive waves, and the Library School questionnaires follbWed closely

behind in early JUne. Initial mailouts to 2,332 employers and 382 library

education programs were completed bV JU1V. Before the end of the initial

iiailbut8, mail and subsequently phone foHowups were set in motion. A

second questionnaire with a new cover letter sent regular mail was used as

the first (maiI) followup procedure. Aftet approximately two weeks,

retaining nonrespondents called. Those who agreed to re800ind over the

Phone then received another questionnaire if they so requested. A few

weeks later, respondents who stated theV would comply during the first

phone folloWub but who had not yet replied were called once again.

Followups continued until the end of September when acceptable levels of

response were attained for each emplover/prbgtaM type. (The greatest

difficulties were with private school libraries; due to pOot response

rates, an alternate r.artle was chosen and surveyed in early September. The

low response rate here appears attributable to timing: private schools

were CleSed with no adlninitrative staff present during the summer and most

likely cuj:e concerned with start of school year matters through early

September) . Final response rates were calculated after the physical

presence and response category of each questionnaire were verified, with

universe estimates adjusted as necessary to account fOt closings, etc. The

tb:,:_zp-bh: rate tally; wnich aggregates the pretest and full -scale

statistics, is shown in Table A.4.
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TABLE A.4,7- Survey UniVerse

Estimated
Universe

Size
Sample
Size Respondent

Response
-Rates

Employer Survey

Public libraries 8,144 501 373 74%

Public school libraries 11,694 415 298 72
:

Private school IibrF:ries 13,Fci1 363 199 55

College and university libraries 2,976 511 406 79

Feder-al libraries 825 190 160 84

Special librardeS Serving
State governments 754 46 42 93

Independent research libratieS 15 15 11 73

Other special libraries 5;624 243 193 79

State library agencies 51 41 80___51

TOTAL 43,644 2;335 1,723 74

LiLID1,10Qi_SILLY_QY

Accredited MLS programs 63 63 55 87

AATS-assoc; nonaccredited MLS
proijrca& 30 30 17 57

Non-AALS-ascvlated
non-accredited MLS progtams 66 66 32 48

UnCerjraduate prograMS 91 91 55 60

Programs with unknon degree/
certification 15 15 7 47

Schbol library certificate programs As --2 90_.1Q.

'1'111 275 275 175 64
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A.4 Rre-cbding Procedures

During the period between the pretest survey and close of the

full-scale survey, test manual edit procedures were drafted and tested on

the pretest questionnaires. The8e were then modified for the

post- clearance full-scale questionnaires. As the full scale responses came

in. project staff examined them for recurring kinds of non-numeric

responses and for errors, as well as fOr the range of numeric responses.

ThiS investigation of f'ull-scale data, along with the previously determined

ranges of pretest responses and identification/strata number ranges,

provided information for checks for alloWable numeric data for all parts of

each of the two surveys. Extensive infra- questionnaire consistency chocks

(e.g. men plus women librarians equal total librarians; if no BLS prograt

offered, no BLS graduates reported) were developed for each survey type and

included in manual edit procedures.

Ohcc., data processing staff reviewed the preliminary editing

procedures. record layoutg were devised. The final record layouts and

preliminary edit ptocedues were then used to formulate a codebook for each

survey type.

A. 5 c_Dallig_ilimi_114.111ng.

Training for coderg Occurred early in August, while survey staff

Were still heavily involved in followUp effOrtg. Coders were instructed to

watch out fdt numeric and logic errors and to call the respondent whenever

necosary for claLificatibh. An estimated 200 completed calls were made to

Clarify responses. At the same time, data processing personnel converted

manual edit procedures (both logic and numeric range) into computer program

format; Coding operations ended early in October with a final count of

qualified responses against receipt control forms.
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A.6 Keypunching

In late September, KIRI sent 50 questionnaire (25 of each survey
type) to NCES' keypunching facility and to our data processing contractor

to test accuracy and turnaround time. COMNET; NCES' facility, proved
adeqbate and keypunched the questionnaires in batches corresponding to
employer/library program t ypes betWeen October and early November 1982.

A.7 Computer Editin

After a test run of the edit programs on a small segment of survey
data showed that these programs worked properly; master tapes of data from
each type of survey instrument were created. Once master tapes that could
be read by our data processing facility had been made; edit runs to
identify range and logic errors as well as missing data began. Correction
of the keypunched data took an entire Month, for several reasons: the
sheer bulk of the EMployer Survey data, frequent orto in the
identification/strata numb4 portion of cases, and the need to verify all

values given as sums against' the additibn of their components. Editing of

numeric responses to the Library School Survey was finished by late
November; the Employer data required more time and was completely clean by
mid-Decenber;

A.8 Weighting

Weights for the Employer Survey were developed by NCES based on the

following data for each survey Stratum:

original universe size

mailout

qualified mailout

responses
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IN 7ost cases, the counts of the survey mailout and the qualified mailout

Were the same. A number of private schools, however, reported that they

had no library or media Center. This information was used to develop

estimates of the universe of private schools with libraries bt Media

centers. A feW additional adjustments were made to the universe size based

on libraries that had closed, could not be located, or were otherwise

unqualified.

The term "responses" refers to questionnaires of qualified

respondents containing some or all of the requested data. Refusals were

counted as nontespondents. Weights were computed for each stratum by

dividing te revised universe size by the number of responses. This weight

thUS combines calculations to project from the number of respondents to the

mailout size and from the number mailed out to the universe of employers.

In a few cases, adjacent small strata were collapsed and a combined

weight developed. In all, weights were computed for 183 strata. TO give an

indication of the magnitude of the weights used Table A.5 gives the range

of weights for each: library type.

The above pro,.7ess was followed generally, with the exception being

certainty Strata Witi- nisreSpOndents. In these instances, peer libraries

with similar characteristics were selected from among respondents and given

a Weight of 2.0. Other L,,...;pondents in the certainty strata received a

weight of one. In one case, Where there was only cne library in a

certainty strata and it did not respond, the peer library was selected from

another Stratum and that librc 's data were used for the nonrespondent.
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TABLE A.5--Rang of Weights Used for the Employer Survey

Library T

Number of

Ztt-at*

Universe Response Range of

Size-Wei2ht-s

Public (1) 60 8;144 373 1.0-376.0

Public school

district (2) 56 11;694 298 1.0-260.0

Private school (3) 21 13,561 199 3.875-411.0

College and

university (4) 22 2,976 4C6 1;0-

Federal (5) 8 825 160 1.0-19.23

Special Serving

state gove,-nments (6) 5 754 42 2.0-22.88

Independent research (7) 1 15 11 1.0-2.0

"Other" special (8) 9 5;624 193 1.0-107.0526

State library agency (9) 1 51 41 1.0- 2.0

TOTAL 183 43,644 1,723

* After similar small strata were collapsed.
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Weights for the Library School Survey were calculated based On the

from which the Schools were sampled. mhe weights for the six strata

%.E rc aL foflows:

ALA-accredited (1) 1.1455

AALS associate

(ncnaccreciited)

(2) 1.7647

Other graCuate (3) 2.0625

Undergraduate (4) 1.6545

Unknown (5) 2.1429

Certification (6) 7.1111

The weights as developed for ez-ict strata were applied to the clean

survey data after editing, and checks were performed to make fl-0--airi that

the weighted estimates of the universe were correct; A file was created

which contained the weighted data resultS.

A.9 IEVIrOtis2n

Imputation procedures were developed to deal with item nonresponse.

In order to carry out the imputations, those items requiring imputation

were identified, set procedures were applied, and an imputed value was

inserted in the survey file. Imputed Values are distinguished from

original values in the file by flag variables which are set to 1 when an

irrputati6n is present.

To develop imputation procedures, the overall level of nonresponse

and the honreponse patterns, that is, what combinations of questions tended

ha;/e all answers given or none at all, were looked at. On the Evloyer

Sijeve, question nonresponse ranged from be to about six percent with

only Part IID of the queStionnaire (referring to positions in previous

years) over 3 percent nonresponse. On the Library SchbOl Survey, item

tiOnteSpOnSe ranged from none to over 50 percent for some school library

certification data. Generally, school library certification data were
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the most incomplete. For the other types of program item nonresponse was

about 10 percent for admit8iOnS data, 2 percent for completions data, and

25 percent fox placement data.

Imputation procedures were based on logical relationships within

the questionnaire and on data for respondents to a particular question in

the same stratum as the nonrespondent. For example, if an employer

identified the total number of current employees (Question 26C) but did not

break that down by sex, an imputation was made based on the total given and

the percentage breakdown of males and females for oLler employers in the
same stratum. Detailed rules were developed for imputation of all
questions requiring them, with alternate procedures specified depending on

what other items were missing or not missing on the particular
questionnaire.

Because of the complexity of the imputation rules, imputations were

Carried out by hand; Computer runs were first made to identify those items

luiring imputation and the televaht within-strata means needed to compute
;_nem. After the inputations were done the values were added to the survey

file and the imputation flags were set.

A.10 Anal y.sis

. The weighted, imputed survey data were used to conduct a basic
analysis of survey data. TabOlationS were made for all questions for each

type cf employer and each type of library school program, and some

additional tabulations were done based on specifications developed as a
part of the final survey clearance package. The output from these analyses

is presented prinarily in Chapter 2 of this report.

Survey data were also input to the various models of supply and

deiiand developed for this study. These uses of the survey data are

identified in this report as the modelling efforts are described.
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Ourf f_r'iTt EttlY

There are two general SoUrce of ertor in naking estimates From

sample surveys; The first of theo; sampling error, Occurs because

estimates are baled On a :.sample rather than observations taken from the

entire population. second se -c is called nOnsampling -ror and is

attriutable to a number of sources such as the inability

ini ,r n,..t ion about all 1 ibt8rie8 or places of employment in -c

improper sample desin (or assirjnmeni:S of weights), impreci sen(ns of

definitions, different interpretatians of questions, inability (or

unwillingness) of respondents to provide a curate data, mistakes in

prc.sing the data and so on,

The extent of sampling errors Can be measured by standard errors.

If a aMple Of a liverl size was ';hoseri over and over again, there would be

many different estimates found from the Samples. The difference between a

particular sample estimate and the average of 811 possible samples is

called the sampling deviation. A standard errs af an estimate (e.g.,

ran, proportion or total) made frOth a particular sample is a measure of

the deviation or variation among estimates (e.g., of all means) from all

possible sampleS (of a given sample size) . It is a measure of the

precision with which an estinate frOM a particUlar :-.:ample approximates the

average result of all possible samples. The precision is greater if the

Variabil: Of observations from the population is less or if the

sampin size is greater. In fact, an estimate will have perfect precision

if the entire population is sampled (i.e., a cerr-JS). The reason for this

is tLAt the estimate:: of all possible samples of the entire population

would be the same so that there is no Variability.

The standard error alSo partially itez,$ores the effect of certain

nonsampling errors. Any systematic biasos in the data are not so measured.

Pia:: is the difference, averaged over all possible samples, between the

estimatc and the desired value being estimated. Because of bias, a sample

-4
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of tin. 1 pop', I-La ion would yield an estimate that is not the true
popular-ion value of the estimate. Bias is difficult to detect or p.E.'asure.

h t0 i i Lrr or can be thought of as the hypotenuse of c right triangle
whore the two sideS are the preLisin and bias; Sampling errors;
nuntnipling ter roru and eft iciency of t1-. design as they apply to the
,-urvey leading to this report are di:-cussed below.

As mentioned above, the extent of sampling errors can be measured
by ' andard rors. This part of the section en sources of error frorti the

'liscusses hew standard errors can be employed to coMpLit Confidence.
i , g , 3 imates of standard errors for some principal

est jj.:-':7; and deci lb es 11:, the Standard error:- were computed. Standard
rots are of preseh :d as absolute nunl;.- as relative standard

Our s (coefficients o; variation) Where the error is divided by
th. f2:1-,t1pot-e it is applied to (i.e., mean, to oporti oh , etc.) . In

repei-t. moth obL;olute and relati-.e standard errors are presented. The
absolulJe standard errors can be described in terms of con: lence intervalS.
II -standard r-rror is added to and subtracted from fhb eStinate it is
arplied to, the result is a confidence interval at about 0.66 level of
o Hfid,,nee. `rill iJeans that, if the sample (at a given size) is repeated
cy:er- and over about Lw,-:-thirds of the estinalied confidence intervals
Would contain the average value of all f- = . Thus a particular
bu:T1 has a one-third 'fiance Of not containlng the average Val0e Of
inteeLt. If one wants to be more certain tha estimated confidence
interval:2 contain the average vahlo Of interest, one can compute a 0.90
ievel of conf idence b the standard error by 1.64 and a 0.95
ieVel Of COnfidence by multiplying the standard error by 1.96. New
confidence inter -o10 can be CompOted at the 0;90 and 0.95 levels; Meaning

that 90 j)erent and 95 percent of the estimated Confidence intervals of
repeaLed weuLd contain the average value of all DOSS ible gamples.

A cesiidence interval COMpOted with three standard errors (as oippOed to 1,
1.64 and 1.96 standard errors) would have almoOt; all intervals contain the
average value of al 1 possible LtamOle
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Ls noLe,..1 that the Library School SInvey wan a ccnsus (i.e.; all

institutions were bri.Juded in the survey) and thus the principal error is

attriHited to iration and not sampling. Tables A.6-A.9 covc:r the

Surv- and give st-,,eral principle estimates; the absolute and

telarive '.4'.-Lh.lard errors of the estimates; the sample size used in the

;:(1j.ptitj1L. the Standard errors and the number of observations for which

iorl were 7,ade due to missing items. (The latter data will. be

il.cusned in detail in the next part of this section).

ft is ':_ed that the relative standard errors of the nuruer of

lihratianS emOleyed tend 'so increase as the data become older. For

exan'Tde, with the total number of li::rians employed by public libraries

r':dat ;;__-an(!.:rd error is 0;06 in li;:? and abodt 0.10 in 1978. The

a:.solntn_ and relatiV,: standard errors for 7131 emr:loym a.if; new hires and

departures aor),r to be Quite reasonable.

In order to be able to kno what the sampling errors are for other

rata in thl- report; approximate cistimates are ploided for relative

standard Errors and absolute standard errors for v:._ious levels of the

nuaber of per:-;ons estirrated to be in the population for each of the four

empliryn strata. These estimate': :which are also st-b..,'7:Ct to sampling

rror) were derived by plottinc the stinted numbers of persons against
_ _

reiat- eve standard errors (obsez,:i in Tables A.6 through A;9) on log-Iog

jt3i r. straight line was then drawn througl- the points to provide

4)p-/i1101,=, valneS of relative standard errors at intermedia'ce points.

Note that these tables apply only to recent ata and not to estimates of

pr(;Viou: years or rjrojected years. The resHts are given in Tables A.10

thiough A.13.
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%aluesi Al-).=;olute Stariaril F,rrors, Pelative Ttandarcl Erroi- Sample
. of imfAit:4:-__ionS_For Mployment (1978-82), Women Egploy( (1982);

GruduaH.:: (19, ) , Ndrilibrary Information_Professional5 Hired (1981).,
Tot,A1 (1981 J:s), Information Proliona; Leavir,g Library

(1( l) at, 1 Tet:al Librarians Leavinij (1981) Public Libraries

Estiliated Absojute
Value Of Stamlard

Ciamt,:tetitic 174-rrs

Relative
StanCard
Error:;

Sample No-. of
Size Tmputations

To1 or,

(197,

''or.-1 1 1] ,t .1 r

L19-19)

32 2,970

2,129

0.10

0.07

367

369

84

Tut al No. of Lii)td
E-ployt_; j980) 30,400 2,213 0.x17 372

;o; .11 "Jo. (>1 T,i1 : ijins
, rr,.( :3 (198. 30,700 2, -o41 0.07 371

T era 1 No. of f. _!!

I (.,ye(il (19P7) 31,100 2,3 i9 0.06 372 0

T,.):--31 No. ui
q982) 29,040 1,488 0.05

Hicol (1981) 830 77 0.09 370 7

7'lonlibrary InfrTotion
(L981) 100 0.21 7

Li r: ins Hired (1.981)

in! , q rot iron Pr (,1-:::- ;nrnd1:-.
1,; -,J: irti IL:,:iry 1:,i,)1.o.;(..I.
(1921)

5,230

260

698

107

0.13

0.41

370

7,7

TOLT: I f:_:!-:,r-a r ian:- T.,,.:-,AY in; (1961.) 4 ;550 307 0.07 372 9
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TABL1 A;7.--E:3.ti:Jt-er11 Values, At,:x)lute Standard Errors, Relative Standard Errors, Sample
Si: and No. of Imputations for EmpIcvmmt (1978-82), Women Employed (1982),
ML Iraduator; Hirod (1983) , NonIiLrazy Information Professionals Hired

i) , Tot-JI Lii,r1i,ans Hired (1981, Information ProfeAionals Leaving_
13ry Employer (1981) Librari,JnS Leaying (1981) by Public
,1 I L;

Charms f.

EStirTated Absolute Relative
Value of Stambrd Standard Sample No; of

Charactoric Frrors Errors Size Imputations

To ot. kirorians
(197)

ToLal 'Iii. _01

19,900 0.04 403 12

E:i1:.)10y(q1 (P419) 20,360 668 0.03 404 10

Total No. ol lilqaT:ans
E:Edoyed (1980)

ol iihrari.ans

20;410 719 0.03 404 7

E:itployc,d (1981) 20;410 692 0.03 404 8

No. of Lihfarians
(1-922) 21,220 659 0.03 405

N'). of Wor,n
(1,'2) 13,7) 514 0.04 405 5

r11-3 Cr-E.: to .,-;' Fired (1981) 49 0;10 403 0

:,.i.til 1171! t c.n

i louui. i t i1; (1981) 14.. 25 018 403 0

t7.31 Libraria >>:> 'ir2d (1981) 2;310 88 0.04 403

11101- ion Ptolionc.11.:,
EiHtLir Eml.doyor

(191) 180 24 0.13 405 7

Tot-U1 E:1:!JrjanS
2;760 126 0.06 405 7



1'21!I,v AbSolute Standard Fri ors, POlivO Standard FE rOrS; Sample
-!_;!!put:ations for iployment (1978-82) , Women Employed (1982)

;1,61! kit 111 t (190]); bra ry Inforriat ion professionals Hired
'1001) T()JI IHr ions Iii red (1981) , Trifonat i on Professionals T,e. mcj

1 , 1 1 . 1 ; 1 1 H , l o y e i 0 0 1 ) and Total L i t ira bans Leaving (1901) oy Public
r ,

3' 1. ! 1.

71. II Polar
".k., Iu e of st anda r,1

Ci I:actor Errors Driors 1 e
No. of

Imputations

.,31 1 /0)

!,11.!
:1 ( 1 ') (!) ) 62,750

1,841

1,755

0:03

0.03

496

497

10

lc

7:).
6::. i 32 -1,763 0.03 497 10

1,1iHt

'1901) 210 1;842 0.03 496

(1";-2-) 65;203 2;198 0.03 4.3 'd

-!'!!:,:il. NO. Of 7...,::
(I (n.!1-.'; 61;080 1 ;0 0.02 497 7

1-,:-= 71.-3aJ,Di-,:0 i; !!:q: (1,981) 1,510 556 0.37 493 23

II. 1:-11,!_:.it k)!:

H!1, q_3 (j( ly 420 290 0.61 493 24

- -,'- - ; 1!, 1r -3 3- ;; '3 3-- . (1 921) 11,130 902 0.00 493 24

1! 3i(L.IHLII
101 i 1 1;

10011) 710 351 0:49 496 25

Tot iioo on:
(10,1) 7,060 1,005 0.13 496 25



1\I-4-,olute Standard Error, Relative Standard Errors, Sample
az, and NO. Imputations for Floploynent (1978-82); Women Employed (1982) ;

(1981) ; Nonlibrar2 Information Professionals Hired
(1981); Total Librarians Hired (1981), Information Professionals Leaving
Library EmpL-y(' (1981) and Total Librarians Leaving (1981) by Pubc
Librales

CYoractoritic

1--::T iliated -1!ihc,lute Relative
Value of SLandard 'Mandan-1 Sample No. ,,17

Characteristic Errors ,c8s Size Imputations

ToLii .:6. oft-ai-ian
8 ,-,Jyp.d (1978) 15,640 971.0 0;06 447 20

Total Nc); of 1,ihr,71rH11:7

1.,;r1H6,..-6:1 (1979 17,040 1,361.0 0.08 447 16

Tot-J1 No, LihratianL;
Entplo (1980) 17;480 1,333J 0.07 447 14

! :.:o, of 1.,irpr:ms
L'.1 )10( , (1981) 17,660 1;4 ..1 0.08 447 29

TotEil No. of L11-rarizinE-

Employ (1982) 18,600 1,512 0.08 447 0

Total No. of Wonion
Employod (1982) 14,f,-.:_ 1;268 0.08 447 6

MLS C:radiptes Hired (19:: 940 333 0.35 445 6

:(;.;:ihr.] iniorrhatic41

Pco1" ,O ,Ali iHJOd (1981) 220 119 0.54 445

Tot-ai I ILI Il lath:; ;-red (1981)

flifoli,oLion Pi cd

4,--'40 182 0.04 445 6

Librar: F;i1E.,loyor

320 218 ).68 447 7

Total Lihr ai i-ri 1,oavin(j

(19 2,680 553 0.21 447



Th1,1.: A.10 ---T;LL6*; 35 kt-httive Standard Errors and Absolute Standard
.1-or Variou2 fóve14 Of Number of_2ersons in Population

:or P.!blic Li i0 ; (n=37r-372): 1982

4i:: r tTO Per

rr.')121,i±:tt
:ive AbSblute

100 30.0% ± 30

2')0 24.0% ± 60

500 19.0% ± 95

7i0 17.0% + 125

1,000 16.0% + 160

.2i500 12.0% ± 300

..;;';L) 9.6% + 980

8.6% ± 650

1,0uo 7,9% ± 790

25,0)0 6.2 ± 1,550

50,092 3.0% ± 2;500

TALK A !---Apc,zite R(A.Dtdv,2 StartJaPi Errors and Absolute Standard
,1L Vurious bevels of Number of Persons in Population for

ICjHnri Slurries fa-----403-405): 1982

ill _PV.PUJ0 Ljci;1

Relat ive Absolute
_

100 16.0% ± 16

2 )(, 12.0% + 30

50() 9.8% ± 50

l'-)0 8.6% + 65

1;000 7.91 ± 80

2,500 5.91 ± 145

5,000 48-7, ± 240

1;500 4.2% + 315

io,ono 3.8% ± 380

25,000 2.9% ± 725

50,000 2.4% ± 1,200
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TABLE 1',12--Approxillate RefaLive Standard Errors alid Absolute Stanc Id

Errors at Various Levels of Number of Persons in Population for
School L4'raries (n=493-497): 1982

rlunber of Pc.r:;ons

in PopulixLicaa_

Relati,/,.

at_alaciar_d_fir_rox

Absolute

Ztanda_r.Q._ Error

250 95.0% + 30

730 51.0'6 4: 65

000 VI.0% + 80

2,500 17.0'., 145

5,000 14.0% ± 240

7,500 12;0% + 315

10,000 .9.4% -1 380

25,000 5.3% + 725

50,000 3;4% + 1,200

75,000 2.7% + 2,000

TABLE A.13--AL,-,roximate P1.aLi. Standard Errors and Absolute Standard _

Error atVarious Levels of Number of Persons in Population for
Special libraries (n= 445 =447) : 1982

NuAlor (-):: Persons Relative i:,hsolute

r_st E r_r.911;_

100 93.0%

--)50 61.07; + I33_

51;0 44.0% 3 223

730 36.0 ,-

1,000 31.07i ± 310

2,500 20.3?) 1 50u

5;000 19.0 + cril

500 12.0 +

io,000 llJn -1,1Cci

25,000 6.67; ± 1;650

50,000 4.8% ± 2k4u0
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The estinkatted standard errors were computed by employing a method

referred to as replicated half-sampling. This method is used when

computational estimates of standard errors are difficult to trao. In

effect what is done i8 to 8nbdivide the sample into randbm subsamples of

equal size called replicates and t .ke population estimates of the

characteristics of interest (e.g.; totals; moans or proportions) from each

subsample. Then the variance of the estimates of the subsamples provides a

(usually) slightly biased overestimate of the estimated variance; had this

estimate been made by computational formulas. The replicates (.e.,

subsamples) were chosen and variances computed by a computLr pro ram

written by Westat, Inc. The equation for computing the variance is

where: is the estimate of
population characteristic

bass. d on the rth
half =sample .

is tt. estimate of the Same

population charastcristic

based on the full sample.

r = 1, 2, ..., R

is the numL..-r replicates, and

is the estimaL

of x .

\-ariance

The number of replicates (R) employ, n the estimates in the tableS i8 32.

:sources of h,:nsampIing errors in the

irveys; The sch source of error

inal It IL .,:,1?i_rigrieSs to lOoP up records to obtain

accurate ' ly Lc. evant as older data are

reouested ,sav, Dinu;1._ of attributable to this
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_ , 7p): ::!,. ',./ ,.,:.,1, diScuSsi over the telephone with

flt-- :;:vjgost that it is not a sign'i' source of error. A far

,0 r souro of ,.rH : .101) involve 7-_- odels to project total

rariah Hpoly and . Lind. Again, ensure rxtent of this

COL.

her source of nonsamplinc, error deals with nonrespondents, that

!aims, -Spondeht. that refused to answer questions or did not respond

ryen aft. repeated requests to do so. Wihr-cohe has been discussed.

ti ovi.ratl response rate in the Employer Survey was -74%: (ranging from 55%
. , . .-to 93', depending on the type of library) . The problem \alto noin_L-Tonses is

11(..n12:ponclent sample may be different from the respond-Alt sawp1.,:!.

AL reSpeiir, ite:; get over 60 percent the differences in estimates from the

two samples (nonresponse and response) must be quite different to Yield

appreciably different results for e imates of the entire Population. For

examo]e, assure hat the prOportiOn of librarianS that are nim is being

esti:liated and that froT samp' of 1000 li 'ries thre are 600 -esnonding

librariS which yield estm,- -7 10 '!r-tt male librarians; For the

population estinate of male iibLal to be aS high 20 perceiLi the

nonrespondents .'-;:am He of 400 would have to have 35 percent male which is

SirhntantialiY orator han the 10 percent observed in the responding 600.

The point that there has to be something radically different about the

nonresponding sample (if response rates are over 60% or so) for the

I ooninj to Show an appreciable difference from the population

value.

Try ibL;o1-)hy holds for imputing for PiiSSing items, except

that she ;,ations mselves can be biased. That is, the imputed

usually based on sonic evidence available from the respondent so that

real values should not normally be too different_ In the carileS in the

rant of s;,bsection the number of imputations Performed for the

Employer Survey were uot2J. In the Library School Survey ;see Tables A.14

through A.17) , the proportion of values imputed to number of responses is

tart .c high fir school library certification characteristics (ranging

from 21 percent to 50 percent) , but much iotisier e_iwhere. The relative

stan('arcl errors app,:ar to reflect the imputed valuesi in that where the

prO;k,Lticii imputed values are high the relative standard deviations are
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stirrated Valuesi_ Sadiple Size and No. -a: Imputation for
Admissions (1981/82), COMpletionS (7976/82), and InforMa-
tion Professional_Placementt 1980/81) for Accr6dited MLS

Projral;1:-:

nuri`tct.iT is

Estimated
Value of

Characteristic
Sample
Size Imputations

To No. of Student_
(1981/82)

Of Student
(1976/77)

o. or Student
ctionEl (1977/78)

6,310

6;080

5,500

S',:uden*

C.wtton:3 (1978/79) 5,060 3 0

Tota-L No of Student, _

p_1(.tic.,n:, (1979/80) 4,10

T6t-,7:1 No. OF Student
C071pletii-0 (1980/81)

of Student

,^;200 53

C(xi,plet ii no :1981/82

Project ion)

to7a] No of Student
(2oLTpletioh:i-Maie

(19P,0/1981)

4,190

770

52

53

Tutia- 1 c5. OF St:1(1

Ca: i On rFena To

(1980/81) 3,430 53

Information Professional
(1980/' 196 52 10



-.15--Estinatod Va
missions (

tion Profei7.,;

P

3aMph2 Size and No. of Imputations for
1981/82); COmp1etion8 (1976/82)i an' Informa
ional Placeroens (1980/81) for NonaccreditOd
rcmitams

. .

Charactc.ritic

Total No. of Student

Value of
Cha-acteristic

Sample
Size

No,_of___
Imputations

Aji (1981/82) 860 25 0

1 NO . of Stuct.
i (in:, (1976 7) 1;230 27 4

Total No. ud(..nt

Cor,IH (1977778) 1,180 27 a

Total No. 01 Srudent
CollOti6n::-. (1973/79). 1040 27 2

T'Aal No, of Stuent
CorjpliTtions (1979/80) 780 28

Total No of Student
CorripIct (1980/81) 770 26 0

ToLD1 No. of Studc.nt

Ckq,,p1,::t.;(1):> (1981/82
PrOjeCtion) 730 25 2

Information ProfeEichal
(1980..'21) 5 6
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A;16--Estimated Va inc, S-uple Size and No. of IMpUtations for

Actnissions__(1981/8"1) , ComplEtions (l976(82); Completions
InfOrmation Professional Placements

(1980/R1) for B,.2.:nelor's in Library Science Degrees

Progruip;

Estiroted
Value of Sample No. of

Characteristic Size Imputations

TO.,11 No; of Student
AJ:ili:;:,1.011L, (1981/82) 310 29 7

11 of E1tudent
det i6n:, (1976/77) 480 28 3

No, of StUdent
CoMC,lotIon (1977/78) 420 28 2

Tntial No; of Student
CoT,p1oti000 (1978/79) 400 28 0

To'rni . 61 Student
CollpliOns (1979/80) 370 29

i
i

Total 0. äf Student
Co4)1OtiOnn, (1989. .8 310 29 6

No, of Student_
-ombletion (1981/82
1,rojection) 270 29 3

Totul No; of Student
6olti s-Ma e
(1980/81) 17 29 1

ToLat NO of Student
c0mp1e!onS-FeMate
(198O/8

inforation

(19F0/81)

290

22

29

29

6

6
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TABU ;17--Estinated Values, Sample Size and No. of Imputations_for
Admissions (1981/82), Completions _(1976/82); Completions
by Sex (1980/81), and Information Professional Placements
(1980/81), for School Library Certification Programs

Estimated
Value of Sample No of

Characteristic Size Imputations

Total No; of Student
Admissions (1981/82)

Total No. of Student
ConuJetions (1976/77)

Total No, of Student

2;170

2,620

118

123

43

43

CoMpletiOn8 (1977/78) 2,380 123 36

Total No. of Student
Completions (1978/79) 2,190 124 32

Total No; of Student
Completions (1979/80) 1;980 124 28

Total No. of Student
Conpletions (1980/81) 1,700 123 27

Total. No, Of Stddent
Completions (1981/82
Projection) 1,620 121 31

Total No. of Student
Conpletions-Male
(1980/81)

total No. of Student

140 123 33

Completions-Female
(1980/81) 1,560 123 33

Information Professional
Placements (1980/81) 47 123 61
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high. This could reflect, however, the fact that these observations are

either infrequent or hard to identify, e;g;, for estimates of total

placement of information professionals. FOr the EMployer Survey, we find

similar results, although the proportion of items imputed is generally much

lower than with the Library School Survey. There are no instances where

the proportion of imputed items is over 7 percent of the responses.

Analysis was-performed to see if the relative standard errors of

estimates were affected by the amount of imputation necessary. It was

found that the ValdeS of relative standard errors were not correlated to

the proportion of observations that were imputed.

Sample surveys can be clone by having each unit sampled be chosen

with equal probability. This kind of sample is referred to as a simple

random sample. Statisticians usually recommend other sample designs in

order to either reduce data collection costs (e.g., cluster sampling) or to

improve the precision of estimates (e.g., stratified random sampling or

using ratio estimates with probability of selection in proportion to size),

In the former instance, some precision is lost; that is, the standard error

should be greater than one estimated from a simple random sample. A

measure of the efficiency of the sample design is the design effect which

is the ratio of the square route of the standard error estimated from the

sampJe divided by the standard error which would occur from a simple random

sample. Unfortunately; the estimate of standard error from a simple random

sample can be conputed only from an estimate of a proportion. In this

:;turfy such cuivarisons can only be made for estimates that could be

expressed as proportions; e J. the number of MS graduates hired which is

estimated from the Employer Survey. Such comparisons are shown in Table

A.18;
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TABLE A;18--Estimated Design Effect for Selected CharacteriStidS,
Employer Survey: 1982

Characteristic Design_Eff.eCt

Public Libraries

Information Professionals Hired (1981)

MLS Graduates Hired (1981)

Academic LibrarieS

Information Professionals Hired (1981)

MS Graduates Hired (1981)

School Libraries

Inforration Professionals Hired (1981)

MLS Graduates Hired (1981)

Special Libraries

Infornation Professionals Hired (1981)

MS Graduates Hired (1981)

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.7

1.8

1.6

2.0



When the values of the design effects are less than one, the sample

design employed yields a better result (from the standpoint of sampling

error) than a simple random sample of Individuals would. On the other hand

some efficiency is lost when the values of the design effects are greater

than one. As it turns out, two of the estimates are improved by the design

employed, two are about the same, and four are worse. Thus, on balance one

would CondlUcIe that the design lost some precision from the standpoint of

sapling errors. Howeveri since a simple random sample of individuals

would be costly; if not impossihle, it appears that the design employed was

satisfa:tbry.

"
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EXHIBIT A.1

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
__NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS
OFF tr:E OF LIBRARIES AND LEARNING TECHNOLOOIES

WASHINGTON. D C 20202

LISERRY HUMAN RESOURCES
EMPLOYER SURVEY

FORM APPROVED
ORAB NO 1116000132
APPROVAL EXPIRES Avavn 31 1084

I IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DUE °ATE. Jane 4.1982

NAuE AND ADORESS OF INST,TUTION

IF THE ABOVE ADORESS IS INCORRECT IN ANY WAY, PLEASE WRITE CORRECTIONS IN THIS SPACE.

NAuE Dr PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM

TITLE TELEPHONE (arm code. warml.sr. croavudoR)

PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY Thu survey will provide current information about the employment of
professionals and nonprofeuionali vnthin libraries. These data Will be used in the development of pro-
grams by the Office of Ubranea and Learning Technologies of the Department of Education. They will
artio be used by the profession as a whole, libraries; and library educators.

Thu report u authorized by law (20 U.S.0 1221.-I). Your coops:reboil as voluntary, but It it needed to make the results
of dui nary comprelycnom, accurate. Lod naleJy.

Moue mad dm eacaomel iaxtructsoas W you completa OM form.

Return am the cadosad pnataaa-psid mrealone to:

[Ma ireiralTrtaC, IBc
P.O. Box 71
IrocitvW M.50
MO 881-6766

It you ham quest:foes call the Sarney Dreclar, Mae Swam of [ills Remmtelit, lac at dm above wasober; or. call the raoject Moat, Beim &kind of
sus. at (30i) 47-64662.

ED a4cE--.-7iF(tm 2 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE



DEE'ARTMEMT aF EDLOCATHW
MATH:ANAL cgarrtat FOPI EDUCATION STATISTICS

AND
F ICE OF LIBRARIES AND LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

LIBRARY HUNAN RESOURCES
EMPLOYER SURVEY

PORN APP ROVED
ONO NO 11130-00112
APPROVAL EXIPIES 7/71114

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS before completing tlus fours. Mail the oonipletad /oleo to:

King Research
P.O. Box 71
Rockville, MD 20830
(301) 88 1-676b

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITION'

This report is concerned with library employees. Do not leave any Item
blank Enter "0" if the appropriate entry for an item u zero or none.
Enter "NA" if an item does not apply :o you: institution. If an mart
figure is not available for a particular item. but you know that the
amount is -*cater than zero. ENTER AN ESTIMATE OF THE AMOUNT.

REPORTING YEAR IS THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING IN 198L
UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.

Defautioes

LIBRARY. An orgaruzation which maintains and LrontroU4n organized
collection_ of pinned snater other graphic mster-W and/or nonprukt
media. which provides i regular tuff wluch _acquires and organises
materials. facilitates use of the collection. and delivers ler/mei to the
hbran's clientele, and which maintains an established schedule in
which the services of the gaff are available to the clientele

LIBRARIAN. A staff member doing work that requires professional
causing and skill in the theoretIcal and/or scientific aspect ol library
work, as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect. While a librarian

maally pones', Master's in library Science or equivalent degree.
for .poses of this survey librarians are defined by their Job responn-
bihties rather than their educational qualifications.

rvrac Servia_01 rerideritt Of a even cornmumtl. dirs.xt.
or legiOh. and receives its financial support, uy whole or in parr. from
public funds.

ACADEMIC LIBRARY. Forms an integral part of a college, unrsernty.
or other academic institution for postsecondary education. is organized
and admuustered to meet the needs of students, faar'1,. and affiliated
staff of the mitituuon or of a portion of that institution.

SPECIAL LIBRARY. Serves a business Surma professional association.
government agency. Or other organized group. and does not meet the
criteria for an academia, public, or school library, or is maintained by a
parent organization to OMe a specialized clientele. This category in-
cludes independent research libraries and librarkes serving corporate
orgaruzations_Feders], Stte, an orb ageni.zs. an ether groups.

dudes state Bbrary agencies.

ED (LACES) FORM 2425,4/12
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PART I DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION

Sped& Instructions

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY, (Line 1). An educational agency at
the local level which exists primarily to operate schools or to contract
for educational =vices; it may Alan be calkd I Olool district; School
system, or loot] basic administrative unit.

If you have thwaid any of rh ties (I) through_ (4) of Part _I DO NOT
CONTINUE. Plee7se.rettYrit the questionnaire in the enclosed postage-
Pird. envelope. Thank you for your cooperation.

If none of lines (1) through (4) applies to your organization. PLEASE
CONTINUE.

THIS OUESTI-ONNAI-RE-1-5-1-NTENOEO-F-0-R -LIBRAFUES-AND-F-OR_L0'. AL EDUCA_TION.ADEveCiES ADMINISTER ONNE OR. MORE
LIBRARY /MEDIA CENTERS IF ANY OF THE BELOW OESCRIBE YOUR ORGANIZATION, PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY

O LOCAL E-OUCATION AGENCY WITH NO LIBRARY
/MEDIA CENTER

O BUSINESS OR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION WITH
NO LIBRAR,
TNE-O-R-GAN1ZATION_TO-WNIC-H T_KE QUESTIONNAIRE
IS AOORESSE 0 NO LONGER EXISTS

4. 0 OTHER OPIGANIZATION WITH NO LIBRARY, PLEASE
EXPLAIN:

U you have checked any of the above, pima daaeit oontinne_Return_the istesetinenetre th tk.
ericoinel peerage-paid envelope. Thank you for your cOOPFTSEIon.

U none of the above applies to your organization. pilaw continue.

ED INCEST FORM UN, 4/112
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PART II LIBRARY STAFFING

Specklic Unitructsorui

Y1 ST Ill's :A NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 131 TYPE OF POS1
)0's JANLAR1 1. 198: Rep,;, all rocloodual employed N yOan
7., do or ah),' lan..,ars I 19,2 E NicLUDE mr_ntenarce and

staf: stud*-:, paid on an "lour!. bails, and positions tha:
r JC.ar, Religious uvrrruriont or those affil(a:cd woos

Inc :I j,...! o:garulatlor, should IC-Lt.:DE c,niribured
esarritsle mernhe", of religious orders who receive

)," tie a: n. pa. hecau," f. the rule ..)" customs of toe,: OICit,p

TN! impLuvrE_s (Lanes SrI. Includes AI: paid emolo ens
ss.rk Or Ball !Lrlt work week es".tashed you: librars Lo nut

sol,ntecrs

PART TIME EMPLOYEES (Lanes S81 Repo?) alI pair erriPloyees
,es. :har. "tie :a s.s.71; .c:5 weer Ior )out Irt,:a:j D., not

in, :as", so:urver,

ll / TIMI F.)i-rNALENn OF_ PARTTIMF EMPLOYFES (Lanes
64) I) !LPU :line equisa.encs (EH e pe:'-!Lrrl ern.

, `PP:, :' c' hours worked ueek es the pa," time
.rc hs :he nu te of hours Cr sou: lu'Jtime woo week F,

ssams,-Ic c ^sr Iss es u unrkk 2.5 hn),:r pe wee, ci a Ist,a
, tpOi w v.ecIL dIvidecl 4!

LIBRARIANS (Line 61 Stafi membc:s Corm 0., r, :ha' ro,,..oe.
protest:anal training and skill ir) thin. theoretiC,o end ,.t.r.1'1,
Of Lbrar) Work as droner (rot-) its mech.sna. »r

OTHER PROFESSIONAL (Lme 61. Persons whin, url
pe in positions norrnalls tequIrrr at least . Bache)), , ()epee in
other field (e.g.. curators. irchmsts, computes special's:, suble.
bibliographers, etc.)

TECELNICAL. CLERICAL. AND OTHER SUPPOAT STAFF (Line
Repot: persons in technical assistance and clerical ,-env :.), w .as

speolically assigned Iv the Bahian and incli.,3ed in :he lar-rar.
Do NOT report custodial. maintenance, or student empl) sees

QUESTIO's 2B POSITIONS UNFILLED. FULLTIME EQLTS'A
LENCY, JANUARY I. 1982 Rep ore all budgeted !P

were vacant on Of abow Januar) 1.1962. us rullton, equisalen., F .),
definitions. see Question 2A

OUESTION_2G --LIBRARY POSITIONS, PREVIOL'S YE-Ak-S ELLE,
TIME EG(L'TVALENCI'. Repor" the total number of posi:ions hud,:st,

lurk eqi.nalenrs fo: mach fiscal Year Dom 14-, a. :sof
For example fiscal year 19'6 is coo: ITscal_seas tha ens:ss: an, tlrr..
between .lanuaty 1 and December 31. 197E Esclusfs rnainr"..,n),
and custodial staff and student eroploseeS pond or. an O0,1

For definitions. See Questios.

N,....A9F A c", E3, -r_T 0', On CR ABOUT JA \LIAR, 1 198:
A CLS-C7-- A,. STAG r AN: SOLDE N'S .AT t;) ON AN BASIS

Nuns',, of employees by type of pootson, January I, 1982

Ts pe of position

IPart

Fil 11 Arne-

(17n whole nurnSer0

tarn e

Number of persons
(lil...hole numbers)

FullLlere_eg!.11Vgerlr\
(in tenths)

....Hor,r4 ANS

.. C--,E.,A0,1:.E, D,A...r:
Ill

rrEc,NJ.:A.__ C..ER,...'A1 AP,CP
rL'AE A S..".: A° STA"

B TOTAL
L

ED (NCES. FORM 2475 4/62
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PANT II Costisoel

REPORT ALL ISUOGETEO POSITIONS CURRENTLY UNFILLED WITHIN YOUR INSTITUTION. EXCLUDE MAINTENANCE AND
C STODIAL STAFF, AND STUDENTS PAID ON AN HOURLY SAMS

Positions =Med, ha-time essissinacy, homy 1, 1982

CitercY Nirenbar of positions

9 LIBRARIAN

10 OTHER PROFESSIONAL

II TECHNICAL. CLERICAL. OTHER SUPPORT

C REPORT TOTAL OUDGETED POSITIONS IN FULL.TIME EOUIVALENCY, SY FISCAL YEAR. EXCLUDE MAINTENANCE AND
CUSTODIAL STAFF, AND STUDENTS PAID ON AN HOURLY ASIS

INDICATE THE FIRST MONTH OF THE FISCAL PEAR USED IN REPORTING DA7A IN THIS AND SUSSEOUSAIT PARTS
OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

Library poiltiosaa previous yma, fail-tisne sqldvakasey

Mad years

1978 1979 1980 1981

12 LIBRARIANS

13 OTHER PRDFESSIONALS

TECHNICAL, CLERICAL. OTHER
SUPPORT

ED iSSCESI FORM 2425;4712 5
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PART EA EDOCATIOO AMP SEX OF LIESEAMARS

111MocIlle beetroclicas

Count each librarian currently employed in your libst.-y (reported on
tine 3) according to his or her sax and educational attatrunent Coluit
each person only one! Ltnes IS though. 21 apply to eraPloYees with ii-
brar$ Segrree4 or_ certthcation. thtes 22 UtiroMsli 23 apply to eingskiyees
without Larary degrees or certification.

MLS DEGREE ONLY (Line 151 Includes recipients of post-Bachelor's
degrees an Library Screws. such as Master of Librarianship. Miner of
Libras Studies, Mauer of Library Service, or Muter of Arts to Libras-
larislup without any other graduate degree.

MIZ PLUS ANOTHER GRADUATE DECREE (Line 16). Include
rennienti_ct a second Master's deuce in anothet field or or a sixth-
year certificate Ark bbrar$ science. Do not include indiveliadi with in
MLS plus school Library mutilate, count them on line 13.

MIS, UNKNOWN WHETHER OTHER GRADUATE DEGREE (Lae
17). Includes recrprents of port-Bachelor's degrees in Library Science
whose other graduate degree status is unknown to you.

4 YTAR BACHELORS DEGREE IN LL IRARY SCIE/jCE 18).
inclnidus with an undergraduate devee AT Library Science

icy ionni. at least 4 !it:us but lets than S Years of academic work beyond
hwt. sch,s1. Does NOT include tndrTsduals with Associate of Arts
(A A 1 degrees.

STH.YEAR BACHELOR'S LN LIBRARY SCIENCE Line 19). In-
cludes indmduals with a Bachelor's to Library Science (BLS) which
requi.-et an add mons( year of study beyond the baccalaureate.

SafOOL LIBRARY CERTIFICATE (lbw 20). Includes utelmcluals
who have NO degree In library Science but who have been awarded a
state or local school library certificate. usually on comp/ninon of a
prescribed program of study beyond the bacisslor's IeveL If an tndrer
dual _Ku a degree bred on Laws 15 _through L9 and a tams,: bOtary
Certificate, count hT111 or her on one of Tines 13 through 19

OTHER LIBRARY DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE (Lute 21). Includes
recipients -of Library degrees or certificates not covered in Lows 15
threuiM 20.

GRADUATE DEGREE(S) (Lae 22). Includes employees_ without
library degrees or certificates but with a port-Bachelor's degrre or
degrees.

BACHELOR'S DEGREE LLB 23). Includes employees without library
degrees or Certinalles but with Bachelor's degrees

OTHER (line 24). Includes employees without bbrar> degree, or cern
ficates and without Bachelor's or Graduate degrees

UNKNOWN (Line 25), Includes employees without bbrar) degrees u:
oertsficates whore other degree status is unknown

REPORT ALL LIBRARIANS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED BY YOUR INSTITUTION (mooned on tins .5) ACCORDING TO EACH PERSON'S
SEX AND EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT. COUNT EACH PERSON ONLY ONCE.

Education Mm Women TOTAL

A LIBRARY DEGREE OR CERTIFICATION
IS MLS ONLY

16 MLS PLUS OTHER GRADUATE DEGREEIS)

17 MLS, OTHER DEGREE STATUS UNKNOWN

18 4 YEAR BACHELOR'S IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (BLS)

19 6TH YEAR BACHELOR'S IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (BLS)

20 SCHOOL LIBRARY CERTIFICATE (nor reported in lOws, 15-19)

21. OTHER LIBRARY DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE
(SPefY)

B. NO LIBRARY DEGREE OR CERTIFICATION
22. GRADUATE DEGREE(S)

23 BACHELOR'S DEGREE

24. OTHER (Specify)

26. UNKNOWN

26. TOTAL

CEO (PISCES) FORM 2425, 4,152
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PART IV NEWLY -HIRED LIBRARIANS

Brad& Lestnictioss

A newly-hired hbranan may he a TERM graduate. transfer from an-
oter _position, or someone who hes been temporarily unemployed or
out or the _GEM force Describe t7ie librarian' hYred_by your Ealltalon
durine the fiscal year ending between January 1 and December 3E, 1981,
according to each person's moat recent previous status unless_ otherwise
Indicated Count only librarians -(individuals who were repotted -on line
51 II more than one nurse applies, count the person under the one
that appears furl on the WI the your own ben information.

NE% CACADUATES OF PROFESSIONAL LIBRAIRY PROGRAMS
(Lows 27 through 30) Count here fridniduaTs who have not been ern-
plus ee. ancr :ample:mg thew programs, arid, if unemployed, were
unem eJ I or less than three months.

MLS (Line 271. See line 15

4.1'E AR BLS (Line 28). See line 18

SCHOOL LIBRARY CERTIFICATE (Line 29). See lira 20

OTHER ACADEMIC PRO(OFEAMS_ (Wise_ 30)._ Acaelernrc program'
Othei inoW in LIn6 27 through 29 Include librarians who -have
mars: re.xnrI, been in a dearer program In _fields other than library

sir in nth-year certificate or doctoral program in library
science

NON-LIBRARY INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL POSITION (.rie
35). A position in an institution other than a _library that requres
specialized information-reLsted &liana _knowledge, and in which
the individula performs Inlorrnation-related functions.

LIBRARY TECkLICALCIERICAL, OR OTHER SUPPORT STAFF
PROMOTED TO LIBRARY POSITIONS (line 36). Count here individ-
uals who were employed by your library -in non - professional pont:ions
and Who were promoted into profeadenal librarian positions.

ANY OTHER EMPLOYMENT (Line 37). Count here all individuals
who were employed _before accepung_a position in your library, but
were not counted on lines 31 through 36.

UNEMPLOYED _ BUT . ACTIVELY SEEKING. WO RK MiL _ In,
dudes all individuals who had been unemployed for three months or
more, and actively seeking work, at the time your library hired them.
Individuals who had been unemployed for -Fu_ than Daierriona[s
thpuhibe _009n teeLon the line that most closely describes then activi-
ties prior to their period of employment.

UNKNOWN OR OTHER (Line 39). Count all librarians hued during
the_ flie..0_.year ending in 1981 who were not counted on Etnes 27
through 38.

DESC-RIBE-THE-LIBRARIANS-HIRED BY YOUR iNSTI-TUTION-DURINO-THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING IN 1 -981,- ACCORDING -TD- SOURCE
ORPRE viOUS EMPLOYMENT STATUS. IF MORE THAN ONE SOURCE APPLIES; COUNT THE PERSON UNDER THE ONE THAT APPEARS
FIRS ON THE LIST.

Source or prowiona status Number of librunarts

r. n.e", GRADUATES OF PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY PROGRAMS
27 Mi...5

28 AYEAR BLS

79 SCHOOL LIBRARY CERTIFICATE

30 OTHER ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

B TRANSFERS FROM OTHER EMPLOYMENT
31. PUBLIC LIBRARY

32 ACADEMIC LIBRARY

33 SCHOOL LIBRARY

34 SPECIAL LIBRARY

35. NON-LIBRARY INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL POSITION

333. LIBRARY-TECHNICAL:CLERICA-L-OROTHER-SUPPOR-T
STAFF EMPLOYED BY YOUR LIBRARY AND PROMOTED TO ANOTHER POSITION

37. ANY OTHER EMPLOYMENT

C: NEITHER EMPLOYED NOR IN SCHOOL
313. UNEMPLOYED BUT ACTIVELY SEEKING WORK

39 UNKNOWN OR OTHER

40. TOTAL

ED INCEST FORM 2425. 4152
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PART V SURSEOUEWT EMPLOYWERT ZTATUS Of URECARIAILS WHO LEP YOUR IIISTTTUTION

Spoctfic luogrructoor

asks what happened to profewonal librarians who lei: your
withIn thr rw...1,1 year endukg between Jan

oar,. I and DecrtnbT: 11, 1981 near answer accorduig to your hest
Int,,,r1LatJc.n If an .dindual was unemployed for kart than three
1,11:111 and garteguen:1 I" 1k a job, returned to school, et". do not
wont n, on her as unemployed, but count accordin,v t. Jul or bet

rubreviuent status.

NONLIBRARY INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL POSITION (Lane
451 A p9sitlor In_an ukcoutuin other than a fibril,' that requires
speck:Allred inlormation-teLatrd trainuyg or knowleage, and rn which
the. individual performs infonnation-related function'.

Atil OTHER EMPLOYMENT (Lure 46). Report here all mdrviduals
`Ibt-0-ntd employ men' but were not count id on Imes 41 through

4!,

RETURNED TO SCHOOL (Line 47k. Includes all L0dRnduAls who IC'
your employment to entoLl full-urne (at Ica( 7`K o!. normal lull -tune
course load) in school.

NON EMPLOYED AND NOT SEEKING WORK (Uri 49): Cbdn:
autividuaLt who- retired. left the Uhor for..e to par: rue OtnT7 tr.teresi,
(ternporardy or-pertrilnertly). Or otherwise did not reek employ men.
upon leavuig your mititulion

UNKNOWN OR OTHER (Line 5'). Count heir all librarians who loft
,,,tu employment during the year std have not been reported on lines
41 Lhrough 50

REP::MT THE NUMBER OF LIBRARIANS WHO LEFT YOUR INSTITUTION'S EMPLOY DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING BETWCEN
1 AND DECEMBER 31, 1961 ACCORDING TO EACH PERSON'S SUBSEQUENT EK PLOYMENT STATUS- IF MORE THAN ONE

ITEM APPLIES. COON r THE PERSON UNDER THE ONE THAT APPEARS FIRST

Pont:bon Number of librarsaru
.

A EMPLOYED
4' PUBLIC LIBRARY

42 SCHOOL LIBRARY

4,,,

AA

AcAOEmiC LIBRARY

SPECIAL LIBRARY

at NON LIBRARY PROFESSIONAL POSITION

40 ANY OTHER EMPLOYMENT

B NOT EMPLOYED
At, RETURNED TO SCHOOL

AR UNEMPLOYED. BUT ACTIVELY SEEKING WORK

49 NON EMPLOYED AND NOT SEEKING WORK

50 DIED

51 UNKNOWN OR OTHER

52 TOTAL

ED (FECES, FORM 2425. 4112
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EXHIBIT A.2

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EOUCTiON STATISTICS

OFF ICE OF LIBRARIES AND LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20202

elltRARY_HUMAPURLSOLIFtCES
LIBRARY SCHOOL SURVEY

FA;11.1.d AP PROM ED__
OMB NO 10500022
APPROVAL EXPIRES *ow., 31. 1984

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

OUE OATE June 2.5, 1982

NAME AND ADDRESS OF INSTITUT ION

I ADORE S '5 'INCORRECT IN AN, INA PLEASE riRITE CORRECT.ONS IN THIS SPACE

NAME 0, PE FISON COMPLE TING THIS FORM

TELEPHONE (a,ra cloth., n..nalrr. r vrrnt.n)

PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY This Survey will provide current L.formation about programs. students
admitted, degiees granted. and _placement of graduates of professional library programs. This inioirreition

be used in the development -of programs by the Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies of the
Department of Education, as well as being of use to the profession ass whole, libraries, and library educators.

Thu trivott ts aninorircd by law (20 L'SC I 22 I c .1 ) Your cooperation is voluntary. but it ts necdcd In make the eceeeles

of thi, survey Loniptchenuvc, accurate. and ditty

Please read the enclosed instructions as you complete this form.

Return in the enclosed pottage-paid envelope to.

King Research. Inc.
V.O._Bos_
Rockville-, MD 20830
(301) 8814766

if
_

yote havequeiliOni inn the Surrey Detector, Dien Sweet of Lens Reteeereh, Inc. at dm above member; oh, ean the Protect °Mon, Hake Eckand of

LACES; it 001)436-660.

ED 4CESI FORM 2425-1. 5/22
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

AND
OFFICE OF LIBRARIES AND LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES

WASHINGTON, D C 20202

LIBRARY HUMAN RESOURCES
LIBRARY SCHOOL SURVEY

FORM APPROVED
ome No 1050 00E12
APeRDvAL E XeIREs 11/11(la

RI Al) THESE !NSTRECTIONS before completing Ms& form. Mail the completed form to:

King _Research
ED. Box 71
Rockville, MD 20850
(3011881-6766

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

This report is concerned with educatsonal programs that train students
to be professional librarians
Do not least any stern blank Enter "0" if the appropriate entry for
an item is zero or none Enter "NA" if an item does no: apply to your
Institution If an evict figure Is not available for a particular itern_but
sJA.1 know that the amount LS treater Lhan zero: ENTER AN ESTI-

MATE OF THE. AMOUNT. Estimates are important if exact data are
not available

PRI I I RISE Is REPORTING YEAR IS THE A7.ADEMIC YEAR. IF
POSSIFiLl . USE ACADEMIC YEAR - BEGINNING IN JULY AND
ENDESO IN JUNE INDICATE IN PARS III THE EIRST_MONIL_01
THE ACADEMIC.YEAR USED 1E DATA ARE ALREADY COMPIL
ED FOR CALENDAR YEARS. PROVIDE CALENDAR YEAR 1977
DATA IN PLACE OF ACADEMIC YEAR 1977.78, CY 1978 DATA IN
PLACE Of ACADEMIC YEAR 1978/9, AND SO ON. INDICATING
JASEARY AS THE FIRST MONTH OF THE REPORTING YEAR

Definitions

MASTER'S DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (MLS). A Master's
program in library science requires successful completion of at least
one and sometimes rwo academic years of work beyond the bachelor's
degree,

Includes -Maier of .Library _Science (NEESE. Master of Arts. (M.A
Master of Arts m LibrinanshmEM.AL:). Master of Arts tri Library and
Information Science (M.A.L.I.S.1;Master of Arts in Library Science
(M.A.L.5 1. Master of Lass Librarianshy (M.L.L I. Master of Library
Studies (M.L.S.), Master of Science (M.S I. Master of Science in Li.
brarunship (M.S L (, Master of Science in Library Media (M
Miter of Science In- LibrarY Science (M.S.L.SE. Master of Science in
LibraiS Service (M.S:L.5.):

BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (BLS). Rectusres
successful completion of at least four but less than five years of aca
den-tic work beyond high school with a major In library science In-
cludes_ four-year Bachelor of Arts (B.A.). Bachelor of Science (B.S.).
Bachelor of Science/Library Science (B.S.L.S.)

SCHOOL LIBRARY CERTIFICATE. Indicates successful completion
of a prescribed program of study at either the graduate or under-
graduate level that does not lead to a degree but fulfills State or local
requirements for a school library certificate This includes programs
that _are part _of a certification or .degree program In education or
another non-librars science field, other th.ri an undergraduate moor.

ED INCEST FORM 2425-1: 5/02
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LIBRARY HUMAILISESOURCES
LISRARY SCHOOL SURVEY

FART I - PROGRAMS OF STUDY

Spexific Instrucdoiti

Check Ls many of the programs of study listed as apply to your insti-
tution. --------
UNDERCR,ADCATE MINOR IN -LIBRARY SCIENCE._(line__1).
A prescnbcd prograiii_af_kuaLatthe undergraduate level not leading
to a ckigre in library but taken in conjuncuon with a Bache liar's

level major

ASSOCIATE DEGREE EN LIBRARY SCIENCE. (Line 2L A Jegrii
granted for the successful completion ors program ofstudiessp library
science requiring at leaSi two but less than four years rot equivalent)
Of fulLurne college level study

SCHOOL LIBRARY_CER_TIFICATION (Line 3). See definitions.
Page 2_ of _thLs form ((students reverve both a school libriry cerri(iGlre
and a degree listed on lines 4 through 6, report this program under the

appropriate degree. not on this fine.

MASTERS DEGREE IN LIBRARY _SCIEN_CEAL.A..ACCREDITED
Mine 5). See di ructions, page 2,A,L.A.-accrtdite4 programs are those

'Coedited by the American Library Association for Academe. Year

1981-82.

MASTER'S DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE. NOT A.LA'AC-
CREDITED (Line 6). Sec line 5

6TH YEAR CERTIFICATE dine 7). A certificate a,;ardeci for com-
pletion of a post-Master's program. usually one year to duration

DOCTORATE (Line 8). Includes Doctor of Philosophy (Ph I) i, Uov
tor of Arts (D.A.), Doctor of Library Science ID.L.S

.

ILS,Our institution does NOT offer one or more of the programs on
Imes 3 through 6. please do not complete the rest rallthe questionnaue

Return it ill the enelored postage -paid envelope Thank )0o for sour

cooperation

LNOLCATE THE DEGREES AWARDED OR
NON-DEGREE PROGRAMS OF STUDY IN LIBRARY SCIENCE OFFERED BY YOUR INSTITUTION

CHSCK AS MANY AS APPLY.

rLJ

2

UNDERGRADUATE MINOR IN LIBRHR y SCIENCE

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

SCHOOL LIBRARY CERTIFICATION NO LIBRARY DEGREE AWARDED)

BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (BLSI

5 MASTER'S DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (PALS). A.L.A..ACCREDITED

6 MASTER'S DEGREE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE (ML5). NOT A.I.A.-ACCREDITED

7. 6TH YEAR CERTIFICATE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

B. DOCTORATE

OTHER PROGRAMS (DriCribr)

If you have NOT checked one or more of items 3 through 6, DO NOT CONTINUE.

Check here E and return this form to King Reearth, Inc. in the postage-paid envelope

provided. Thank you.

If you have Checked one or more of items 3 4, 5, Or please continue.

The rest of the questions on this form apply to students completing the programs reported

on lines 3 through 6, above.

ED INCEST FORM 2425-1,5/82
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PART II APPLICATIONS AND ADMISSIONS

Sere Instructions

APPLICANT (Linea 10 12, 14). An applicant ins prospective student ADMISSION (Lines 11. 13, 15). An admission to a person who haswho has formal') requested evaluation his or her qualilicationi And been formally owned to register as a student.
approval by the InstituUon to register tudent.

REPORT THE NUMBERS. OF _APP_LLCAN_TS.AND_OF PERSONS ADMITTED (REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SUBSEQUENTLY ENROLL)
TO YOUR INSTITUTION'S LIBRARY SCIENCE PROGRAMS. COUNT EACH PERSON UNDER THE ACADEMIC YEAR DURING WHICH HE
OR SHE DIO OR WOULD HAVE COMMENCED STUDY.

INDICATE THE FIRST MONTH OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR USED IN REPORTING DATA IN THIS AND SUBSEQUENT PARTS OF THE
QUESTIONNAIRE

Program

Academic Year

1977-78 1978.79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

SCHOOL _LIBRARY
CERTLF iCATION

10 APPLICANTS

11 ADMISSIONS
1

BACHELOR'S IN
LIBRARY SCIENCE

13 APPLICANTS

13 ADMISSIONS

MASTER'S IN
LIBRARY SCIENCE

14 APPLICANTS

15 ADMISSIONS

ED INCE01 FORM 2425-1. 5/82 4-
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PART 111 STUDENTS COMPLETING PROGRAMS

Specific Instructions

Count the students completing programs -in library Selene?: by -type of
program and sex of the fridwidual, by academic year. Count each person
Only otter

ENTER THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS COMPLETING PROGRAMS IN LIBRARY SCIENCE, ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF PROGRAM ANC',

SEX OF THE INDIVIDUAL, DURING EACH ACADEMIC YEAR.

Academic Year

Number of completions

School library oerrificTstiOn

DeVee

Bachelor's in library science Master's in library wiener

Men Woinen TOTAL Men Women TOTAL Men Women TOTAL

16 1976 77

17 1977 78

18 1978 79

7.5.
sp - 1979 80

20 1980.01

ED INCEST FORM 2425-1; ISM .6
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PART IV EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF STUDENTS COMPLETING PROGRAMS

Spocalic Ingtalictsoru

Part IV asks .Smut each Person's first lot after completing your
institution's program, repirdless of how long he or she stayed in
that position or any subsequent career changes

Count each person under the program completed or degree 'ere,
ed and the academic year during which he or she completed the
program

LIBRARY (Iranci 21 thrOu'es 26). An organization what. main
tams and controls an organized collection or pnnted materials.
other graphic materials. andior nonprint media. which provides a
regular staff that acquires and organizes materials. facilitates the
use of the collection, and delivers services to the ilbrao's clientele,
and whrch maintains an established schedule during which the set-
vices of that staff are available to clientele

PROFESSIONAL POSITION (Lines 21 through_ 24): A position
requiring the spenalized knowledge acquired in the LYrar.:y science
deice program The position may require an MLS ur.an equisa
lent degree or work experience

PUBLIC LIBRARY (Lane 211. A library which serves all resident,
of a given community district, or tcpun, and retie its finane la;
support. in whole or in part, from public funds

ACADEMIC LIBRARY (Lane 221. A library which IS an integral
part at a college. unisersity, or other academic institution fur
postsecondar, educat,n and which is organtred and administer-
ed to meet the needs cs' students: faculty. and af INsated stiff of
the institution or of a portion of that institution

SCHOOL LIBRARY OR SCHOOL MEDIA CENTER (Lane 231.
A hbrar which supports the curricula, needs of and prosIdes its
tulle. ton. related equipment and the services of a stall to stu.
dents teachers. and al filiated stall of an ehmentars or secondary
s...hool or combined schools

SPFCIAL LIBRARY (Luse 24). A library which series a business
fern professional assuilation. gr...ernment agenr Y. or other organ
lied group and does not nicer the' c rite rya fur an iadenn,. public,
or s, tome Library . or which is maintained by a parent organization
ti serve_ a spe:3allied chentele..This categorx includes independent
special bbratte, and special libraries serving corporate organua
thins I edcral. Starg.ancl local ..genres, and other groups State
lihrary agencies are included here

NONPROFESSIONAL LIBRARY POSITION (Line 25). A.Pcar"
iron to any of the above types of libranes that does not iNuire
*Penalized library triurung.e.g., library assistant.

NONLIBRARY TNEORMATION PROFESSIONAL POSITION
(Lone 26). A putinun us an institution other than a libry that
requires specialised informationrelated muting or kno.wledge. and
in which the individual performs Inforrnationrelated functions.
This includes. but is not limited to, people working in library.re

listedsettings but not in Ithro.nes such as for bibliographic utdo
ties and networks and those performing urformationmanagement
functions in business and government other than in libraries.

OTHER EMPLOYMENT (Line 27). Report all indrviduals who
have found employment and are not counted on lines 21 through
26

FL'LL.TIME STUDENT (Line 281. Includes students enrolled in
an academic program and whose course load or other academic
activity:is at least 75 ,., of the normal full.tirne load Includes. for
example, graduates who Immediately cruet a certificate or doctor
al program in library sere race. Of who e mull for an ad.ancei1
degree in another field

UNEMPLOYED, BUT SEEKING WORK (Lone 291. Includes all
graduates who ate not currently employed but who ate actively
seeking emplOment._in any _field This category is _to be used
only for 1980-61 graduates who are not yet employed when this
form is filled out Graduates from previous sears who ate not
known to have found employment should be cc, nted on line 31.

UNEMPLOYED, NOT SEEKING WORK (Line 30). 1980.81
graduates who are not reported above but who are for one rer
son or another. neither employed nor seeking work, for example.
persons who did not enter the work force but chose to pursue
other interests, temporardY ut rtmamntlY Pr's rd., ',Us' Brad.
uates who fit this category shotild be reported on line 31

UNKNOWN AND OTHER (Line 31). Cuunt all s.udents complex
mg programs who have nut been reported on lines 21 through 30

ED INCEST FORM 2425 1, 5/82
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PART IV Continued

FOR EACH AWARD SHOWN IN PART III, REPORT THE PERSON'S FIRST POSITION AFTER COMPLETING YOUR PROGRAM,

REGARDLESS OF MIER! HE/SHE IS NOW COUNT ALL INDIVIDUALS REPORTED IN PART

Emplbyment

Oa? is

_

Nun bet of individuals

Academic Yen

1976.77 1977.78 1978,79 1979.80

0
J
co

o
J
2

L

O'0 u
c'
0 it0;

U

1980-81

0
J
co

VI
J
2

..
,5

+7 ?r tu-
0 .

u

0
J
c o

0
7
;

_ ...
0
0 2t-_
I ) ...N

V

o
_1

m

0
.1

7

F..

0
0 ?
r*:
u -
In ;

V

o
J
co

o
..1

;
0 g
0 -zt
u -0;

U

PROTESSIONAL LIBRARY

POSITIONS

11 PUBLIC LIBRARY---.
72 ACAOF MIC LIBRARY

23 SC_HDOL LIBRAR-Y
OR MEDIA CENTER

71 SPECIAL LIBRARY

25. NON PriOLE &SION AL
LIBRARY POSITIONS

---.
Th. NON LIBRARY

[NT ORMAITION PROFES

SIONAL POSITIONS

--___
27 OTHER EMPLOYMENT

re FULL TIME STUDENT

,

29 UN-EMPLOYER BUT
ST ENING WWIK---

30 UNEMPLOYED. NOT
St ExINGwon%

31 UNKNOWN ANO OTHER

3/ TOTAL . In IMINIII
IO INCESI FORM 2425.1: 5/82
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PART V PROJECTIONS

Specific InfanlCROns

Enter your best estimate of the number of library science degrees that
your mt.titution will award or the number of persons who will complete
schOol library certificate programs at your institution If You intend to
discontmue a progrant enter "0" for the years after its dissolution If

you Intend to add a prmarn, enter the number of mdtviduts that you
expect to graduate from it each of the years that it will exist If you
do not offer a program and do not intend to, enter "NA

ENTER THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS EXPECTED TO COMPLETE LIBRARY SCIENCE PROGRAMS, BY YEAR

Program

Academic Year

198142 198243 1911344 195445 198546

33 SCHOOL LIBRARY
CERTIFICATION

3A BAC ME 1. O_R 'S_Oe_G. R_E_E

IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

35 MASTER'S OEGPEE
IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

ED (114CES1 FORM 2426-1, 6/12
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APPENDIX B

DEMAND PROJECTIONS

by Michael D. Cooper

To project library employment, public, academic, school (public and

private), and special libraries were considered independently; The

approach taken to the development of projections of demand in these areas

was to fit equations to historical data, project the values of the

equations, a3just the equations to conform to the survey benchmark values

of employment in each sector, recalculate the regression projections in

light of the benchtark data, and then apply professional judgement to the

results to determine the f.inal projected levels of employment. This

chapter discusses the application of these methods for each type of

library.

B.1 harsIrlaualplak&It

Employment projections for public librarians were developed thiough

a model which explained historical variations in the number of public

librarians employed; The objective was to identify a set of variables

exogenous to the library system whose variations logically explained

changes in the employment of librarians. Previous research [3607] and

current investigation into the problem indicated several variables that

were -likely candidates. Those included personal income' property tax

revenue, school age population,. and totaLpopulation; Personal income was

considered as an explanatory variable because some studies have shown that

.individuals with high incomes are more likely to use pUblic libraries than

those with low incomes. Property tax revenue was considered because it is

an important source of funds for libraries. School enrollment at the

elementary and secondary level and adUlt population: were also considered

because they both represent the client groups"served by public libraries;

The model that was filnally decided upon after some experimentation

explained employment of public librarians by adult population and primary

and secondary school 6111.11ment. The experimentation was done with
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ordinary least squares regressions on models containing the variables. The

Model that most satisfactorily explained the historical variations in

number of public librarians employed in the United Statet (PL) had the

form:

PLE Pt=2 Pt=4 Et-2

In a + bi In ---- -- + b2 ln + b3 ln

PLt-=1. Pt-3 Pt-5

Et -4 PE PE-1

+ b4 + b5 - b5 in - - --

Et -5 Pt=-1 Pt==2

(1)

where E is enrollment in public elementary and secondary schools and P is

the difference between the population in the United States and enrollment

in elementary and secondary schools.

The ratios found in the model (such as In PLt/PLiti) represent the

natural logarithm of the successive differenCeS of values. The purpose of

using that form is to eliminate serial correlation as much as possible. The

presence of serial correlation reduces the efficiency of the estimation

procedure2. The result of the reduction in efficiency is that relationships

are accepted as valid when they are not.

The adult population and elementary enrolltent variables each occur

twice in the equation. It was found that the rate of change of the number

of librarians was positively related to the second difference of the

current population change, negatively related to the rate of change of the

adUlt population four years ago, and positively related to the rate of

change of the adult population two years ago. It is similarly related to

the rate of change in enrollment four and two years ago respectively. ThOge

effects can be interpreted as meaning that two factors are at work. One is

a long term effect to which professional staffing levels respond; and the

second is a more immediate effect
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The final term in the equation, in Pt/Pt.A. In Pt.1 /Ipt.2, is

termed an accelerator; The acceleration effect captures the result of

moving from one rate of change to another. Once the new rate of change has

been achieved, the acceleration effect disappears; The import of the

acceleration effect is that when there are changes in the rates of change

there is an additional one-time effect. The presence of such an effect may

be due to the indivisibility of factor supply or to the presence of other

fixed factors.

The values of the parameters of the equation that resulted from an

ordinary least squares fit using popUlation data from Table B.1 and

enrollment data from Table 38 are given below;

'Parameter
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error Ratio

a =0.101064 0.024 -4.20

bi 15.354244 2.092 7.34

b2 -5.694516 1.748 -3.26

b3 4.273680 0.590 7.25

b4 -2.003438 0.501 -4;00

b5 2.859960 0.702 4.07

The R2 value for the equation was 0.88, the F-ratiO was 15.01, and

the value of the Durbin-Watson D statistic was 2.68.

Projections of the demand for public librarians were made using the

equation described.'abovei along with projections of the population of the

United States (Table.B.2) and projections of elementary and secondary

school enrollment (see Table E.6). Population projections are cmputed

based on fertility assumptions; In Table B.2, series I assumes 2.7 births

per woman, series II assumes 2.1; and series III assumes 1.7.
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TAME B.1--United States Population: 1952-1982

(Thousands)

Year Total Population

1952 1/ 157;533
1953 160;184

1954 1/ 163;026
1955 -5.7 165;931
1956 i/ 168;903

1957 1/ 171,984

1958 1/ 174,882
1959 I./ 177;830
1960 1-7 180;671
1961 / 183,691

1962 1/ 186,538
1963 I/ 189,242

1964 191;889

1965 1-7 194,303
1966 196,560

1967 1/ 198,712
1968 200,706

1969 1/ 202,677

1970 2-7 205;052

1971 21 207,661

1972 2/ 209;896
1973 2/ 211;909

1974 2/ 213;854

1975 2/ 215;973
1976 2-7 218,035

1977 2/ 220,239
19782/ -222,585

1979 it
225,055

1980 2/ 227,658

1981 2/ 229,805

1982 3_/ 223;000

SOURCES: 1/ [1571, p; 11.
27 [158] _

-a/ Estimated;
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TABLE B.2--Projections of the Total Population of the United States:
1983-1990 (Thousands)

Year
Total Population 1/

Series I Series II Series III

1983 233,675 234,193 234,940

1984 235,544 236,413 237,620

1985 237,366 238,648 240,364

1986 239,133 240,892 243,164

1987 240,837 243;133 246,010

1988 242,472 245,362 248,888

1989 244,030 247,566 251,785

1990 245,507 249,731 254,686

1/ The average /lumber of lifetime births per warren are:
Series I -- 2.7; Series II -- 2.1; Series III -- 1.7.

SOURCES [1981, P: 4.

23,
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Table B.3 summarizes the results of the "projections fbt the three

diffet6it population projections and the single projection of enrollment.

The three projected series all have tne same values for 1983 and 1984

because the projections are based on actual historical population and

enrollment datafor preceding years. .The 1985 values are based on pro-

jected enrollment and population.

The low estimate of librarian employment shows a drop from

31,300 in 1983 to 28,500 by 1990. The high estimate assumes employment

leVelt will increase by an average of about 1,200 librarians per year. The

intermediate projection shows employment rising frOm 31,300 in 1983 to

33,700 in 1990, about a 1 percent average annual increase.

F. 2

Several independent variables were used to explain, the variations

in number of college and university librarians employed in the United

States; They include total enrollment in higher education, expenditures on

higher education, and the number of teachers in colleges and universities.

The model Selected as best- fitting the data was:

In (CLt/CLt_l = bi In (H-/HE_1) + b2 In (Ht_4/Ht_5) (2)

Whete CL is the number of college and university librarians and H is total

enrollment in all types of colleges and universities. As in the other

regression models, the natural logarithms of the ratios compute rates of

changes for the variables.
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TABLE B.3--Projected Employment of Public Librarians in the United Sta.:68:
1983-1990

Year

Projected F11: Number of Librarians 1/

L0k4

Estimate
Intermediate
Estimate

Hi
Estimate

1983 31;300 31;300 31;300

1984 30,500 31,100 31,900

1985 30;000 31;300 33;200

1986 29;900 31;800 34;600

1987 29,800 32,400 36,200

1988 29;600 33;000 37,900

1989 29,200 33,500 39,500

1990 28;500 33;700 41;100

1/ EStima:ted by King Rersearch, Inc., Library HumAh Resources Study, 1983.
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The equation was fitted to historical data on the number of college

and university librarians (see Table 37) and data on enrollment (see Table

33). The following results were obtained:

Parameter Standard
Parameter Estimate Error Ratio

a -0.020217 0.0157 -1.28

bi 0.522841 0.1343 3.89

b2 0.35062 0.1811 1.94

The R2 for the equation was 0.66, the F-ratio was 10.87, and the Durbin

Watson D statistic was 2.10.

Projected enrollment figures from NCES were used (Table B.4) with

the equation above to make final projections of the number of college and

university librarians. The results of the projections are given in Table

B.5.

The low estimate of employment shows that there will be 23,200

college and university librarians in 1983. As enrollment declines this

value will decline to 19,900 in 1990. The intermediate projection yields a

1990 employment level of 20,500 librarians, and the high estimate results

in an almost:constant employment level of about 23,500 positions throughout

the projection period.

B:3 Public SCbgClLillig..DAVIAPi9Y8tdL

Projections of the demand for school librarians were made by

estimating the number of public School librarians separately frOm non-

public school librarians.
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TABLE B.4--Projected Enrollment in Higher Education in the United States:
1981-1990 (Thousands)

Year
Projected Enrollment

Low Alternative Intermediate Alternative High Alternative

1981 11,780 12,442 12,753

1982 11,779 12;620 13,128

1983 11,719 12,513 13,477

1984 11;5q3 .12,351 13,745

1985 11,452 12,174 13;999

1986 11,305 12,120 14,239

1987 11,221 12,093 14,497

1988 11,170 12,098 14,796

1989 11,166 12,139 15,143

1990 11,099 12,101 15,409

SOURCE: 1282], p. 39.

TABLE B:5--Projected EMployment of College and University Librarians: 1983-1990

Projected Number of Librarians in tfh 1/

Year
Low EStilate Intermediate Estimate High Estimate

1983 23,200 23,200 23,600

1984 22,700 22,700 23,500

1985 22,500 22,400 23;600

1986 21,700 22,100 23,600

1987 21,100 21,700 23,700

1988 20,600 21,200 23,700:

'1989 . 20,100 20,700 23,700

1990 .19,900 20,500 23;600

Estimated by King Research, Inc., Library Human Resources Study, 1983:
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A model to explain the variations in the number of public school

librarians was initially formulated with a number of variables. They were:

public school expenditures; number of public school teachers, and public

SchoOl enrollment. The beSt fit of various equations to the data was

obtained with the following model:

In (SLit/SLt:_i ) = a + b1 in (Et- 7 /Et -8) b2 D72 (3)

The model states that the difference in the natural logarithm of

the number of school librarians between the present and the previous year

is a function of enrollment changes that took place seven years previously;

SL is the number of ,school librarians and E is public school enrollment.

The variable D72 is a dummy variable that compensates for unusual varia-

tions in the number of librarians in 1972. The model suggests that the

employment of school librarians responds with a very long lag to changes in

enrollment: it takes seven years for enrollment changes to affect librarian

employment. The size of the coefficient indicates, however, that the

resonse is very large when it aces occur. The coefficient of bl (see

below) indicates that a 1 percent change in enrollment growth leads to a

more than 1 percent change in school librarian employment.

The ordinary least squares fit of the historical enrollment data

(see Table 38) and the librarian employment data (see Table 42) are

turracriet-1 below.

Parameter Standard
Eln&Letel Etd1196te @ ELLiQ

a :0.016367 0.0079

bi 1.693985 0.3346

b2 .031709 0.0223

2
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The R2 value for the equation was 0.77, the F-ratio was 13.1 , and

the Durbin-Watson D statistic was 1.91.

Projections of the demand for public school librarian8 were made

using the National Center for Education Statistics' projections of public

school enrollment (Table B.6). The resblts the analysis are given in

Table B.7. Intermediate projctions were obtained from the equation aboVe.

Low and high estimates were made by adjusting the parameter estimates by

one standard deviation above and below the mean. The parameter estimates

used for each projection series were:1/

aXaMaar _Dow Intermediate High

a .008367 0.106367 .024367

bi 1.36393 1.693985 2.02393

All of the projected values of Table B.7 show a decline in the

number of public school librarians through 1990. The low estimate shows an

average annual decline of 1.6 percent per year, the intermediate shows a

1.3 percent decline, and the high shows a 1.1 percent decline. The net

loss in number of positions assuming the intermediate projection is 4,700.

How do these declines compare to projections of the number of

teachers and to projections of expenditures? The NCES intermediate prOjec-

tions of public SChO61 teachers show a growth of only 1.5 percent per year

from 1983 to 1990 [282]. Likewise, the NCES intermediate projections of

bchO01 expenditures for the same period show a 2.5 percent (constant

dollar) average annual increase.

1/ The b2 value was not used in the projection because its value pertains

only to 1972.
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TABLE B.6--Projections of K through 12 Enrollment in Public and Nonpublic Schools:
1981-1990 (Thousands)

Year
K-12 air011ment

Total Pdblid NoriOUbliC

1981 45,189 40;189 5;000

1982 44;544 39;544 5,000

1983 44;165 39;165 5,000

1984 44,039 39,039 5,000

1985 44,166 39,166 5,000

1986 /4,556 39,456 5,100

1987 45,004 39,804 5,200

1988 45;358 40;158 5,200

1989 45,905 40;605 5;300

1990 46,667 41,267 5,400

SOURCE: [282], p. 34
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TABLE B.7==Projected Employment of Public and Non-Public Elemen,ary and Secondary

School Librarians: 1983-1990

Year

Projected FIE. Number of Librarians 1/

Public

Non-Public
Low

Estimate
Intermediate
Estimace

High
Estimate

1983 51,300 51,500 51,700 13,600

1984 50,800 51,200 51,600 13,600

1985 49,900 50,400 50;900 13,600

1986 48,200 48,500 48,900 13;600

1987 47,200 47;600 46 ;000 13,600

1988 46,800 47;400 47,900 13,600

1989 46;100 46,800 47,500 13;600

1990 45,900 46,800 47,800 13,600

IJ Estimted by King ReSoArch, Inc., Library Human Resources Study, 1983.
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B.4

Lack of historical data on the number of librarians employed in

nonpublic school libraries prevented the development of a formal model to

project the future demand for librarians.

The last column in Table 42 shows the results of the Eft-Vlbyt

Survey of nonpublic school libtarianS. The change in employment levels

from One year to the next during 1978 to 1982 are very erratic, making it

difficult to project a trend or to make any other type of projection. In

order to use a model of the type constructed for the public school library

projections, more data would be required than are available;

SOMO quantitative evidence is available about the changes in

enrollment, teachers, and expenditures for nonpublic schools. EnrollMent

declined from 1964 through 1976 at an average annual rate of 1.7 percent

(Table 38) bUt is projected to increase at 0.9 percent from 1981 to 1990

(Table 8.6). The number of teachers increased at 1.7 percent between 1970

and 1980, and is expected to increase at 1.3 percent through 1990.

Expenditures increased at 3.5 percent annually (constant dollars) frx1 1965

to 1977 ('able 41) , and are expected to increase at'2.4 percent annually

from 1981 to 1990 [282].

The pattern is mixed insofar as current and projected growth- rates

are concerned. Five years of data accumulated from the Employer Survey

suggest an average annual increase of 6.9 percent in the number of profes-

sional librarians. It is believed that that rate is unusual and will not

be sustained. Without additional hiStorical data, estimates of the number

of nonpublic school librarians to 1990 cannot be estimated accurately. Ii

the interest of conservatism, they were assumed to remain at the same level

as in 1982 (13,600 librarians) throughout the projection period.



B;5 Special Librarian Demand

Only five years of data on special librarians were available, and

thus only very simple projection methods' were appropriate. Variables

considered as related to the number of special librarians were time, total

number of librarians, number of special libtatis, and research and

development funding. After reviewing the data, research and deVelbpMent

funding (expressed in constant dollars) was selected as the most relevant

variable and us, _-!d to project the number of special iibtariahs. Table B.8

gives the data for Lesearch funding over the 1978-1982 period and the 1990

projections develOped by the National Science Foundation; Projection

results are shown in Table 43;

0 r
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TABLE 8.8--U.S. Research and Development Funding by All Sdurde8:
1978-1982 and 1990

Year

R & D Funds

Milliont of
Current Dollars

Millions of .
Constant Dollars-

1978 1/ $48,295 $32,192

1979 Al $54,994 $33,782

1980 1/ $62,222 $35,114

1981 1/ $69,790 $36,052

1982 1/ $77,285 $36.974

1990 (High) 2/
7

$46,674

1990 (Low) 2/ $43,488

1972 constant dollars calculated from GNP implicit price deflator.
-- Indicates data are not available.

SOURCES: 1/ 315], pp. 24,28

2/ [318], ID; 17



APPENDIX C

SUPPLY PRDJECTIONS

by Nancy A. Van House

C.l Projectica. feet

Several different methods can be used to project entrants to an

occupation. The most basic is simple trend extrapolation: it assumes that

past trends will continue and simply extends them into the future. The

only data required are time series of the variable to be projected. The

advantage to that method is that it requires little data and is relatively

simple; its disadvantage is that it assumes that past trends will continue,

and IE. unable to predict changes in trend8.

More sophisticated Univariate methods look for an underlying

pattern or patterns to the data and, where there is more than one,

disaggtegate them. For example, a simple linear increase over time may be

combined with seasonal pei-iddicity. Recent observations are often weighted

more heavily than earlier ones. The data requirements fOr those methods

are also relatively simple; requiring only observations on one variable.

However, a large number of data points are needed to track the different

trends. Those methods also assume a continuation of past trend8; although

they are able to detect more complex trends; They, too, are unable to

predict changes in trends.

More sophisticated projection methods relate the variable in ques-

tion to other measures. The National Center for Education Statistics regu-.

larly projects degrees awarded by field, including Master's degrees in

librarianship; Their method it to firSt project the total number of

degrees awarded based on the demographics of the population and past trends

in enrollment rates -fOr each age group. They then project degrees !n a

given field based on past trends in the proportion of total degrees that

are in that field. That method is more reliable than univariate method8
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because it relates degrees awarded to something more than a simple trend

line. When, though, it comes to projecting the proportion of degrees to be

awarded in a given subject NCES has to fall back on simple trend extrapola-

tion, with its inability to foresee changes.

Recent research on occupational supply has emphasized the economic

decision-making of potential entrants. SUpply is expressed as a function

Of the market in that occupation and in others that may be competing for

the same students. The number of graduates in a subject area is thus

related to events in the occupation and elseWhere.

C.1.1 12u_ThecayclOccupational Choice

In this model, an individual's choice of an occupation depends on a

number of factors. Those include his or her interests, abilities, and

perception of the occupation's monetary and non-monetary costs and benefitft

relative to others; The assumption is that among the potential entrants to

any occupation, there are marginal decision-makers Whose choice among

closely-related occupations is a function of the occupations' relative

expected lifetime incomes. That is a measure of income discounted to

present value and corrected for the likelihood of unemployment.

Making the assumption relating occupational choice to expected

income is not to say that ecOnoMitS.iS the preeminent factor considered by

all potential entrants to an occupation; Rather the imiAication is that

economic well-being is important enough to enough individuals that we can

explain changes in occupational supply as a function of the market.

The researcher most closely associated with the approach used here

is Richard Freeman [58-66]. Other applications of this method include

those by Hansen [71], Allison and Allen [3], Scott [123], and the National

Science Foundation [316]. The approach relates graduates in a discipline

to the past salaries of graduates in that field and to those in alternative

occupations. The assuhvtion is that potential students look at past
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salaries as indicators of their own, and choose among related occupations

based, amona other things, on relative As we noted above, that

does not mean that all individuals base their decisions on salaries, only

that in the aggregate the number of graduates is a function of relative

salaries.

Forecatting graduates thus requires a forecast of salaries;

Salaries, in Freeman's approach, are a function of supply (past graduates)

and demand (expenditures in that sector of the economy); An excess of

graduates drives salaries down over the next few time periods; an increase

in expenditures (all else being equal) increases them.

Freeman and others Who have followed that approach have explicitly

assumed that the supply of training is unconstrained, that is, that schools

adjust the size of educational programs to meet the demands of students;

The number of graduates in a field, then, is deterMined by the potential

entrants, not educators.

Freeman has applied his models primarily to field8 in Which educa-

tion and occupation are closely related; Those include engineering, busi-

ness, and accounting. Thbte diSCiplines are also; for the most part, ones

in which it would be expected that salary is an impcktant factor in student

chOite8. Th080 Occupations are largely in the private sector, salary

determdnation is flexible and changes in supply and demand can be quickly

translated into changes in wages;

One of Freeman's major contributions to the economics of occupa-

tional choice is his formulation of the cobweb adjustment mechanism. He

found that some occupations, such as engineering; oscillate between surplus

and shortage; Those markets are overly responsive and tend to overshoot

equilibrium. Other occupations are characterized by incomplete adjustment.

This means long periods Of disequilibrium following a shock to the market;
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A Major hypothesis of this study is that a Frvman-Iike nodeI can

be used to explain supply in librarianship; ,where most jobs are in the

public SeCtOr; Where salary determination is fairly rigid, and Where en-

trants are generally considered to be less influenced by economic than by

noneconomic concerns. Our contention is that librarians are influenced by

salary. Total lifetime benefits from an occupation are both monetary and

non-monetary; Non- monetary benefits may be propOrtionatey great in

librarianship; inducing people to choose that occupation over others with

higher salaries but lesser non-monetary benefits; A redaction in librarian

salaries; though; reduces total benefits by reducing their monetary com-

ponent. A decrease in expected lifetime benefits will make librarianship

less attractive relative to other occupations an individual may be con-

Sidering. Some potential entrants will then choose not to become

librarians;

C.I.2 Library IRociel aria Data Sources

Among a large number of models based on Freeman's that were tested,

the best regroEsion for graduates using the available retrospective data

was:

where:

DLNG = + 1.133 DLNA .363 DLNSAL14 =.146 DUMMY

(2.53) (4.24) (3.20) (-4.63)

Adjusted R2=.78 F=26.89 p>.0001 DW=2.0

DLNG = change in log of graduateE. of accredited MLS programs (see

Table 5);
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DLNA = change in log of recipients of Master's degrees, all fields

(see Table 3);

DLNSAL14 = sum of the changes of logs of MLS graduates' real

(adjusted for inflation) starting salarieb over the four

previous years (Table C.1) ;

DUMMY = a dummy variable for 1958 and 1959, when there Were

unexplained f tturt tions in the data;

Graduates of accredited MLS programs and their salaries were used

because those are the variables for Which data are available over a suffi-

ciently long period of time. The function is in first difference of

(natural) logarithms to reduce problems of colinearity and serial correla-

tion. DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic; T-values are in parentheses; The

regression covers the years 196-1978.

The intercept indicates that, other factors being equal, graduates

are declining at a rate of 5 percent per year;

Library science Master's degreeb are of apptinately unitary elas-

ticity with respect to Master's degrees generally: a 1 percent increase Th

the number of Master'S degrees awarded results in a 1 percent increase in

MLS degreesd/ This variable probably presents a general propensity

tows rd -graduate education; At times enrollment in graduate programs

generally changes, for eatioil-c, When scholarships and student loans

increase of decrease.; Lil_ry programs are affected along With the others.

The salary variabe is, in effect) a moving average of the previous

fetit years' starting salarjes: potential students are influenced by salary

levels from one fcot pfats before they graduate. That is reasonable;

Most MLS programs require ono year of fulltime study. -Potential students

1/ The coefficient on DUI-, is net significantly different (statistically)

from 1.
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TABLE C.1- Libra: 'Ins' Average Starting Salaries in Current and Constant
Dollar.i: 1951-1981

Year

Average Starting Salary

Current Dollars 1/ Constant Dollars

2951 $ 3;200 $ 5;585
1952 3,375 5,819
1953 3,600 6,112
1954 3,675 6,156

1955 3;900 6,393
1.956 4,190 6;661
1957 4,450 6,846
1958 4;683 7,01
1959 4;862 7,203

1960 5;083 7;399
1961 5,360 7,734
1962 5,661 8,018
1963 5,939 8,295
1964 6,176 8,495

1965 6,467 8,704
1966 6;925 9,017
1967 7;323 9;720
1968 7;714 9;339
1969 8,292 9,564

1970 8,734 9;556,
1971 9,013 9;389
1972 9,312 9,312
1973 _9;510 8,989.
1974 10,062 8,674

1975 10;505 8,259
1976 11;012 8;230
1977 11;130 7;860
1978 12,382 8;141
1979 13,093 8;042

1980 14,170 8,988
1981 15,597. 8,792

1/ Average starting salaries were recalculated from the published Library
Journal data The published data are the averages of reporting
schools' averages; regardless of the number of graduates; these data
are the schools' averages weighted for number of graduated.

2/ 1972 constant dollars calculated -from GNP implicit price deflator.

SOURCE: [49=57; 87=93, 143-155].
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apply for admission up to a year before they start school, so most will

have beeh making their decision to apply more than two- years before they

graduate. And many students work, while attending school and take more than

one year.

where:

The salary determination regression is:

DLNSAL = .017 + .481 DLNDPF23 + .677 DLNDPF4 .194 DLNLIB1

(3.22) (8.23) (8.07) (3.88)

+ .305 DLNLIB30 .276 DLNG45

(7.84) (-8.63)

Adjusted R2=.93 F=41.98 p>.0001 114=2.4

DLNSAL = change in log of real MLS starting salaries (Table C.1);

DLNDPF = Change in log of median professional women's salaries,
deflated (see Table 2);

DLNDPF23 = sum of DLNDPF lagged two and three years;

DLNLIB1 = the change in the log of state and local government
expenditures on libraries lagged one year, from the
National Income and Product Accounts (Table C.2);

DLNLIB30 = the difference between DL!LIB lagged three years and the
current value;

DLNG45 = the sum of the change in the log of graduates fOur and
five years previously.

The regression covers the years 1963-1979.
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TT B1,1- C.2-:-State and Local Government Expenditures on Education and
Librarie8; Purchases of GOOds and Services: 1952-1980

(Millions of Current Dollars)

Year-
Expenditures on

Education-
Expenditures on
h rem

1952 $ 8;265 $23,217
1953 9,267 24,944
1954 10,500 97;827

1955 11;824 30;551
1956 12;953 33;490
1957 14;038 37;122
1958 15;781 41,136
1959 16;423 43,696

1960 18,299 46;548
1961 20,143 50;786
1962 21;716 54,296
1963 24,073 59,030
1964 26,834 64;592

1')65 29;849 71;082
966 34;552 79,833

1967 38;856 89;264
1968 47,728 100,951
1969 47,459 111,191

1970 53,682 124;408
1971 59,596 138,665
1972 65,182 151;421
1973 72;190 168;467
1974 80;446 193;077

1975 91;370 217,184
1976 98,646 232;926
1977 165,635 250;370
1978 114,799 278,326
1979 126,165 306,008

1980 139;703 341,195

SOURCES: [224] AND [225].
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Professional women's salaries were included in the regression to

normalize librarians' salaries with respect to the general salary level in

the economy; Professional women's salaries were used because 85 percent of

librarians are women. Other alternative salaries were tried but profes-

Sional women's had the greatest explanatory power. The coeffiecients of

the variables DNLDPF and DLNDPF23 indicate that salaries for librarians are

related to those for professional women generally.

Starting salaries have an elasticity with respect to library

expenditures of about .2; a 1 percent increase in expenditures on libraries

results in a .2 percent increase in beginning salaries a year later.

(Presumably tno lag is due to the fact that it takes time for an

expenditure increase to work its way into the offers being made to new

employees.) DLNLIE30 measures the rate of change in library expenditures

from three years previously to the current year: the faster expenditures

increase, the more salaries will increase. That that variable measures

four years' change indicates that a sustained rate of increase in

expenditures is required for there to be an effect on salaries; (Given the

decline in real starting salaries since 1971, it is perhaps more

appropriate to speak of a sustained rate of reduction in expenditures and

decl' rres in salaries.)

Nbt all librarians, of course, are employed by state and local

government; A substantial proportion; however; are. Among.1980/81.gradu-

ates of accredited NIS programs placed in professional:positions of some

sort, 86 percent were placed in public, academic; or school libraries; a

substantial majority of which would be in the public sector (see Table 25).

The coefficient'of the graduates variable, DLNG45; indicates the

expected depressing effect of changes in the numbers of graduates on

changes in salaries at a later time. The more recent graduates there are,

the more the competition for the available jobs. This variable is also a

moving average. It measures the rates of change in graduates of four and

five years earlier.
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Demand as measured by total library employment was expected to be a

determinant of salaries but did not enter significantly into the salary

regression. That may be because of problems with the retrospective data:

no single reliable data series exists on employment of librarians. It may

altO be that salaries of librarians are not determined by relative supply

and demand for librarians but, as the regression resultt indicate, by the

salatie.s of other workers and by public expenditures, which are determined

in turn by a variety cf factors; It may be thet the reason for the

prolonged periods of surplus and shortage that the library labor market has

eXperienced are due to salaries not moving freely to restore equilibrium.

Using the function estimated here to project librarian starting

salaries requires projections of state and local government expenditures

and professional women's salaries. Three different tethbdt and sets of

assumptions were used to project librarians' starting salaries, giving

three sets of projections of graduates.

1-11_-dh-Alte-rnative-Project ions

The intermediate alternative first projected the rates of growth of

state and :local government expenditures on libraries (DLNLIB) and profes-

sional women's salaries (DLNDPF) then used the salary regression to

project librarian starting salaries based on those values:

The first step was to relate expenditures on libraries to state,

local, and federal expenditur on education. That proved to be a compli-

cated function:

DLNLIB = .095 + .785 DLNED04 -.110 DLNFED .160 DLINFED34

(14.17) (3.49)

-.025 DUMMY

(-1.34)
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Where:

Adjusted R2=.61 p >.006 Di4=2.1

DLNLIB = change in log of state and local government expenditures
on libraries from the National Income and-Product ACcounts
(Table C.2) ;

DLNED04 = difference between the_change in log of state and local
government purchases of goods and services in education
from the current year to four years' previously;

DLNFED -= Change in log of federal purchaSes of goods and services
in education (Table C.3);

DLNFED34 = the difference between DLNFED lagged three
four years;

DUMMY = a dummy variablefor 1970 thrOUgh 1972, when
perturbations in the data.

The years included are 1960-1980.

and lagged

there were

The intercept means that, other factors being equal, library

expenditures are increasing at about 10 percent per year. DLNED04 is an

acceleration measure. The greater the rate of change in educational

expenditures between the current year and fOur years earlier the greater

the expenditures on libraries. DLNFED12 and DLNFED34 are also acceleration

measures. Their coefficients indicate that an increase in the rate of

change of federal expenditures on education actually decreases spending on

libraries. Current library expenditures are more heavily influenced by

federal educational expenditures three and four years previously than those

one and two years previously We assume the function is in sor-e measure a

complicated one b6cause of the political process.
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TABLE C.3--Federal Government Expenditures on Education ar '3rants

in Aid to State and Local Government: 1952-1 J

(Millions of Current Dollars)

Year

-Federal -Expeneitbre$'
Expenditures Grants in Aid to

Less Transfers State and Local
Payments Government

1952 $ 289 $ 199
1953 343 240
1954 376 , 246

1955 - 386 251
1956 364 240
1957 437 266
1958 555 ,326

1959 604 384

1960 622 411
1961 687 446
1962 782 485
1963 902 551
1964 1,046 642

1965 1,331 831
1966 3,360 2,607
1967 3,611 2;762
1968 3;886 3,115
1969 3;835 3,146

1970 4,514 3,665
1971 4,823 3,909
1972 5,361 4,436
1973 4,850 3,926
1974 5,729 4;965

1975 6,504 5;543
1976 5,458 4,545
1977 6,496 5;502
1978 7,104 6,078
1979 8,335 7,268

1980 9,153 7,880

SOURCES: [224] AND [225].
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The next step is to project federal and state and local

expenditures on education, DLNFED and DLNED. Our projections are ba8ed on

NCES' projections of current expenditures on elementary and secondary

education [282]; The method followed was to compare NCES' data on rates on

increase of current expenditures on elementary and secondary education

through the 1970's to the National InocWre and Product Accounts' figures for

federal and state and local expenditures on.educatidni and then use those

relationships to project the latter based on NCES' intermediate alternative

projections of current expenditure rates of increase. The resulting

projctions of DLNLIB are in Table C.4, indicating an annual increase in

real state and local government expenditures on libraries of about 10

percent per year.

Projecting professional women's salaries was more difficult;

Library expenditure projections could be related to NCES' projections of

educational expenditures; for salariesi no such related projections were

available; For the intermediate alternative, rates of change in profes-

sional women's salaries (see Table C.4) were projected by reconciling-their-

past rates of change to those of adjusted average hourly earnings. The two

series are not exactly paraIIe3 because of compositional shifts in the

sample ft:it the former. The resulting projections vary from year to year,

but average a .5 percent increase throdgh the 1980's..

Applying the salary regression to the projections of library

expenditures and professional women's salaries gives a rate of change for

librarian starting salaries that varies from year to year but averages a 11

percent per year increase in constant dollars through the 1980's; Using

those salary projections with the regression for the determination of

graduates results in an average 5 percent annual increase;

Intermediate Alternativp Projections

The intermediate alternative assumes that professional women's

salaries and library expenditures will continue their performance of the

second half of the 1970's. Library expenditures are assumed to increase at
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TABLE C.4--projected Rates of Change and State and LOCal Government Expen-
ditures on Libraries and Professional WOmen'S Salaries: 1981-
199©

.

Change in

Year

State and Local
Government Expenditures

on Libraries 2/
Professional

Women's Salaries 1/

1981 .076 .000
1982 ;083 -.020
1983 ;090 ;030
1984 ;083 ;030
1984 .083 -.010

1985 .130 ;015
1986 .111 =.020
1987 .1U4 .020
1988 .102 .005
1989 .101 :005

1990 ;097 .010

2/ Estimated by King Research, Inc., Library Human Resources Study, 1983.
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four percent per year [194], and professional women's salaries to remain

constant, in real terms. The effect on librarian salaries is an average

five percent annual increase through 1990. Graduates average a two percent

annual increase, declining until 1984 but increasing after that, until by

1990 they would be back up to their late-1960s level.

LowAl-t-ernative-Projeotions

The final alternative assumes that librarian salaries. remain

constant in real terms. This alternative was tested because the observed 3

percent annual decline of the 1970's makes the other sets of assumptions
. _

appear optimistic. The result is a continuous and substantial decrease in

graduates of five percent per year, with the result that by 1990 graduates

are only 65 percent of their 1981 level, or 40 percent of their 1974 peak;

Actually, the model makes this alternative unlikely; the reduction in

graduates of the 1970's will, according to the model, eventually begin to

drive salaries back up. Accordingly, this alternative was dropped from

further consideration. It is worth noting, however, that this alternative

could come about if librarian salaries are not permitted_.toove. in

response to the market. Given that most librarians are in the public

sector, a continued poor economy combined with the tax limitation measures

of the 1970's could hold down salaries and bring about these projections.

Which set of projections one accepts depends on which set of

assumptions one finds the most probable; The analyst cannot foresee the

future any better than anyone else; what she or he can do is to project

what will happen under certain circumstances if these relationships

persist. The accuracy of the forecasts depends on whether those

circumstances do indeed come about
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